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ABSTRACT 
A Case Study of Disciple-Making Practices of the Korean Immigrant Churches in the United 
States: The Principles of Reproduction in Disciple-Making 
Sung Hyuk Nam 
 This dissertation is a study of the presence or absence of disciple-making among the 
Korean immigrant churches in the U.S. to identify factors that promote or inhibit disciples who 
intentionally produce other disciples. The Korean immigrant church has witnessed a frequent 
transference of church members while it has been rare to meet newly converted believers. In this 
situation, the church leaders of the Korean community have focused on pastoral care for their 
own members. In this study, the disciple-making practices of four churches were studied using 
three lenses:(1) their missiological priorities; (2) their intercultural sensibilities; and (3) their 
ongoing engagement in disciple-making activities.The study showed that maintenance within 
thecase study Korean churches took priority over the essential purposeof disciple-making.These 
churches had limited intercultural disciple-making approaches within the culture of the first 
generation of Korean immigrants. In addition, they maintained largely clergy-centric practices as 
a result of limited experience with intimate issues of the unchurched and the dechurched. It 
revealed apoor understanding and engagementof reproduction in disciple-making in the case 
study churches. 
 In Chapter 1, I introduce some personal experiences which became motives of this 
research, such as challenges of the first old Korean-centric worship style, the lack of dealing with 
intimate issues in disciple-making practices, rare converts, the preference for transfer growth, the 
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understanding of disciple-making as an optional program, and no ongoing disciple-making 
withanintention of reproduction andmultiplication.  
 Chapter 2 introduces the following theoretical frameworks: Paul Hiebert’s set theory, Jay 
Moon’s intercultural discipleship, and Robert Coleman’s principle of reproduction. The set 
theory helps summarize the dynamic relations of missiological priorities and disciple-making 
practices of the churches. Intercultural discipleship deciphers cultural spheres that the churches 
can utilize in their practices to deal with intimate issues. The principle of reproduction helps to 
comprehend whether the churches in this case study have ongoing engagement in disciple-
making through the generations. These frameworks are tools to interpret the data of discipling 
practices in the case study churches.  
 In Chapter 3,I provide the context and impetus of the case study churches through the 
perspective of missiological priorities and intercultural discipling approaches. The case study 
churches showed strong social and psychological function, as well as religious purposes for 
Korean immigrants. There were multiple boundaries in, out, and among these Korean Christian 
communities. They showed ahigh dependency on clergy and programs. Also, they demonstrated 
a high degree of ethnocentrism of the Korean culture with clergy-centric discipling practices and 
canned programs in the diverse cultural environments in the U.S. 
In Chapter 4, the milieu of the case study churches is introduced through the perspective 
of the principle of reproduction. The case study churches showed a strongpreference for transfer 
growth to conversion growth. The busyness of immigrants’ lives was one of the social obstacles 
not to join personal disciple-making practices. The participants of the disciple-making practices 
showed self-focused interests in religious, as well as social and psychological aspects. 
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Additionally, the separating comprehension between evangelism and discipling practices resulted 
in a poor understanding of multiplication and ongoing engagement in disciple-making activities. 
In Chapter 5, I discoveredpromoting factors of disciple-making practices in the case 
study churches. Their ecclesiological understanding as a bounded set provided clear identity, 
equality within a faith community, and belongingness in heterogeneous circumstances; however, 
one benefit of the centered set understanding showed the diverse desires of individual spiritual 
growth. The difficulty of immigrants’ lives, the table fellowship culture, the active community 
service, individual religious zeal, the intention toward disciple-making of the mission statements, 
the physical resource of churches, and the continuous influx of Christians from Korea were also 
promoting discipling practices. For intercultural disciple-making practices, there were 
encouraging factors that mixed print-preference and oral-preference cultural assumptions with a 
collective identity, an honor-based orientation, a cognitive focus, and an assembly-line 
production methodology. According to Coleman’s eight steps of discipleship, the following 
positive aspects existed: a volunteering group, fellowship-oriented activities, obedience to the 
Bible, and a passion for spreading the Gospel. 
In Chapter 6, I describethe inhibiting factors of reproducing disciple-making within the 
case study churches. With ecclesiology as a bounded set, they became religious and cultural 
ghettos, distorting evangelism without connecting to disciple-making, creating multiple 
boundaries inside the church, and giving preference to addition rather than multiplication. Also, 
they preferred to consume clergy-centric and program-based disciple-making practices. They 
practiced disciple-making withstronglylimited cultural choices for oral-based communication, a 
collective identity, an honor orientation, a mostly cognitive understanding of the faith, a leaning 
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toward redemption theology, and assembly-line production methods. They also experienced a 
shortage of time in practicing disciple-making even for their internal maturity. Evangelism was 
understoodas an event for a few committed church members. The male-dominated culture 
limited female’s participation and leadership in disciple-making for reproduction. According to 
Coleman’s eight steps, the following aspects were found: antagonism toward the principle of 
selection for favoritism, decreased association resulting in shallow relationships for the collective 
disciple-making practices, the poor delegation of leadership to lay people, lack of debriefing for 
supervision, and little expectation of church growth by reproduction of disciple-making with 
multiplication. 
To finish my study in Chapter 7, I suggest that missiologydetermined by Christology 
must decide ecclesiologyand that culturally relevant and biblically faithful approaches, including 
dealing with intimate issues, must be applied for ongoing engagement in disciple-making. For 
ongoing reproduction in which one disciple intentionally makes other disciples in small groups 
as outposts, I make seven suggestions for the Korean church: recovering ‘sentness’ as a forgotten 
piece of disciple-making practices, focusing on the transformation of disciples, multiplying 
through organic structures, pursuing resource-consuming disciple-making as a process, 
empowering the laity rather than being clergy-centric, growing by multiplication rather than by 
addition, and activating small groups with an empowerment culture.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
On our first Sunday in the United States, my family visited the largest Korean immigrant 
church in the Boston area. We expected to find a vivid worship service with a more mature form 
of Christianity. When we walked toward the church parking lot after that Sunday service, my 
wife and I looked each other and simultaneously expressed our feelings of disappointment with a 
question, “Should we attend this church until graduation from a master’s degree program?” The 
church seemed to be a classic and outdated organization from the 1980s and 1990s. For two 
years, church activities were limited to worship services and intermittent Bible studies. Although 
there were weekday meetings in groups, individual disciple-making was not expected. 
As an associate pastor, I was in charge of a young adult group in a Korean immigrant 
church in New York. Most group members were Korean students, with a few office workers 
mixed in as well. When I introduced plans for discipling practices, their response was one of 
boredom, because their lifelong experiences of discipling practices were knowledge-centric 
Bible studies. Furthermore, the busyness of their lives with school and work as minorities and 
foreigners in the U.S. kept them from participating in weekday meetings. One member told me, 
“Pastor! Don’t you know we are too busy to join in church activities during weekdays? It seems 
that you don’t understand our daily lives because you just stay in the church office.” I was 
shocked by his brave comment that forced me to question whether I was a disciple-maker or a 
church manager. The senior pastor of that church even recommended that I have weekday 
meetings only in the church building. As an elder explained to me, the senior pastor did not want 
any associate pastor to have intimate relationships with any church members because he feared a 
young pastor would cause a schism and plant a new church by splitting members. 
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 In the first semester of my M.Div. program in Korea, I saw an unforgettable banner put 
up by a seminarian committee. It said, Jeon-Do-Sa-Nim Jebal Jeon-Do Hab-Si-Da (“Student 
Pastor: Please Practice Evangelism”).1 It was because he or she often did not practice 
evangelism, but functioned instead as a caregiver for young church members. This is ironic 
because Jeon-Do-Sa Nim, the title of a church leader, includes Jeon-Do the word for 
“evangelism.” That shocked me because I realized it challenged my definition of being a pastor. 
Frankly, at that time, I did not intentionally practice personal evangelism to make disciples.  I 
was a good church manager for churchgoers. 
Although I struggled with issues of conversion, evangelism, and disciple-making since 
childhood, those struggles continued even after completing my M.Div. degree and becoming 
ordained as a licensed pastor, all the while lacking a clear biblical answer. In John Hong’s class 
on “Evangelism and Discipleship,” I had to acknowledge that I had a poor understanding of 
discipleship. I initially considered discipling practices to be a synonym for local church Bible 
study classes. Hong explained the reason for my misunderstanding,  
You were a church kid who did not have a chance to experience real discipleship. 
Although your father didn’t help you experience true discipleship, it was not your father’s 
fault. Thirty years ago, discipleship was an unfamiliar concept among Korean pastors. 
Because he was unacquainted with discipleship, he could not teach it to you.”2 
That was true from my personal experiences in all of the five Korean immigrant churches 
that I attended. Most of the discipling practices programs were merely Bible studies that focused 
                                                     
1Jeon-Do-Sa-Nim is a title of unordain student pastor of the Korean church. Jeon-Do means evangelism. It is double 
entendre.  
 
2 Hong, Sung-Chul. “Evangelization Seminary Applied Conversion Perspective.” Lecture at Asbury Theological 
Seminary, Wilmore, KY, February 18, 2010. 
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on spiritual formation by increasing biblical knowledge without individual and personal disciple-
making.3 Whenever I shared Jesus’ method for evangelism and disciple-making as detailed in 
Coleman’s book, “The Master Plan for Evangelism,” one or two church members of each Korean 
church told me that they had never heard that before. It was tragic that there were so few who 
were winning souls and making new disciples for Christ, despite numerous programs for 
discipleship and evangelism in local churches.  
 Why does this kind of personal experience with the practices of the Korean church 
continue to show a lack of real conversion of the unchurched?4 Mike Breen explains this chronic 
phenomenon well, “It was the question that no one was actually asking or had the courage to ask 
out loud. It is the question people don’t want to admit not having the answer to.”5 It seems that 
the Korean churches try to believe they are still growing without a sense of crisis.6Hurh points 
out the need for research concerning the reality of Korean immigrant religious lives in the U.S., 
“Although the literature on Korean immigrants in the United States has expanded rapidly in 
                                                     
3 SangChul Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, 
Research on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)],” The Korea Times, last 
modified June 27, 2012, accessed March 19, 2016, http://www.koreatimes.com/article/737225. “The most important 
factor when the first generation chooses a church is ‘the preaching of the senior pastor (76%).’ Following preaching, 
the next most common preferences are a family network, an atmosphere of the local church, children’s education, 
and friends.” It shows how the Korean churchgoers are interested in self-benefits. “70% of those surveyed say that 
‘preaching’ is the most satisfying factor of the church they are currently attending. 28% of them will transfer for 
better preaching. In the same vein, 65% of those surveyed replied that the reason for transferring to mega churches is 
the better preaching of senior pastor. 
4 In-Sil Seo, “미주내한인교회마이너스성장세 [Declining the Korean Churches in the U.S.],” Christian Today, 
accessed January 26, 2017, http://christiantoday.us/sub_read.html?uid=22457&section=section12. 
 
5 Mike Breen, Building a Discipling Culture (Pawleys Island, SC: 3DM Publishing, 2011), 69–70. 
6 Yoon-Sik Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church] (Seoul, Korea: 
Words of Life publication, 2013), 492. “68% of respondents believe that the churches they attend are growing and 
82% of them believe the church will grow without fail.” 
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recent years, empirical research on the immigrants' religious involvement is still in the 
exploratory stage.”7 
My dissertation researches the factors promoting and inhibiting disciple-making in 
Korean Protestant immigrant churches in the U.S. The dissertation research agenda includes two 
major areas. First, I uncover the presence or absence of the Korean church practices of disciple-
making practices. I also probe into the various types of discipling practices have been applied in 
the Korean church and divide them into two categories, reproducing and non-reproducing 
churches. 
Secondly, I research the different elements that encourage or hinder disciple-making 
practices in the Korean church and that influence how the Korean church understands 
evangelism, conversion, and disciple-making. I seek to identify churchgoers and disciples as to 
whether they reproduce or not through the generations. I also show whether the Korean church 
practices disciple-making with an expectation of church growth through addition as transfer 
growth or multiplication of disciple-making as conversion growth. 
The specific targets of my research are the Korean churches growing by reproducing 
disciple-makers, as opposed to those that grow through the transfer of church members, or those 
that are declining as they lose members through the church’s back door. I reveal my discovery 
that the case study churches severely inclined toward transfer growth, and that their discipling 
practices showed a poor understanding of disciple-maker reproduction, as evidenced through 
                                                     
7 Won Moo Hurh and Kwang Chung Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 29, no. 1 (March 1990): 20. 
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only a few conversions of the unchurched. There was not intentional disciple-making by winning 
souls for multiplication of believers. 
 
I. Statement of the Problem 
The following discusses research regarding the presence or absence of disciple-making 
practices among Korean immigrant churches in the U.S. in order to identify factors that promote 
or inhibit reproduction of disciple-making. While membership numbers from the Korean church 
in the U.S. are available, it is difficult to discover the number of actual church members because 
of countless duplicated registrations (see Figure 1.1.).8 Due to frequent conflicts and schisms, as 
well as the transfer of church members, there is no available accurate statistical chart of 
memberships.9 It is a cliché among Korean immigrants that when Far East Asians arrive in a new 
place, the Koreans plant churches; the Chinese open restaurants; and the Japanese open factories. 
As Kim describes the Korean churches, “The church has been the center of most Korean 
immigrants’ lives; it has taken the role of ‘home and resource’ for them.”10 Thus, the number of 
the Korean churches has often been used as an indicator of the growth of Korean Christianity in 
the U.S. instead of the membership list. In Figure 1.1, a steady increase in the number of the 
                                                     
8 JinHo Moon and HyeYoung Koo, “한인인구-Census. 실제로얼마? 한국정부 ‘243만명’ 한인사회 ‘300만명’ 
[Population of Korean Immigrant - Census. Real Number Is Not Correct],” Miju Jung Ang Ilbo, last modified May 
25, 2011, accessed March 19, 2016, http://www.koreadaily.com/news/read.asp?art_id=1203440.  
“Department of foreign affair in South Korea announces statistic of overseas Korean every other year. According to 
this data, Korean populations in the U.S. are 2.16M in 2003, 2.09M in 2005, 2.02M in 2007, and 2.43M in 2009. But 
this announcements are not reliable because some of them are based on uncertain data from each local church.” 
9 Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)].” 
10 Kim, “Current Conditions and Challenges of Korean Immigrant Church and Ministers by Statistics,” 2. 
6 
Korean churches shows two phenomena. First, there have been frequent schisms of the Korean 
churches. While Moon and Koo’s statistics show the decrease of the Korean immigrants from 
2003 to 2007,11 Seo’s numbers of the Korean churches in Figure 1.1. steadily increased during 
the same period. Second, there have been frequent transfers of believers in the Korean churches. 
While the statistics of the number of the Korean immigrants by the Korean churches in the U.S. 
are not reliable,12 the number of the Korean churches are available. 
 
Figure 1.1. Numbers of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States and Canada13 
 
                                                     
11 Moon and Koo, “한인인구-Census. 실제로얼마? 한국정부 ‘243만명’ 한인사회 ‘300만명’ [Population of 
Korean Immigrant - Census. Real Number Is Not Correct].” 
12 Ibid. 
13 Seo, “미주내한인교회마이너스성장세 [Declining the Korean Churches in the U.S.].” 
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 As Lim noted, the Korean church seems to focus on the effectiveness of attracting 
people.14 Some Korean churches are still growing by transferring members without discipling 
new converts.15 Yang comments on this transfer growth of the Korean church, 
Korean churches have already declined. More than half of them do not have children in 
Sunday school. Young adult or college group is below 3% of attending church 
members… It is because the Korean church has been program-centric instead of 
missional vision-centric, decided by realistic situation instead of faith, and grown by 
transferring members instead of new converts…. Although many Korean churches 
emphasize the priority of evangelism, they virtually grow by transference. 85-90% of 
new members of my church are transferred members.16 
The more they expect just churchgoers, the more they must invest resources in a “cafeteria plan” 
for religious consumers. According to Yang, the Korean church has invested with an expectation 
that better environments with high-end technologies in worship service, convenient buildings, 
spacious parking lots, and professional music performance may attract the unchurched.17 But, in 
fact, it attracts more churchgoers than seekers of faith. Unfortunately, the Korean church is now 
paying the price in stagnation and declining church growth.  
                                                     
14 Lim, “교인수평이동에대한소고(小考) [Reflection on Transfer Growth].”Rev. Lim, a senior pastor in LA, says 
“religious shoppers prefer bigger church with enough finance, diverse programs, and stable church system. 
Therefore a mega church invests man power and money to attract them.” 
15 Ibid. “While the number of new immigrants decreases, the number of the Korean church increases. Thus, it is rare 
to evangelize the unchurched. More than 95% of church members are established Christians. In other words, they 
are transferred churchgoers from other churches.” 
16 Chun-Gil Yang, “쇠퇴기한인교회의대안미셔날처치 [Missional Church as an Alternative of Declining Korean 
Immigrant Church],” Theological Seminary of New Jersey, accessed January 25, 2017, http://www.tsnjus.org/blank-
7.”  
17 Yang, “쇠퇴기한인교회의대안미셔날처치 [Missional Church as an Alternative of Declining Korean Immigrant 
Church].” “A general phenomenon during stagnation of church growth is transfer growth. The Korean church 
believes that it will continue to grow with various programs and facilities.” 
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Choi indicates two main factors that have slowed down the Korean church growth since 
the 1990s.18 
It may be important that internal factors of Korean church cause the slowdown in church 
growth. While environments of social changes are unavoidable, internal factors of 
Korean church cannot be excused. Two factors can explain declination of church growth. 
First, Korean church has been losing many members through back doors due to 
proselytism and giving up Christianity. Second, there is no new convert by evangelism.19 
The so-called “Canaan Christians” who do not attend church anymore are disappointed 
by the Korean church.20 They share a common complaint related to hierarchical church cultures 
and untrustworthy life of the Korean church and its members.21 Even so, 53.3% of the 
dechurched “Canaan Christians” indicate that they were willing to return to the Korean church if 
there was a renewal by the Gospel.22  Not only the dechurched, but also the unchurched, distrust 
the Korean church.23 “The biggest reason for not attending local church has changed from ‘not 
                                                     
18 Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church], 58–59. 
19 Won-Gue Lee, “사회학적관점에서바라본한국교회성장둔화요인: 한국교회성장둔화분석과그대책(1) 
[Factors of Slowing down the Korean Church Growth from a Sociological Perspective],” last modified December 1, 
1996, accessed March 20, 2016, http://www.amennews.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=1031. 
20 Tae-Hoon Lee, “나는교회에나가지않습니다, 하지만나는크리스천입니다 [I Don’t Attend the Church. But, I 
Am a Christian],” Chosun Ilbo, last modified May 3, 2013, accessed March 19, 2016, 
http://news.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2013/05/02/2013050203064.html. It is a word play in Korean. The 
reverse of “Ca-Na-An” sounds “An-Na-Ca” which means ‘I don’t want to attend (any church)’ in Korean. This type 
of people declares themselves as Christians without belonging to any established church. 
21 Lee, “I Don’t Attend the Church. But, I Am a Christian.” “Reasons why ‘Canaan Christians’ have left established 
church: expectation of less restricted religious life (30.3%), authoritative and coercive church leaders (24.3%), 
complains against church members (19.1%), and so on.” 
22 Lee, “Factors of Slowing down the Korean Church Growth from a Sociological Perspective.” 
23 Byung-Kum Jun, 한국기독교분석리포트: 2013 한국인의종교생활과의식조사보고서 [2013 Attitude Survey 
of Korean Religious Life] (Seoul, Korea: USD publication, 2014), 41. “Reasons why the unchurched do not want to 
convert to Christianity though they want to have any religions: ‘like money too much’ (19.5%), ‘cannot trust’ 
(12.2%), ‘selfish’ (11.3%), and ‘blind devotion’ (8.1%). Main factors are negative reputation and low reliability of 
the Korean church.’ 
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enough time’ in 1998 and 2004 to ‘negative reputation of the Korean church’ in 2012.”24 When 
surveyed, some people do not like to attend the Korean churches because of the inconsistency of 
the speech and action, and a coercion of the offering.25 The lack of transformed lives of Korean 
Christians has disappointed people, which is one reason that Korean Protestantism has been 
losing believers.26 Therefore, a lack of attention to mission and disciple-making practices is one 
of the major culprits of the declination of the Korean churches. 
Chai says, “Discipleship is not just knowledge delivery but a transformation of life. The 
problem of current discipling practices in the Korean churches is knowledge-centric.”27 It seems 
that disciple-making practices have trouble to transform churchgoers’ daily life. Without 
transforming believers, discipling practices in the Korean church is reduced to mere knowledge 
delivery, with the laity reduced to simple maintenance of the church and instruction to obey 
church teachings.28 
Perhaps the urgent need in the Korean church is to comprehend the factors that promote 
and/or hinder transforming discipleship including evangelism, conversion, and disciple-making. 
                                                     
24 Byung-Sun Jun, “‘가나안성도’ 교회비출석이유 [Why Don’t the Dechurched Attend the Korean Church?],” 
KookMin Ilbo, last modified July 7, 2016, accessed January 26, 2017, 
http://news.kmib.co.kr/article/view.asp?arcid=0923581868. 
25 Jun, 2013 Attitude Survey of Korean Religious Life, 168. “Reasons of distrusting Koran church: Too many 
heresies and cults (10.7%), selfish (10.5%), inconsistency of speech and action (9.4%), coercion of offering (9.1%), 
scandals of pastors (9.1%), coercive evangelism (6.0%), obsession with Expansion of Church Power (6.0%).” 
26 Jae-Young Jung, “가나안성도, 그들은누구인가? [Who Is the Dechurched, Ca-Na-An?],” Amennews, accessed 
January 26, 2017, http://www.amennews.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=12633. Jung, Jae-Young, a professor of 
the Graduate School of Practical Theology, delineates four main factors for the increase of the dechurched. They are 
coercive faith, rupture of communication, discrepancy of faith and life, and individualized faith. 
27 Kwang-Ha Lee, “가정교회가대안입니다 [House Church],” Newsnjoy, accessed January 26, 2017, 
http://www.newsnjoy.or.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=22672. 
28 Jae-Young Jung, “무엇을위한제자훈련인가? [What Is Discipleship For?],” News Mission, last modified May 
10, 2016, accessed April 4, 2017, http://newsmission.com/news/news_view.asp?seq=65879. “The negative aspect of 
discipleship in the Korean church is inner-centric purpose that it makes staff and volunteers for church maintenance 
rather than transformed lives of disciples.” 
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With a metaphor, Mike Breen cogently hints at why the Korean churches have more dechurched 
Christians and fewer converts: 
A missional church or a missional community or a missional small group is the new car 
that everyone is talking about right now, but no matter how beautiful or shiny the vehicle, 
without an engine, it won’t go anywhere… The reason the missional movement may fail 
is because most people/communities in the Western church are pretty bad at making 
disciples. Without a plan for making disciples (and a plan that works), any missional 
thing you launch will be completely unsustainable.29 
Research into missional disciple-making may offer a solution for the lack of transformation in 
the lives of Korean Christians or the stagnation and decline of church growth. 
 
II. Research Questions  
A. How do Korean immigrant churches describe discipleship? How do they measure the 
goals of discipleship? What is the difference between disciples and disciple-makers? 
B. What are the most common discipling practices of the Korean immigrant churches? How 
is disciple-making practice different between institutionalized and disciple-centric churches? 
How effective are these practices at producing more disciple-makers? 
C. What factors promote or inhibit disciple-makers to intentionally produce other disciple-
makers in the Korean immigrant churches? 
 
III. Delimitations 
                                                     
29 Mike Breen, “Why the Missional Movement Will Fail,” last modified September 21, 2011, accessed March 19, 
2016, https://mikebreen.wordpress.com/2011/09/12/why-the-missional-movement-will-fail/. 
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I have several delimitations in my research. First, although there are various types of 
church growth,30 I will limit my study and research toward transfer growth and conversion 
growth because there has been an extreme polarization in the Korean church.  
 Second, since it will be practically impossible to study multi Korean-American 
generations, I will limit this research to the first generation of the Korean immigrant churches in 
the U.S. Due to the ‘silent exodus’ of the second generation,31 many Korean churches are still 
constituted by the first generation.32 
 Third, I will limit my research to urban areas where the most Korean immigrants are 
condensed for study and work. More than a half of the Korean churches are located in big cities 
where huge Korean towns exist.33 Thus, churches for research will be geographically limited to 
the New Jersey and New York metropolitan area.34 
                                                     
30 George G. Hunter, The Apostolic Congregation: Church Growth Reconceived for a New Generation (Nashville, 
TN: Abingdon Press, 2009), 5–20. He delineates six types of church growth: internal growth, expansion growth, 
extension growth, bridging growth, catalytic growth, and proliferation growth. He classifies that transfer growth and 
conversion growth belong to expansion growth. 
31 Dong-Myung Shin, “미주한인교회청소년 82.3%, ‘고교졸업후교회떠나고싶다’ [Silent Exodus of the Second 
Generation],” Christian Times, accessed January 26, 2017, 
http://www.kmctimes.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=33861. According to the research of Dr. Oh, SangChul, a 
head of the Korean American Immigrant Theology Institute, 82.3% of Korean-American students leaves the Korean 
churches after high school graduation. 
32 Ji-Hye Cho, “미국내한인교회수줄었다 [Declining the Korean Church in the U.S.],” Kidok Newspaper, accessed 
January 26, 2017, http://www.kidok.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=51405. This research analyzes the reasons 
of declination of the Korean church in three ways. First, it is the retirement of the first-generation pastors. Second, it 
is the shortage of competitive power of church planting. Third, it is the transference of the second generation of 
Korean immigrants to the non-Korean churches. It adds that there has been more influx of the first generation from 
South Korea due to Korea-U.S. free trade agreement and visa waiver program.  
33 Seo, “미주내한인교회마이너스성장세 [Declining the Korean Churches in the U.S.].” In 2014, there were 4,303 
Korean churches in the U.S. Top two areas of the Korean churches were CA (30.7%) and NJ and NY area (16.3%). 
Including Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington D.C., and Seattle where Korean 
populations are big, it is more than 77% of all Korean immigrant churches. 
34 Jie Zong and Jeanne Batalova, “Korean Immigrants in the United States,” last modified December 3, 2014, 
accessed March 25, 2016, http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/korean-immigrants-united-states. Metropolitan 
area of the most concentrated Korean population is Los Angeles, CA. The second top area is New York and 
Northern New Jersey. 
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IV. Definitions of Key Terms 
A. Evangelism 
In a narrow sense, evangelism is the ministry of a proclamation by which an evangelist 
announces the message. William Abraham defines evangelism by saying that “proclamation is 
evangelism only insofar as it is governed by the intention to initiate the hearer into the reign of 
God.”35 Abraham adds, “This does not mean that we abandon the crucial significance 
of proclamation in evangelism, but it does mean that we enrich our conception of evangelism to 
include the vital first phases of initiation into the kingdom of God.”36 The purpose of evangelism 
is winning souls by initiating the discipling process. Scott Jones nuances Abraham’s definition 
by stating, “Evangelism is that set of loving, intentional activities governed by the goal of 
initiating persons into Christian discipleship in response to the reign of God.”37 To do the work 
of evangelism, then, is to urge others to follow this way of conversion so that they discover the 
true Jesus.38 As a proclamation, evangelism then launches people into discipleship. 
 
B. Conversion and Converts 
Conversion is the response to evangelism and the entry into the kingdom of God. It is the 
attainment of positive results from evangelism. Rambo states, “Many contemporary scholars 
believe that authentic conversion is an ongoing process of transformation. Initial change, while 
                                                     
35 William J. Abraham, The Logic of Evangelism (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1989), 173. 
36 Ibid., 69. 
37 Scott J. Jones, The Evangelistic Love of God and Neighbor: A Theology of Witness and Discipleship (Nashville, 
TN: Abingdon Press, 2003), 19. 
38 Richard V. Peace, Conversion in the New Testament: Paul and the Twelve (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 
328. 
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important, is but the first step in a long process, a pilgrimage.”39 William Barclay adds, 
“Conversion is a decisive event, but none the less conversion is only a beginning. It is the entry 
upon a journey, not the end of the road. It is the engagement upon a pilgrimage, not the arrival at 
the goal.”40 Conversion is a complex process in which all factors are related to each other and 
interconnected.41 It is a dynamic process that varies according to place and time.42 With a strong 
emphasis on conversion as a process, it is both instantaneous and gradual. Thus, there is not “a 
turn” but many “turns” in the ongoing adventure.  Conversion can be seen as a process that 
contains the possibility of a crisis point or threshold.43 
 
C. Disciple 
As conversion and evangelism are phases of a process, becoming a disciple and a 
disciple-maker are important parts of a spiritual pilgrimage for Christians. In Korean, a disciple 
can be Je-Ja with the connotation of apprenticeship and Hak-Saeng, which is most broadly used 
in public education. The way I will define a disciple rejects elitism and merely programmatic 
concepts, such as completing a program or an event. After being initiated by evangelism and 
conversion, disciple-making is a never-ending process of becoming a follower of Jesus.44 Thus, a 
                                                     
39 Lewis R. Rambo, Understanding Religious Conversion (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1995), 146. 
40 William Barclay, Turning to God: A Study of Conversion in the Book of Acts and Today (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Baker, 1964), 70. 
41 Ibid., 176. 
42 Ibid., 95-96 
43 H. Eddie Fox and George E. Morris, Faith-Sharing: Dynamic Christian Witnessing by Invitation (Nashville, TN: 
Discipleship Resources, 2003), 125. 
44 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 
2003), 24–37. His descriptions of seven biblical standards show what biblical discipleship is: First, there is the 
church filled with disciples and disciple-makers who are proactive ministers. Second, discipleship is a disciplined 
way of life for all followers of Jesus. Third, discipleship should affect all spheres of life. Fourth, Christian 
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disciple I will use is close to the Je-Ja termin Korean. According to Michael Wilkins, the Greek 
term mathetes of the New Testament means learner/apprentice, pupil/academician, adherent, 
friend, knowledgeable one, and follower in the Greco-Roman world.45 In a narrow sense, I will 
use a disciple as a student, a learner, a respondent to evangelism, a convert, a reborn follower, 
and an apprentice with more religious attachment;46 it will be used a phase of the disciple-
making process for ongoing engagement to be a disciple-maker. 
 
D. Discipleship 
Discipleship embraces the whole process from becoming a convert through evangelism, 
then a disciple, and finally, a disciple-makerwith ongoing engagement of disciple-making. Hull 
notes, “When a disciple finished his training, he was expected to reproduce what he'd learned by 
finding and training his own apprentices.”47 Robert Coleman also affirms, “What really counts in 
the ultimate perpetuation of our work is the faithfulness with which our converts go and make 
leaders out of their converts, not simply more followers.”48 Dawson Trotman also affirmed, “In 
the physical realm when your children have children, you become a grandparent. Your parents 
are then great-grandparents, and theirs are great-great-grandparents. And so it should be in the 
                                                                                                                                                                           
community of disciple and disciple-makers is a countercultural force whose values and lifestyle are dissimilar to 
those of non-believers. Fifth, the church is an essential and chosen organism for discipleship.  Sixth, discipleship 
produces biblically informed people. Seventh, discipleship results in disciple and disciple-makers who share their 
faith. 
45 Michael J. Wilkins, Following the Master: A Biblical Theology of Discipleship (Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 
1992), 72–75. 
46 LeRoy Eims, The Lost Art of Disciple Making (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1978), 182; Bill Hull, The 
Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ (Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 
2006), 32; Wilkins, Following the Master, 41; Dallas Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden 
Life In God (New York, NY: HarperCollins Publishers, 1998), 282; T. W. Manson, The Teaching of Jesus (New 
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 239–240. 
47 Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship, 64. 
48 Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 94. 
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spiritual.”49 According to Mason, “Jesus was their Master not so much as a teacher of right 
doctrine, but rather as the master-craftsman whom they were to follow and imitate. Discipleship 
was not matriculation in a Rabbinical College but apprenticeship to the work of the Kingdom.” 
As some scholars describe above, discipleship must include the unchurched as prospective 
converts and apprentices. Thus, discipleship is not a class that can be completed in a certain 
period to have a status of being a superior church member. For this research of the Korean 
immigrant churches, it means a whole process that a new convert becomes a disciple and a 
disciplemaker rather than the status of being them. Thus, it is a life-long process with 
reproducing disciple-making. 
Like the model of Paul and Timothy (2 Tim. 2:1-7), discipleship is an apprenticeship 
relationship with the result of spiritual reproduction. Hull summarizes, “When all who become 
disciples make disciples through several spiritual generations, the result should not be a 
reproduction (adding churchgoers one at a time) but multiplication (one disciple makes two, who 
make four, who make sixteen, and so on).”50 
Figure 1.2 below shows the general process and understanding of church growth 
including evangelism, conversion, and disciple-making. If a non-believer does not answer to 
evangelism, he or she remains unchurched, and the practice of an evangelist just ends up a 
proclamation.51 If a non-believer answers to evangelism, he or she may visit or attend a church. 
                                                     
49 Dawson Trotman, Born to Reproduce (Lincoln, NE: Back to the Bible Publishers, 1959), 28. 
50 Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship, 27. 
51Evangelism is the proclamation of the Good News about Jesus and the Kingdom. Literally, Jeon-Do (evangelism) 
means ‘deliver the Way.’ Although it seems to include the etymological meaning of the sharing or spreading the 
Gospel, this inherited idiom from the early Korean church becomes a fixed term of recruiting activities of the church 
for the unchurched.Although evangelism is the proclamation of the Good News to the churched as well as the 
unchurched, it is never used for the proclamation of the Gospel to church members in Korean Christianity. 
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Without a conversion, this non-believer ends up becoming a pew-sitter. Also, a churchgoer who 
believes him or herself a Christian becomes a religious shopper unless he or she experiences 
conversion. If there is a separation between being a disciple and a disciple-maker, the result is 
simply creating a fan for him or herself. Without becoming a disciple-maker with multiplication, 
church growth ends up becoming an addition of pew-sitters, religious shoppers, and fans. If a 
person is or pursues a disciple and a disciple-maker as a process of disciple-making, there is a 
reproduction of disciple-making with the unchurched. Thus, discipleship is a making disciples or 
mobilizing the laity to practice disciple-making in tandem with evangelizing. 
 
Figure 1.2. A Process of Disciple-Making with Comparing Addition and Multiplication 
Growth 
  
                                                                                                                                                                           
Practically, evangelism is translated into Korean as Jeon-Do which Korean church uses when a Christian tries to 
evangelize only the unchurched or the dechurched. For the churched, Korean church never uses Jeon-Do 
(evangelism). 
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Churchgoers, pew-sitters, religious shoppers, and fans can shortsightedly add more 
people to the church but never multiply. A disciple and disciple-maker can make the church 
exponentially multiply. 
Through the challenges of personal experiences and general overviews of the Korean 
church, I argue that a proper understanding of discipleship enables us to expect church growth by 
disciple-making. In this chapter, several personal experiences and statistics of the Korean 
churches show that there are problems of church growth relating to disciple-making practices of 
them. With various expressions such as pew-sitters, churchgoers, religious shoppers, fans, 
disciples and disciple-makers, we explore problems of disciple-making practiceswe face in the 
case study churches. In Chapter 2, theoretical frameworks and research design will be 
introduced. In the next chapter, I will introduce research methodology for this case study and the 
three theoretical frameworks: ecclesiology, intercultural disciple-making, and the principle of 
reproduction.   
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Frameworks and Research Design 
 
 Since there is more transfer growth and less conversion growth in the Korean church (as 
discussed in Chapter 1), this phenomenon needs to be probed from various angles to determine 
factors that promote and inhibit disciple-making in the Korean church. This chapter looks at 
three frameworks and various research methods to understand and interpret the current practices 
of disciple-making in the Korean churches.  
 
I. Theoretical Frameworks 
The theoretical frameworks of this study comprise of three parts. The first part is 
ecclesiology, which shows several theological perspectives for understanding churches. The 
second part is related to intercultural disciple-making, which examines cultural relevance for an 
integrative transformation of the disciples’ worldviews. The third part is the principle of 
reproduction for multiplication of spiritual generations. 
A. Ecclesiology 
Craig Van Gelder notes, “Understanding the nature of the Church is foundational for 
being able to clarify the purpose of the church and for developing any strategies related to that 
purpose.”52 He highlights the importance of defining the church, “The church is. The church 
does what it is. The church organizes what it does.”53 Therefore, the way of understanding the 
                                                     
52 Craig Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church: A Community Led by the Spirit (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Baker Books, 2007), 16. 
53 Ibid., 17. 
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church decides how we practice our disciple-making, including conversion and evangelism. In 
spite of various ways of defining churches, I utilize some scholars’ theoretical frameworks to 
research the Korean churches. This investigation of ecclesiology viz. missiological priorities will 
show how the Korean churches have understood and practiced disciple-making. 
Some scholars have understood the church in dualistic ways, such as the gathered or 
scattered church,54 visible or invisible church, sodality or modality55, and so on. Van Gelder 
applies organization theory from social science to churches. He analyzes churches with open and 
closed system approaches.56 Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch define the church as either 
institutional/attractional or incarnational/missional church.57 Howard Snyder describes it in this 
way, “The Church will inevitably manifest some institutional patterns, but no institution can ever 
be the Church. The Church can never be essentially an institution, even though it will necessarily 
be institutional in some aspects of its life.”58 Contrasting traditional church and missional church, 
Reggie McNeal suggests three mission shifts: from internal to external ministry focus, from 
program development to people development, and from church-based to Kingdom-based 
leadership.59 He proposes, “These three shifts call for a new scorecard for the missional 
church.”60 
                                                     
54 Hugh Halter and Matt Smay, AND: The Gathered and Scattered Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2010). 
55 Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, eds., Perspectives on the World Christian Movement: A Reader 
(Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2013). 
56 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 121–152. 
57 Frost and Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come. 
58 Howard A. Snyder, The Community of the King (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2004), 64. 
59 McNeal, Missional Renaissance. 
60 Ibid., xvii. 
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I will use Hiebert’s set theories61 as a primary theoretical framework to analyze 
ecclesiology with references to the scholars’ aforementioned theories. From mathematics, 
Hiebert applies set theories for grouping of churches: bounded set and centered set. 
Figure 2.1. Bounded Set and Centered Set 
First, a bounded set has a clear boundary to separate what is in and out of the group. 
Thus, it focuses on maintaining the boundary. It regards members within the boundary without 
regard to changes or progressions of status. Therefore, bounded set churches are very static 
without variation, as Hiebert states, “The central question, therefore, is whether an object is 
inside or outside the category. Once within, no further change can take place in its categorical 
status.”62 Thus, membership in a local church becomes the standard for whether he or she is 
Christian or not. There is no challenge toward spiritual growth because bounded sets are 
essentially static. As Hiebert summarizes, “Growth [maturity] is not an essential part of the 
                                                     
61 Paul G. Hiebert, “The Category ‘Christian’ in the Mission Task,” International Review of Mission 72, no. 287 
(July 1983): 421–427. 
62 Ibid., 422. 
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set.”63 Ongoing disciple-making can be optional. The goal of evangelism of the church just 
becomes bringing people inside the boundary of the institutional church. It implies that all 
Christians are the same without hierarchical classes and clearly offers a visible and tangible 
standard of identity of Christians with less ambiguity. A church can over-emphasize the 
boundary so that conversion can be just a change of location from outside to inside the boundary.  
Second, an understanding of church as a centered set can describe a Christian by their 
relationship with the center, Christ. Instead of putting weight on the boundary, its clear 
distinction is whether someone is moving toward or away from the center. The distance from the 
center can vary depending on the unique situation of each person while not determining whether 
they are a Christian or not. Thus, it allows variation of starting points in the maturity of faith. 
Turning direction toward the center is conversion and moving toward the center is disciple-
making practice as a process of maturing in faith. If a person turns away from the center, it 
means losing faith. If someone does not move toward the center but stays in the same spot, it 
means there is no spiritual development. Therefore what is critical is not where they start faith 
but the direction of movement. Thus, centered set churches cannot be static but dynamic, 
allowing variation in the same group.  
Table 2.1 shows the characteristics of bounded set churches and centered set churches 
based on Hiebert’s set theories. The ecclesiological understanding of bounded set churches is 
very centripetal due to an importance of boundary. On the other hand, features of centered set 
churches share the traits centripetal and centrifugal, both because they put an emphasis o 
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direction toward the center. While the former may incite cheap grace by lowering the boundary, 
the latter allows variation in maturity and growth.64 
Table 2.1. The Comparison of Bounded Set Churches and Centered Set Churches65 
Bounded Set Churches Centered Set Churches 
gathered church 
closed system 
internally focused 
institutional church 
attractional church 
organization-based 
clergy-centric 
scattered church 
open system 
externally focused 
incarnational church 
missional church 
Kingdom-based 
disciple-centric 
 
 Hiebert’s theory discloses how the Korean churches define themselves. Considering the 
importance of understanding church, these definitions provide the basis for researching the 
discipling practices of the Korean church.  
B. Intercultural Disciple-Making 
With the arrival of the postmodern world, our lives have become fragmented. We face an 
unprecedented world of diversity, viz. pluralism, and relativism. The church is called “to exhort 
God’s people to courageous missional engagement for our time – living out the gospel within its 
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65Hiebert, “Conversion, Culture and Cognitive Categories: How Much Must Papayya ‘know’ about the Gospel to Be 
Converted?,” 27. As Paul Hibert commented about fuzzy sets, the case study church can show characteristics of both 
bounded and centered sets. The lists of the comparative features in table 2.1 are simplified to illustrate the tendency 
of the case study churches and to remove the fuzziness of them for explicit comparisons. 
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cultural context rather than perpetuating an institutional commitment apart from its cultural 
context.”66Disciple-making practices in a modernistic world have continued to be used in the 
postmodern world more unpredictably than before. Darrell Guder criticizes this situation, “the 
dynamic power of the Gospel is often curtailed in favor of cultural reductionism.”67 Churches 
should avoid being captivated by one culture. Donald McGavran’s Homogeneous Unit Principle 
predicted that “men and women do like to become Christian without crossing barriers.”68 To be a 
Christian, he or she does not have to leave their own culture. Thus, discipling practices should 
consider context with cultural relevance without extracting people from their own culture and 
without forcing evangelists’ institutional culture to them.  
 Discipling practices, though, cannot be standardized in a model. Instead, it needs to be 
incarnated on the basis of each context. Breen supports, “Discipleship isn’t a random assortment 
of facts and propositions and behaviors, discipleship is something that is you to the core and is 
completely incarnated in you.”69 It is an apprenticeship of disciple-making in the kaleidoscope of 
life rather than in a vacuum condition. For Bill Hull, “the term discipleship has a nice ongoing 
feel – a sense of journey, the idea of becoming a disciple rather than having been made a 
disciple.”70 Therefore, it means that disciple-making practice is dynamic in a capricious life 
rather than static as a delivery system of fixed knowledge. After reviewing a wide range of 
scholars, what is common among them is an understanding that discipleship as an ongoing 
                                                     
66 Frost and Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come, ix. 
67 Darrell L. Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2000), 194. 
68 Donald A. McGavran and C. Peter Wagner, Understanding Church Growth (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1990), 
166. 
69 Breen, Building a Discipling Culture., Kindle locations 344-45. 
70 Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship, 35. 
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process and a lifestyle of transformation.71 That means that practices of disciple-making cannot 
be fixed to one time and place. While Bryan Stone theoretically advocates that church 
evangelism needs to be a less "ecclesiocentric" and more "culturally relevant,"72 George Hunter 
well historically exemplifies this cultural relevance of evangelism. 
Celtic Christianity often retained and Christianized some of the prior religion’s holy days, 
festivals, and ceremonies, thereby grafting the new onto the old…. Celtic Christianity 
preferred continuity rather than discontinuity, inclusion rather than exclusion. Celtic 
Christianity was a fairly religion-friendly movement.73 
 Therefore, we cannot start evangelism as a starting point of disciple-making without 
including the culture of the unchurched. The milieu of the Korean church in the U.S. is different 
from the Korean church in South Korea and the non-Korean church in the U.S. Because the 
Korean church in the U.S. is uniquely cross-cultural as an immigrant ethnic group, it needs to 
research the existence or absence of culturally relevant disciple-making practices. This 
investigation of discipling practices in the Korean church will show how it understands 
discipleship and what it expects from discipleship.  
I will use intercultural disciple-making as a primary theory to delve into intercultural 
studies. Moon’s description of cultural factors for disciple-making provides basic criteria for 
                                                     
71 Ibid.; Roy T Edgemon, “Evangelism and Discipleship,” Review & Expositor 77, no. 4 (September 1980): 539; 
Abraham, The Logic of Evangelism, 93; Paul G. Hiebert, Transforming Worldviews : An Anthropological 
Understanding of How People Change (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2008), 332; Eugene H. Peterson, A 
Long Obedience in the Same Direction: Discipleship in an Instant Society (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2000), 
17; Jay W. Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2017), 51. 
72 Bryan P Stone, Evangelism after Christendom the Theology and Practice of Christian Witness (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Brazos Press, 2007). 
73 George G. Hunter, The Celtic Way of Evangelism (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2000), 88. 
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intercultural sensibilities.74 He defines intercultural discipleship as “the process of worldview 
transformation whereby Jesus followers center their lives on the kingdom of God and obey 
Christ’s commands in culture, utilizing culturally available genre.”75 He delineates intercultural 
approaches by cultural variation such as symbols, rituals, stories, proverbs, music, dance, and 
drama,76 which help the Korean churches to discover cultural tools diachronically from the past 
and synchronically from other ethnic churches or second-generation Korean immigrants. Moon 
notes, “Instead of being limited to one culture in one time period, discipleship approaches from 
various cultures and time periods will present new options to transform the worldviews of 
maturing followers of Jesus. This brings hope for disciples of the future.”77 Comparing various 
cultural assumptions that affect disciple-making practices reveals spiritual ruts in the Korean 
church and suggests the need for contextual discipling practices. Moon delineates the practices of 
intercultural disciple-making by comparing Western and non-Western cultural assumptions: 
print-based vs. oral-based, individual identity vs. collective identity, justice orientation vs. honor 
orientation, cognitive focus vs. emotive focus, material/scientific reality vs. spirit-power reality, 
redemption theology vs. creation theology, and assembly-line production vs. handcrafted 
production.78 Also, intercultural sensibilitiesenable a “qualitative discipleship growth spurt that 
matches the numerical quantitative growth”79 of the Korean church. This will provide certain 
cultural spheres that would enable the Korean churches to practice intercultural disciple-making 
for a culturally relevant transformation of worldviews. 
                                                     
74 Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation. 
75Ibid., 33.  
76 Ibid.  
77 Ibid., 11. 
78 Ibid., 12–24. 
79 Ibid., 8. 
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C. The Principle of Reproduction  
2 Timothy 2:2 clarifies the principle of reproduction, “And the things you have heard me 
say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach 
others.” Table 2.2 shows a reproduction of disciple-making through four generations from Paul, 
Timothy, reliable men to others. 
Table 2.2. The Principle of Reproduction in 2 Timothy 2:2 
First generation (G1) Paul 
Second generation (G2) instructs Timothy 
Third generation (G3) to invest in “reliable men” 
Fourth generation (G4) 
“who will also be qualified to teach 
others” 
 
 Christians may simply conclude that they can obey the Great Commission just by making 
disciples. But 2 Timothy 2:2 shows that the principle of reproduction can be done when a 
Christian has spiritual great-grandchildren. Table 2.3 below explains Paul as the first generation 
who reproduces Timothy as the second generation, and so forth to the fourth generation. 
Reproduction occurs when a disciple intentionally repeats the same things that his or her 
disciple-maker does. The reproduction of disciple-making in 2 Timothy 2:2 cannot be done by 
accident. It is not merely passing on the knowledge of faith but discipling and reproducing as 
Jesus did. From the data of Table 2.3, if disciple-making is terminated in the second generation, 
G2 is not yet a disciple-maker like G1, although G2 is a disciple. If it is terminated in the third 
generation, G2 becomes a disciple-maker by having a disciple G3. But G2 still is not the same as 
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G1, who makes his disciple (G2) a disciple-maker because G2 does not make G3 a disciple-
maker yet. When G1 has G4 as a spiritual great-grandchild through G2 and G3, G1 exactly 
reproduces G2 like himself. This understanding of reproduction implies that G1 has to care for 
G2 longer than we imagine. Until G2 becomes a disciple, and a disciple-maker, and has a 
disciple (G3) who makes a disciple (G4), G1 needs to disciple G2 with the encouragement of 
reproduction. Theoretically, G2 can become the same as G1 when he has a spiritual grandchild 
(G4).  
Table 2.3. Completion of Reproduction80 
G1: Paul G2: Timothy G3: Reliable men G4: Others 
is a disciple.    
is a disciple. 
is a disciple-maker. 
is a disciple. 
 
  
is a disciple. 
is a disciple-maker. 
has a disciple who 
makes a disciple. 
is a disciple. 
is a disciple-maker. 
 
 
is a disciple. 
 
 
 
 
is a disciple. 
is a disciple-maker. 
has a disciple who 
makes a disciple. 
is a disciple. 
is a disciple-maker. 
has a disciple who 
makes a disciple. 
is a disciple. 
is a disciple-maker. 
 
 
is a disciple. 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
80As I describe the definition of discipleship, it is not a status of being but a dynamic process. Thus, this completion 
of the disciple-making practice embraces being and doing of a disciple and disciple-maker. 
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Disciple-making in this manner expects multiplication instead of addition. Robert Coleman 
explicitly describes the standard and purpose of disciple-making with multiplication, as follows: 
Note, it is not enough to rescue the perishing, though this is imperative; nor is it sufficient 
to build up newborn babies in the faith of Christ, although this, too, is necessary if the 
first fruit is to endure; in fact, it is not sufficient just to get them out winning souls, as 
commendable as this work may be.81 
Ferguson and Ferguson explain how the principle of reproduction works with the story of rabbit 
reproduction, according to the Fibonacci Sequences.82 Reproduction should not be confused with 
cloning by copying someone else. Cloning is lacking in an intercultural sensibilities. It does not 
allow dynamics with various contexts that each disciple faces. Reproduction is not just to copy 
the parent generation but includes ongoing spiritual development from generation to generation 
with exponential multiplication in numbers.  
In the first semester of my doctoral program at Asbury Theological Seminary, Dr. 
Rynkiewich left the following question on my first term paper, “Why are Korean missionaries 
too aggressive in the mission field?” It connotes that Korean missionaries have tried to plant 
Korean style churches in foreign-cultural mission fields.83 While spiritual cloning produces the 
exact same form with cultural irrelevance, Scriptural reproduction yields a transformed life in the 
next generation and in the diverse contexts with cultural variations. While the former ends in 
addition, the latter results in multiplication. Fergusons reaffirms ongoing reproduction,   
                                                     
81 Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 94. 
82 Dave Ferguson and Jon Ferguson, Exponential: How You and Your Friends Can Start a Missional Church 
Movement (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2010), 13. 
83 Sang-Gil Kwon, 디아스포라 2세교육목회 [Pastoral Education for Diaspora 2nd Generation] (Seoul, Korea: 
Ye-Young Communication, 2009), 24–25. There is a similar situation in Korean immigrant church. As Kwon points 
out, the first reason why the second-generation Korean immigrants leaves the Korean churches is the cultural 
difference. “The first-generation Korean culture is always central to the Korean churches. There are few cultural 
considerations for the second-generation Korean immigrants in the Korean churches.” 
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Apprenticeship is not about finding people who can help us do tasks more effectively. 
We’re not talking about preparing people to simply replace us so we can move on to 
something else. At the heart of biblical apprenticeship is a mindset of reproduction: 
reproducing our leadership so the mission will be carried on to future generations.84 
According to Arn and Arn, a disciple is one who is a believer, follower, learner, witness, 
baptized and a reproducer.85 Therefore, disciple-making cannot be practiced without investing in 
a disciple as a reproducer. Unfortunately, there has been a two-tiered understanding of ordinary 
churchgoers and disciple reproduction, as I discovered from the case study churches. Kyle 
Idleman depicts it in terms of fan and follower: 
It may seem that there are many followers of Jesus, but if they were honestly to define the 
relationship they have with him I am not sure it would be accurate to describe them as 
followers. It seems to me that there is a more suitable word to describe them. They are 
not followers of Jesus. They are fans of Jesus.86 
Many scholars see reproduction as a mandatory outcome of disciple-making.87 As Greg Ogden 
differentiates evangelistic addition and disciple-making multiplication,88discipling practice 
expects multiplication rather than just addition. Robert Coleman epitomizes reproduction as a 
standard of good disciple-making: 
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88 Ogden, Transforming Discipleship, 137. 
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… the criteria on which a church should measure its success is not how many new names 
are added to the role nor how much the budget is increased, but rather how many 
Christians are actively winning souls and training them to win the multitudes. The 
ultimate extent of our witness is what matters, and for this reason, values can be 
measured only by eternity.89 
With the understanding of evangelistic addition and disciple-making multiplication, the 
practices of discipling practices in the Korean church can be examined by Coleman’s eight 
guiding principles of Jesus’ discipleship: concentrating on a few who could lead the multitudes 
into the kingdom of God (selection), staying with a few to draw them close to Himself 
(association), requiring obedience to His Word (consecration), giving away His life to disciples 
(impartation), modeling in His life (demonstration), assigning disciples work by sending them 
(delegation), continuously reviewing disciples’ debriefs and applying it to their lives 
(supervision), and multiplying through generations (reproduction).90 By applying these principles 
to the current discipling practices of the Korean church, one can determine whether or not it has 
the intended effect, which is the ongoing reproduction of disciple-makers.  
All of these theoretical frameworks can be helpful not only to comprehend the Korean 
church’s discipling practices, but also to scrutinize the various strengths and weaknesses of 
cultural factors for making disciples. 
 
II. Research Methodology 
                                                     
89 Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 95. 
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To answer my research questions, I used two methodologies of research — academic 
research and case studies (including documentation, interview, and participant observation). 
A. Academic Research 
 For empirical data of the Korean churches, I used the results of surveys conducted by the 
Korean-American Immigrant Theology Institute and a National Survey Committee from January 
2011 to March 2012 for the following supplemental data: average numbers of attendance of 
Sunday worship service, annual budget, building ownership, church growth, previous religious 
status before attending current church, transferring experiences, main language of respondents, 
attitudes to other cultural groups, reasons for choosing attending church, perennial problems of 
the Korean church, and so on.91 It helped to trace the tendency of the Korean immigrant church. 
 Due to the independent nature of the pastoral ministry of each Korean church, integrated 
nationwide data is very rare. Furthermore, there is a reluctance to reveal the status quo because 
of the Korean honor-shame culture. Therefore, most quantitative data was acquired from 
dissertations or newspapers on the Korean immigrant churches. 
B. Case Studies 
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 For my research, I consulted Robert K. Yin’s book of research methodology, 
supplemented with James Spradley’s approach to ethnography.92 Robert Yin delineated six 
sources of evidence in doing case studies: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct 
observation, participant-observation, and physical artifacts.93 I used the following sources for this 
study: documentation, formal interview, direct observation, participant-observation, and informal 
interview. 
1. Documentation 
I collected church documents, such as church history and statistical data of events and 
attendance, to understand and measure their effectiveness in disciple-making practices. 
Especially, mission statements showed how they defined the identity of their church and goals of 
faith. Church bulletins, website and brochures contributed to an analysis of regular activities and 
special events. In addition, articles about these churches appearing in the newspaper and 
websites of mass media were informative data sources. 
2. Direct Observation 
Direct observation provided the natural setting of the case.94 I attended their church 
activities, such as table fellowship and worship services, during weekdays and on Sundays, 
including clergy-led Bible studies classes. They manifested how they understood the church and 
                                                     
92 Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research : Design and Methods, Applied social research methods series: 5 (Los 
Angeles, CA: Sage Publications, 2009); David W. McCurdy, James P. Spradley, and Dianna J. Shandy, The 
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94 Ibid. 
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disciple-making practices. I scrutinized them not only as an observer from the outside but also as 
an insider with participation-observation. 
3. Formal Interview 
While information for documents may show ideals, interviews of the laity can show the 
reality of disciple-making practices. Interviewees were questioned through several different 
channels: phone call, in person, and computer chatting. Although a researcher prepared 
structured questionnaires in advance, actual interviews were not in a question-and-answer 
format. Interviews were casual with room for supplemental questions. I interviewed focus groups 
that were recommended by the pastors. But these focus groups did not include pastors or elders 
because it could harm or embarrass the informants. I separately interviewed senior pastors. Out 
of the fourteen interviewees, two were paid staff members and another two were family members 
of paid staffs. Twelve were already Christians before they attended their current churches. Only 
two of them were converts after immigration to the U.S. It seemed that senior pastors had 
recommended very active members for interviews. 
My interviews were as follows: 
 Senior pastor – 90 minutes before meeting the focus group 
 Focus group interviews with two or three members – 90 minutes 
Informants were members of each local church for at least two years. I interviewed adults and 
the first immigrant generation of each church. Informants knew their churches well and had 
available time for several interviews and meetings for research. Also, they were currently and 
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regularly involved in their church activities. I interviewed informants who were very vocal and 
social.95 
Interviews of focus groups were repeatedly conducted three or four times with the same 
informants. To delve deeper into them, I modified questions depending on the answers to 
previous questions during the interviews. I took notes and audio-recorded these research 
conversations to ensure accurate analysis. For the conditions of anonymity, I changed all 
personal names to alphabets and numbers. All records of communication were digitized and 
saved only on the researcher’s computer for the security of informants’ identifications. After 
collecting data from focus groups from each church, I had a meeting for all of the focus groups 
together to share whether they had commonalities or differences about disciple-making practices. 
Due to their collective identity and shame culture, they tried to mention no offensive opinions or 
complaints.Due to thestrong respect for the clergy in Korean Christianity, all informants 
demonstrated very cooperative attitudes during interviews. It was easy, therefore, to receive 
replies from informants through mobile text whenever I had additional questions during the 
analysis of the data. On the other hand, these factors drove them to give me religiously ideal 
answers as exemplary church members. 
Table 2.4 shows two types of questions. The research question is fundamental to figure 
out discipling practices of the case study churches. The interview question is an adaptation of the 
research question, modified according to the process of each interview. This is how the interview 
questions were framed: 
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Table 2.4. Interview Questions 
Research Question Interview Question 
1.  How do Korean immigrant churches 
describe discipleship? How do they measure 
the goals of discipleship? What is difference 
between disciples and disciple-makers? 
 What Korean terms do you use to 
describe disciple-making practices? 
 What is the goal of disciple-making 
practices in the church? 
 What is the difference between a disciple 
and a disciple-maker? 
 What are the key issues that are the most 
often addressed for disciple-making 
practices? 
2. What are the most common discipling 
practices of Korean immigrant churches? 
How are disciple-making practices different 
between institutionalized and disciple-
centric churches? How effective are these 
practices at producing more disciple-
makers? 
 How do you practice disciple-making? 
 Where did you learn these practices?  
 What role does your culture play in 
identifying disciple-making practices? 
 What are the results of these practices of 
disciple-making? 
 Describe what you consider to be good 
or bad discipling practices? 
 How do you recommend others to do 
discipling practices? 
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3. What factors promote or inhibit disciple-
makers to intentionally produce other 
disciple-makers in the Korean immigrant 
churches? 
 Who does the disciple-making practices 
in your church?  
 Describe what they do to disciple others?  
 In your opinion, how effective are these 
disciple-making practices? What is the 
end result?  
 What disciple-making practices do you 
wish were done better? 
 What would you recommend to improve 
disciple-making in your church? 
 
 
4. Participant Observation and Informal Interviews 
The case studies were complemented by participant-observation and informal interviews. 
They enabled me to obtain hidden details such as unintentional expressions that were verbal and 
non-verbal, symbols, and that atmosphere of the meetings. Also, it provided the extended period 
which people did not recognize that I was collecting data. It helped a researcher to ascertain 
differences between what actually happened and what interviewees responded. For example, the 
purpose of a small group gathering was very spiritual when I had answers from the formal 
interviews such as “to please God” or “to be disciplined as a faithful Christian.” Meanwhile, it 
was rarely observed after a worship session and conversations were filled with secular topics 
during table fellowship. While respondents maintained intellectual consistency of answers to 
questionnaires during formal interviews, participant observation found gaps between conscious 
replies and unconscious behaviors. In particular, small group gatherings at members’ homes 
provided unstructured conversations. Since the conversations were not led by clergy, the 
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discussions were more casual and informal. The home gatherings provided supplementary 
opportunities for informal interviews at table sharing and tea time. Additionally, this research 
methodology included church members who are not in the focus groups. Since the interviewees 
of the focus groups were selected by senior pastors, their answers could be exemplary not to lose 
face.  
Academic studies and case studies of documentation, direct observations, formal 
interviews, participant observation, and informal interviews are complementary research 
methods. With these research methodologies, I delved into what factors are promoting or 
inhibiting the practices of disciple-making in the case study churches. 
In conclusion, this chapter looked at the theoretical frameworks of this study. It consists 
of the three areas that are critical to addressing my research questions: missiological priorities of 
the church, intercultural disciple-making, and the principle of reproduction. These three are 
important for my research project as follows: first, ecclesiology is examined by Paul Hiebert's set 
theories, bounded set and centered set. The former decides church by distance while the latter 
decides by direction. How the Korean church understands being a church will greatly affect how 
the church understands and practices (or not) disciple-making. Second, intercultural disciple-
making shows diverse cultural approaches, which enable churches to practice integrative 
transforming disciple-making. Moon's comparison of Western and non-Western cultural 
assumptions helps us to understand the intercultural contexts in which the Korean immigrant 
churches in the U.S. find themselves. These intercultural factors are important to probe in order 
to identify practices that promote or inhibit contextual disciple-making. Lastly, the principle of 
reproducing with multiplication based on 2 Timothy 2:2 is the “litmus test” to determine if 
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disciple-making is creating the intended effect, so-called spiritual children. It shows what the 
Korean church needs to expect from disciple-making. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the milieu of 
discipling practices in the case study churches will be introduced based on ecclesiologywith 
missiological priorities, intercultural sensibilities, and ongoing engagement in disciple-making. 
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Chapter 3. Context and Impetus of the Case Study Churches 
I. Introduction 
How do the three theoretical frameworks of ecclesiology, intercultural disciple-making, 
and the principle of reproduction interpret the disciple-making practices in the life and ministry 
of Korean immigrant churches? It is necessary to announce the context and impetus of the 
Korean immigrant churches before analyzing and interpreting the data of disciple-making 
practices in the case study churches. Three frameworks help to examine the general milieu of 
Korean immigrant churches and, then, to delve into the context of the case study churches. 
Details of the actual experience of the case study churches related to missiological priorities and 
intercultural disciple-making will be introduced in Chapter 3 and the principle of reproduction 
will be considered in Chapter 4. 
 
A. Conditions of Selecting the Case Study Churches   
I chose four churches that have never published research to inform researchers about their 
ministries in the New Jersey and New York metropolitan area. To maintain the confidentiality of 
the churches, I labeled the four churches as churches A, B, C, and D. I included two additional 
churches (churches E and F) where I had pastoral ministry experience in the same area. These 
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churches were carefully selected due to their sizes, denominational affiliations, accessibility, and 
immigrant background of the congregants, as described below.96 
First, I intentionally included small or mid-sized churches of less than 250 members 
because that size is common.97 
 
Figure 3.1. Average Numbers of Attendance on Sunday Worship Services of Korean Immigrant 
Churches in North America98 
Second, I included churches from various denominations. The Korean churches that I 
selected are from different denominations (see Table 3.1).  
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Table 3.1. Denominations of the Case Study Churches 
Case Study Churches Denominations 
Church A Reformed church (U.S.) 
Church B Presbyterian church (U.S.) 
Church C Presbyterian church(U.S.) 
Church D United Methodist church 
Church E The Korean Presbyterian church abroad 
Church F Kosin Presbyterian church (U.S.) 
 
Third, I selected Korean immigrant churches of the first generation. Although they have a 
worship service and Sunday school for the English speaking generation, their main pastoral 
ministries focus on the first generation with Korean spoken as the primary language.  
Fourth, I am already acquainted with each church, which made it easier to gain access 
and get permission for research. As aforementioned, due to the honor-shame culture, many 
Korean churches feel uncomfortable when a stranger approaches them for research.  
B. The Milieu of the Korean Immigrants Churches 
Although Protestantism has not been an unrivaled religion in Korea, it has been the 
biggest and the most influential one.99 After the golden days of explosive growth, the Korean 
                                                     
99 Lee, “기독교, 불교제치고한국최대종교로부상 [Christianity Becomes the Biggest Religion in Korea].” “Three 
major religions in South Korea are Buddhism (15.5%), Korean Roman Catholic (7.9%), and Protestantism (19.7%) 
according to the census of 2015.”  
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church has been declining since 1995 and Sunday school since 1980.100 In North America, the 
Korean Protestant church also has increasingly lost its position of dominance and influence in the 
Korean community.101 Like the American church in North America as depicted by Guder and 
Hunsberger,102 the Korean church is also experiencing a shift from the Christendom to anti-
Christian society. Hong’s research shows various reasons for the negative image of Protestant 
churches (see Table 3.2).  
Table 3.2. The Negative Images of Protestant Churches103 
Variable Features Percentage (%) 
The Negative 
Images Of 
Protestant 
Churches 
Growth of Church is More Important Than the Truth 
Imposes Offering 
Emphasizes Discipline Too Much 
Exclusive and Unkind 
Problem With the Pastor’s Ability 
No Love Among the Members 
(Locally) Lacking Social Service 
32.3 
19.4 
15.5 
12.0 
9.0 
6.5 
5.3 
 
 For instance, Koreans have been disappointed by the Protestant church and its excessive 
competition for church growth, financial issues, strictness, exclusiveness, irrelevancy to its 
                                                     
100 Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church], 540. 
101 Jin, “북미지역한인디아스포라 [Korean Diaspora in North America],” 43. “Korean diaspora in North America 
has supported Korean immigrants for settlement. Better linguistic ability of recent immigrants and active supports 
by the Korean secular organization have reduced influence of Korean immigrant churches in the Korean community. 
Additionally, pervasive conflicts and schisms of Korean immigrant churches lead to a reduction in its influence.” 
102 Guder and Hunsberger, Missional Church, 1. “While modern missions have led to an expansion of world 
Christianity, Christianity in North America has moved (or been moved) away from its position of dominance as it 
has experienced the loss not only of numbers but of power and influence within society.” 
103 Hong, “Evangelism and Church Growth,” 237. 
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neighbors, and so on.104 This negative image of the Korean churches causes people to question 
the understanding and purpose of the church, the ways of evangelism and disciple-making, and 
their results. Yang says, “The reason why the Korean churches have been shaken by these 
problems is that we have been away from the essence of the church.”105 
Despite sharing a similar religious milieu as Koreans, the Korean immigrant church is 
different from the Korean church in South Korea. Oh, the chief of the Korean American 
Immigrant Theology Institution sees the Korean immigrant church as a special ministry situation. 
Oh comments, “The Korean immigrant ministry is unique as well as the circumstance of Korean 
immigrant is special.”106 
First, it is surrounded by diverse immigrant groups.107 While Korean Christians in South 
Korea gather in a local church without diverse foreign cultures, the Korean immigrant church in 
the U.S. must deal with diverse backgrounds such as international marriage, overseas students, 
sojourning employees, permanent immigrants, and so on.108 Second, it is a unique ministry 
because Korean immigrants cannot withstand influence from the American culture and its social 
                                                     
104 Oh, “평신도 61% ‘교회옮긴적있다’ 수평이동잦아 [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (1)].””More than a half of the answers to the 
issue of transfer growth is negative: dangerous (31%), wrong (19%), and acceptable (37%).” Additional 
disappointing issues are scandal of clergy (63%), conflicts and schisms (47%), money (22%), and heresy (19%). 
105 Yang, “이민목회의현재와미래 [Present and Future of Korean Immigrant Pastoral Ministry].” 
 
106 Oh, “이민교회와이민신학 38 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theology 38].” 
107 Kim, “이민신학의도출점은특수상황속의이민교회현장 [Immigrant Theology in the Unique Context of the 
Korean Immigrant Churches].” Rev. Seo says, “The Korean churches should consider various expectations from 
diverse backgrounds of education, rich and poor, immigrant status, religious maturity, denominations, ethnicity, and 
citizenships.” 
108 Oh, “이민교회와이민신학 38 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theology 38].” 
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ethics, as it has stronger individualism and greater pragmatism than their Korean homeland.109 
Therefore, Korean immigrant church members give priority to family and personal life over faith 
community. "North American religiosity is becoming more pluralistic, more individualistic, and 
more private."110 In the U.S., the church is often seen as a vendor of various religious services 
and agendas, and people often choose a church based on the services or programs it offers.111 
Third, the Korean immigrant church has many unique opportunities to reach out into mission 
fields that the church in South Korea finds difficult to reach because of its geographic distances 
from places like North, Central, and South America. “The advantage of the Korean immigrant 
church in North America is a geographical proximity of South America.”112 Also, it is located in 
a community where non-Korean ethnic groups reside together. It allows the Korean church to 
have more opportunities to interact with them.113 
Yang, a senior pastor of the Pilgrim Korean Presbyterian church in Paramus, New Jersey, 
adds several features of Korean immigrant churches such as schism in the church, conflicts 
between clergy and laity, transfer growth, and the silent exodus of the second generation. He 
explains some of the causes of this situation.114 First, it is the pervasive nature of religious 
consumerism as people purchase items that they need first. Then, some churchgoers believe 
                                                     
109 Oh, “이민신학 (7) 이민교회 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theoloey].” “The economic individualism of the 
Korean immigrants in the U.S. is a social by-product of American Capitalism.” 
110 Guder and Hunsberger, Missional Church, 1. 
111 Cho, “The Captivity of the Church by Consumerism.” 
112 Jin, “북미지역한인디아스포라 [Korean Diaspora in North America],” 46. 
113 Church E has rented their building for Spanish speaking group. It allows both congregations to form a short-term 
mission trip team for Nicaragua in 2012. It was more effective than missional activities by a team of Korean 
congregation in 2011.  
114 Yang, “이민목회의현재와미래 [Present and Future of Korean Immigrant Pastoral Ministry].” The Pilgrim 
Korean Presbyterian church is one of the biggest church in the research area and Rev. Yang is an influential leader 
of Korean immigrant community. 
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themselves more religiously mature when they attend a bigger church, as if items people 
purchase begin to define their social status. It makes people transfer easily for better religious 
goods and services. Second, there is severe competition among local churches. Not only 
churchgoers, but the church itself, has been dominated by consumerism related to church growth. 
The proportion of Korean Protestants in the U.S. (61%) is more than three times bigger than in 
South Korea (18%).115 As a result, the local church uses an excessive amount of resources for 
believers because it must compete against neighboring churches.116 In result, the Korean church 
has replaced the kingdom of God with its own success. And, third, the Korean church has lost its 
spiritual influence, drifting from being centered on God’s Word to being more human-
centered.117 
 
C. The Milieu of the Case Study Churches 
The Korean churches in this case study can be understood according to Oh’s typology.118 
First, they were compounds of various types. Second, they were old-timer type, especially for 
church leadership, because most members were the first immigrant generation. Third, although 
                                                     
115 Lee, “美한인 71%가기독교인… 개신교 61%, 가톨릭 10% [Protestant 61% and Catholics 10% of Korean 
Americans].” 
116 Yang, “한인교회의내일을위한제안 [Suggestions for the Future of Korean Immigrant Church].” 
117 Yang, “이민목회의현재와미래 [Present and Future of Korean Immigrant Pastoral Ministry].” 
118 Oh, “이민교회와이민신학 26 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theology 26].” “First, it is an ‘old timer type,’ 
made up of those who immigrated in the 1970s. It has a conservative view of ecclesiology and spirituality. It 
emphasizes that the church is a place of worship and prayer. Second, it is a ‘new comer type’ whose members never 
had any Christian faith before immigration. Third, there is a ‘student type’ that is made up of many of the Korean 
students studying in the U.S. Fourth, it is a ‘small business type’ in which more than half of the church members 
own small business - especially in the Korean immigrant community. Fifth, it is the Korean church located near 
colleges and universities which is a ‘professor type.’ Korean professors show lay leadership with intelligence. 
Finally, the sixth kind is a ‘professional type’ that consists of members like medical doctors, teachers, researchers, 
CEO’s, attorneys, etc. This type shows stable social and financial status.” 
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Oh indicates that the newcomer type occupies 50% of the Korean church,119 there were only a 
few converts in the case study churches (see Table 3.3.). In 2016, each church had more 
transferred members with a few converted ones mixed in. Because of excessive numbers of 
churches and lots of conflicts of the Korean churches in NY and NJ,120 there are a lot of 
transferred members.121 Fourth, young adult groups who have separated worship services and 
were volunteer staff for adult worship services were included in the “student type.” Church 
leaders in this type of church had struggled and became frustrated when their members left after 
graduation, which drained motivations for a church to sufficiently invest itself in young adults.122 
Fifth, the most adult groups of the first generation belonged to small business owners and 
professionals.123 
Table 3.3. Memberships and Growth of the Case Study Churches in 2016124 
Case Study 
Churches 
Total 
membership 
Transfer IN 
Conversion 
Growth 
Church A 90 2 0 
Church B 220 100 20 / (5)125 
                                                     
119 Ibid. 
120 Jung, “뉴저지한인교회 200개넘어섰다 [Numbers of the Korean Churches in NJ Exceed 200].” For example, 
three Korean churches were located on a same narrow town street in Palisades Park, NJ in 2012. 
 
121 A mega Presbyterian Korean church in Paramus, NJ with a membership of more than 1,200 has struggled with 
conflicts in its leadership and continued to create schisms. As a result, she currently has less than 300 members. 
Instead, two neighboring mega churches have experienced transfer growth for past 5 years.  
122 A resigned senior pastor of the Korean Church in Lexington, KY said that he had lost motivation of discipleship 
because new members had left after the graduation of the University of Kentucky. It has been common comments by 
pastors on student type the Korean churches in school areas like Champaign, IL, and Boston, MA. 
123 Their major small businesses were laundry shop, deli shop, beauty supply, and Korean restaurant. 
124 Church E’s number is not available. Church F’s information is based on 2015. 
125 I recognized that the number of 20 conversions reported by B0 was unusually higher than I expected. I checked 
this report with B1 who assumed that B0 may include returning members and B1 answered that church B did not 
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Church C 550 200 10 
Church D 150 9 8 
Church F 75 45 0 
 
 
II. Ecclesiology 
A. The Korean Church with Religious Purposes and Secular Functions.  
Recognizing the primary motivations of an immigrant can help us understand what 
people expect from the Korean church: better economic opportunities, better education for their 
children, family reunions, advanced knowledge and technology, freedom and equality, and 
longing for foreign lifestyle.126 For the first generation of Korean immigrants, socioeconomic 
achievement is a top priority.127 It is the so-called "American dream.”  
While early immigrants from China and Japan developed a strong secular ethnic and 
organization with very few Christians, early Korean immigrants were already Christians and the 
Korean church took the place of secular organizations in the historical background.128 The 
Korean church continues serving non-religious and secular functions, not to mention its religious 
role.129 According to Hurh and Kim, “The precarious life conditions of the immigrants would 
                                                                                                                                                                           
have 20 converts in 2016. According to B1’s report, church B had about 5 conversions in 2016. It shows that the 
number of new converts is not the major interest of B0’s ministry. Not only B0 also C0 and D0 reported the number 
of conversion by rough guessing without valid grounds. 
 
126 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 300. 
127 Oh, “이민신학 (7) 이민교회 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theology].” 
128 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 29. 
129 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 327. 
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even more intensify the need for such emotional support and help-giving functions of the church. 
These functions are, however, largely social or psychological in nature.”130 
First, the Korean church is a social center where the first generation of Korean 
immigrants can acquire social status.131 Because the first generation of immigrants has 
difficulties promoting themselves socially into the mainstream of the U.S. culture, they expect to 
gain social status by becoming church leaders. “Their first-generation status thus plays a more 
important role in keeping up their daily lives than their religious beliefs and practices.”132 
Second, the Korean church provides psychological supports.133 As a pseudo-extended 
family and a reception desk, the Korean church becomes a broker between immigrants and 
American society.134 When people experience distress or crises, the Korean church helps them 
by giving emotional support and helping hands. “Korean ethnic churches focus on counseling 
and educational service for Korean families with marital and juvenile problems.”135 Thus, 
counseling and home visitation by church leaders are critical functions in the Korean church.136 
“The unity and close network (or "concentric circle”) among members becomes a nature of their 
religious community. Their strong unity and close network, in turn, becomes the most important 
element of social capital that promotes their socioeconomic well-being after immigration.”137 
                                                     
130 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 21. 
131 Ok, Se-Chul. 2017. “체면문화와미주한인 [Face Culture and Korean American].” Korea Times. Accessed 
February 14. http://www.koreatimes.com/article/91259. 
132 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 275. 
133 Kwon, Pastoral Education for Diaspora 2nd Generation, 33. 
134 Kong, “복음전도외에사회봉사기대 [Expectation for Social Service as Well as Evangelism].” 
135 Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 1391. 
136 Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)].” 
137 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 294. 
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Third, the Korean church is an educational center.138 Korean churches offer Korean 
cultural school for second-generation Koreans. “The Korean immigrant church provides services 
for church members through a number of formal programs such as the Korean language school, 
the Bible school, seminars, and conferences.”139 This seems to be an essential activity for the 
Korean immigrant church all over the world. Churches A, B, C, and D run Korean language 
schools. Additionally, church C offers calligraphy class and church D annually conducts a 
seminar on the “Healthy Family” for dysfunctional immigrant families.  
Hurh and Kim summarize the functions of the Korean church for Korean immigrants: 
In sum, among the majority of Korean immigrants, the religious need (meaning), the 
social need (belonging) and the psychological need (comfort) for attending the Korean 
church are inseparable from each other; they are functionally intertwined under the 
complex conditions of uprooting, existential marginality, and sociocultural adaptation for 
rerooting.140 
 
The mission statements of the case study churches demonstrate the purpose of the church. 
The mission statement of church A was, “We bring good news to you,” according to A0. But, it 
could not be found on the website or church bulletin, where members and outsiders could easily 
find it. Church B had changed its name when the current pastor started his pastoral ministry by 
proclaiming new values of faith: praise, love, the kingdom of God, the new covenant, spreading 
the Gospel, sacrifice, spirituality, discipleship, and humbleness.141 Church C had a clear primary 
                                                     
138 Kwon, Pastoral Education for Diaspora 2nd Generation, 33. 
139 Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 1385. 
140 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 31. 
141 It was very unusual to change a church’s name because Koreans place a high value on names. It was especially 
difficult to change the name of an old-established church. But church B permitted a name change with the 
expectation of disconnecting itself from a previous pastor’s monetary scandal. 
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mission statement that God was the head of the church. By planting daughter churches, it 
guarded against becoming a mega church or a franchising church with human-centric 
philosophies. This church emphasized recovery of spiritual worship services, discipline, and 
missional calling. Church D focused on vivid worship services, education to produce Jesus’ 
disciples, evangelism for winning souls, servanthood and humility for spreading God’s love, and 
a faith community within the Holy Spirit. 
An initial impression was that the statements were fairly stereotypical. They mentioned 
worship services, prayer, reading the Bible, devotional life, spreading the Gospel, social work, 
and education. However, there was no clear relevance to their context.142 They were abstract and 
vague. It illustrated that most Korean churches did ministry in the same ways that they had 
always done it in the past, regardless of changing environments.143 Even so, it was not easy to 
find a mission statement for each church on postings or bulletins. When it came to websites, only 
church C had its mission statement on the main page. All the churches mainly showed 
information such as sermons, systems, departments, maps, and worship service hours. Church 
activities such as a Sunday picnic gatherings, musical concerts, special retreats, etc., were 
recorded on documents, flyers, and websites that related solely to church members. Although the 
                                                     
142 For example, there are a lot of educational institutes with big population of younger generation in Boston area. It 
produces more various cultures than other cities in the U.S. Boston Korean Presbyterian Church’s mission statement 
(kcboston.org) shows clear relevance to her context. First, it is “three generations growing together.” This church 
recognizes that strong need of connectedness among generations. Many Korean churches express their visions with 
the second generation. But, this church also includes the third generation.  Second, it is “turning toward the world.” 
It has missional partnership ethnically with Koreans communities in China and geographically with Central America 
where it is hard to reach for the Korean church in South Korea. Third, it is “a church with a sense of cultural 
continuity.” It discloses Korean uniqueness and shares its culture with neighbors like ‘Korean Cultural Festival.’ 
143 Chang, “한인교회, 고립된게토공동체되는이유 [The Reason Why the Korean Church Becomes Religious 
Ghetto].” At the second Korean Immigrant Theology Symposium in Atlanta, GA, Dr. Chang (Georgia Christian 
College) diagnosed, “The Korean immigrant church has functioned to provide the Korean identity which the first 
generation had in Korea. In result, it becomes religious ghetto without adapting itself to the host culture.”  
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case study churches intended to invite non-believers through the various activities they had 
habitually planned every year, these resulted in visits by neighboring Christians rather than the 
unchurched.144 
The reasons why interviewees attended or left their current local church were religious 
(A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, and H1), psychological (B3, C1, C2, D1, and D2), and social (A2, 
B1, B2, B3, D1, D2, and H1). Religiously, they wanted to know the meaning of life and be more 
mature in faith. Psychologically, emotions such as loneliness, warm welcoming, encouragement, 
and comfort were cited. Social reasons involved relationships with their friends or families. 
Individual purposes for attending and leaving churches are diverse. 
Generally speaking, the ministry practices of churches A, B, C, and D did not seem to be 
mission-statement-driven. Church members were not repeatedly reminded of it and the reasons 
given by interviewees for attending their current church did not correspond with the mission 
statements. They were mainly related to the senior pastor’s preaching and care or fellowship with 
church members. Interestingly, all of the case study churches set an annual resolution less in line 
with their mission statement. Their goals as faith communities continued to be reset on every 
New Year’s Day. 
 
B. Boundaries In, Out, and Among Churches 
                                                     
144 I attended outdoor activities of churches A, E, and F. On previous Sunday, they had announced the purpose of 
special events that church members might have opportunities to invite non-believers. I found that they became 
activities of their own. 
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In field research, I found various kinds of boundaries inside a church, both between those 
in and out of the church, and among churches. 
First, there were concentric boundaries inside of the church office for clergy and laity. 
The first generation of Korean immigrants strongly maintained the hierarchical tradition. “The 
Korean church becomes symbols of authoritarianism and forms status system.”145 It was usually 
decided by positions and ages.146 There were barriers between pastor and laity, new members 
and old experienced members, and among duties of the church such as deacons, elders, etc. The 
result was stratification inside of the churches. There was a concept of promotion regarding 
social status in a Korean church’s office with different levels of respect and obedience to the 
clergy.147 Korean Christians understood clerical office as a hierarchy from a part-time pastor 
(Educational Jeondosa), full-time pastor (Licensed Kangdosa), associate Reverend, and Senior 
Reverend. Laity also wanted to move from newcomer to deputy deacon, then ordained deacon, 
and finally, to senior deaconess or elder.148 
Another strong boundary existed based on eagerness in discipling practices. Less than 5% 
of the membership of the case study churches participated in individual discipling practices. 
There was no clear distinction of definitions between being a church member and being a 
Christian based on responses of interviewees. Instead, they had a two-tier concept of normal 
                                                     
145 Woo, “이민교회최대문제: 신앙과삶불일치 [The Problem of the Korean Church: Discrepancies of Faith and 
Life].” 
146 From the case study churches, it is hard to find elders in their forties and early fifties.  
147 In the Korean church, a position of elder is called ‘permanent tenure.’ Like ‘elder Kim’ or ‘deaconess Lee,’ 
Korean Christians call each other not by the first name but by last name with their church titles regardless they are 
active or not. 
148 The Korean church has unique names of offices as religious stratification. They are educational Jeondosa (youth 
pastor attending seminary), deputy deacon, senior deacon, Jeondosa (unordain pastor), Kangdosa (unordain pastor 
allowed to preach at adult worship services), honorary senior deacon, honorary elder, honorary Reverend, and so on. 
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Christians and serious Christians. As Bill Hull describes, we “accept and even encourage a two-
level Christian experience in which only serious Christians pursue and practice discipleship, 
while grace and forgiveness is enough for everyone else.”149 
 Second, there was the boundary between the church and the secular world. Because A2, 
B3, and C2 were new members with little experience of Christianity, they said that they must 
take a class to be authentic church members. In another word, they needed new member training 
to cross the boundary between the church and the world. “The primary focus of evangelism was 
converting people to the church culture.”150 Interviewees understood evangelism as bringing 
people from the world into a church culture. A church-centric view validated a clear boundary 
between those who were in and those who were out of churches. 
Third, there were boundaries among churches erected because of competition. Korean 
immigrant churches had been notorious for schisms. Shin and Park explain that “the dramatic 
increase in the number of Korean-American churches has largely been due to schisms. The 
schisms, accompanied by an abundant supply of Korean ministers, have caused fierce inter-
church competition in recruiting church members in the immigrant communities.”151 All senior 
pastors (A0, B0, C0, D0, E0, and F0) had acquired M.Div. degrees in South Korea. Kwon’s 
analysis likewise concludes that an oversupply of pastors from South Korea causes schisms and 
excessive competition among churches.152 A1, B1, B2, C1, D1, and D2 were already Christians 
before they attended their current churches. “Church individualism pursues endless competition. 
                                                     
149 Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship, 16. 
150 McNeal, Missional Renaissance, 43. 
151 Shin and Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches,” 236. 
152 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 313. 
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Quantitative growth becomes the measure of success. All churches participate in that 
competition. The megachurch syndrome becomes contagious regardless of sizes of churches.”153 
 
C. Clergy-Centered: Pastor vs. Laity. 
The case study churches had a worship-centric mindset, as evidence through the large 
offering of worship services: Sunday worship services, Sunday school worship services for each 
age group, Wednesday evening worship services, Friday night worship services, Saturday praise 
service, the early morning prayer services during weekdays, and home visiting worship services. 
For all these worship service occasions, pastors must invest a lot of time and effort in preparing 
sermons every week: church A (12 times), church B (17 times), church C (16 times), and church 
D (14 times). Bulletins of all the churches dedicated more than half of the bulletin space 
detailing specifics for the worship services. Every church website included a listing of the 
worship service hours and audio sources of preaching as mandatory contents. Even though 
church A had a minimal website after experiencing intra-conflicts, it maintained audio sources of 
preaching and details of worship services without changes. On the website for each church, there 
was no chance for the laity to participate or only a few pages of lay involvement that were totally 
inactive. All information on the website was provided and updated only by clergies. 
All teachings and classes in the case study churches were conducted by clergy only. In 
small group meetings, laity leaders tried not to teach like the clergy because they did not have the 
                                                     
153 Shin, 메가처치를넘어서: 교회가버리지못한맹렬한욕망 [Beyond Megachurch: Unforsaken Fierce Ambition 
of the Korean Church], 45–46. 
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authority of a theological education. A0’s wife became a director of Sunday school. Laity had 
complained because she did not have spiritual authority due to the lack of theological education 
at the seminary. Thus, she took certificate courses before taking responsibility for Sunday school. 
In church B, the senior pastor did not lead individual disciple-making classes. Instead, his wife 
and a full-time female pastor led each class made up of two or three members. In church C, only 
the clergy could lead any worship service and classes. The system and programs of church D 
were led only by clergy or clergy’s wife. No lay leader took authority and responsibility of 
discipling practices. 
Interestingly, all websites introduced the pastor’s academic career. Unlike Paul who was 
educated under Gamaliel strictly according to the law (Acts 22:3) and who counted his education 
just rubbish (Philippians 3:8), the Korean Churches venerate and expect highly educated 
pastors.154 It is not difficult to find large numbers of Korean pastors in American seminaries.155 
A0’s academic career was minutely introduced on the previous website. Churches B and D 
posted all pastors’ academic details. Church C disclosed only the senior pastor’s educational 
background. Laity took this as reinforcement that the clergy should be better Christians with 
more theological education.156 
A1 and A2 had been disciplined by A0’s wife. A2 indicated that the senior pastor’s 
sermon was a primary reason why A2 decided to attend church. B1 had pseudo-authority just 
                                                     
154 Rha, “‘박사’가목회하면 ‘박살’난다 [Overeducated Pastor Ruins the Church].” 
155 James Park, “West is Best? Why Chinese and Korean Students Choose to Pursue Graduate Theological Study in 
US Seminaries” (paper presented at the Evangelical Missiological Society North Central Regional Conference, 
Deerfield, IL, March 18, 2017). 
156 Ryu, “이민교회의실태, 나아가야할바는어디? [Present and Future of Korean Immigrant Church].” According 
to the research of Oh, almost 80% of the first generation clergy has master or doctor degree. 
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because B1 was B0’s wife. B2 left the church because of a previous pastor but returned for a new 
pastor. C1 was disappointed by a senior pastor in a previous church. C1 decided to register 
church C because of C0’s humility and spirituality. C2 gave high value to clergy who could 
teach the Bible. D2 was touched by D0’s attitude in spite of the hardship of church construction. 
On the contrary, H1 had left an institutional church because H1 was disappointed by pastors who 
were only interested in maintaining a church system. Consistently, lay interviewees 
demonstrated dependency on clergy.  
 
D. Hardware vs. Software 
“For the past 10 to 20 years, the Korean church has struggled to overcome growth limits 
by investing heavily in bricks and mortar such as a church building or parking lot.”157 When I 
was employed by church F, the church leaders were confident with church growth because they 
just got a new building at a good location and hired a young and highly educated pastor. 
Unfortunately, there were no converts and just some transferring church members for one year in 
2015. Church E had purchased a big building in 2004. For more than 10 years, this church had 
not used more than half of the building because of insufficient members. When I had a 
conversation with an elder of church E in 2012, he gave his opinion of mission programs. 
“Pastor! I don’t understand why church tries to do foreign mission programs although we 
experience financial burdens and reduction of members. I believe that our church can do foreign 
                                                     
157 Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church], 65. 
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mission programs if we have enough money and manpower later.” He criticized the mission plan 
of church E based on the lack of finances and manpower.  
 The dependency on visible resources could be found in all of the case study churches. All 
of them had their own buildings. A0 worried about the small size of church A by comparing it to 
a neighboring Korean megachurch. A0 experienced burnout and repeatedly mentioned the lack 
of resources and an unsettled church system for the last 10 years. Due to the lack of manpower, 
A0’s wife became an official minister. Church A offered a joint youth retreat with several small 
churches every summer and winter to overcome this situation. Church B imported canned 
programs such as Evangelism Explosion, AWANA, and One-on-One Discipleship. Because 
church B had big buildings in a convenient location, B3 decided to visit this church when she 
moved in this area. Church C annually had about 200 transfer members since 2014, after 
completion of its own building in a new location. D2 mentioned that church construction was 
tough and D2 came to respect the church leaders’ endurance. C1 switched attending churches 
and H1 was dechurched because the church’s activities and the pastor’s sermons seemed to 
concentrate on maintaining the church system and buildings. It showed that the case study 
churches gave values on buildings, budgets, manpower, the size of congregations, and programs 
etc. 
Theoretical principles of ecclesiology help reflect Protestant folk beliefs and practices 
among the case study Korean churches. First, they had given priority to churchgoers’ 
expectations in social and psychological areas such as ethnocentric fellowship, education of the 
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second generation, an election of church leaders, or the comforts of belonging.158 They needed to 
do some secular functions as well as religious ones. Second, this centripetal tendency intensified 
separation between what was inside and outside of the church and concentrated on maintaining 
boundaries. By in large, they had concentric circles of stratification of members in the church, 
which functioned as a replacement to social status in the host society. There was severe 
competition among individual local churches, often resulting in the transfer of churchgoers. It 
could not help but result in pastors that were demanding to reach inactive church members rather 
than the unchurched.159 Third, the importance of clergy captivated the churchgoers' mind.160 It 
presented a somewhat clergy-centric and worship-centric view of the case study churches. 
Korean pastors were expected to have more academic degrees, which meant they were 
overeducated. Fourth, they placed a high value on church buildings, administrative systems, and 
professional leadership rather than individual and lay-centric disciple-making. 
 
III. Intercultural Disciple-Making 
A. Diverse Cultural Environment in the U.S. 
For the Korean immigrant church, intercultural approaches enhance and expand various 
ways of disciple-making. Although Koreans churches are proud of their mono-ethnic culture 
                                                     
158 Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)].” 
159 Ibid. The answers to “What is the most important qualification of pastor?” are servanthood (73%) which implies 
modesty including pastoral activities such as home visitation, intercessory prayer, and counseling for church 
members. 
160 Ibid. The answer to “What is the most important factor to choose attending church?” is the preaching of the 
pastor (76%). 
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versus pure blood custom,161 there is still cultural diversity based on generations, language, 
geography, and social class. Moon criticizes that monocultural approach as "culturally captive,” 
which limits disciple-making practices without cultural relevance.162 Furthermore, Korean 
immigrant churches have had to face intercultural circumstances in the U.S.163  Moon’s 
intercultural discipleship will shed some light on a forgotten way of contextual disciple-making 
for Korean immigrant churches. “Contextualization is part of an evolving stream of thought that 
relates the Gospel and church to a local context.”164 Choi urges that the kingdom of God must be 
established in our context and that individual or ecclesiological visions must reflect the demands 
of the times.165 It enables the church to practice disciple-making in diverse ways. 
 In the context of the case study churches, there were various needs. Thus, they needed to 
be ready for diverse approaches as a matter of necessity. Moon defines intercultural disciple-
making as: 
The process of worldview transformation whereby Jesus followers center their lives on 
the kingdom of God (Matthew 6:33) and obey Christ’s commands in culture (Matthew 
28:19-20), utilizing culturally available genre.166 
Culturally, it includes genres such as symbols, rituals, stories, proverbs, music, dance, and 
drama.167 Also, comparison of cultural assumptions can help the case study churches determine 
disciple-making practices according to the diverse culture in the host society.  
                                                     
161 Song, “다문화사회와기독교 [Multicultural Society and Christianity].” “In the U.S. we have taken it for a grant 
that the church should be comprised of mono-cultural members with their own language and background by using 
definitions as ‘white church’, ‘black church’, and ‘the Korean church.” 
162 Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation, 14.  
163 Oh, “이민교회와이민신학 38 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theology 38].” “Because Korean immigrants 
have been strongly influenced by the American culture, there are various cultural gaps among them. Therefore, 
immigrant pastoral ministry needs to understand the diversity of the unchurched Korean.” 
164 Whiteman, “Contextualization,” 2. 
165 Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church], 531. 
166 Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation, 33.  
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Table 3.4. Comparison of Cultural Assumptions that Affect Disciple-Making Practices168 
WESTERN CULTURE NON-WESTERN CULTURE 
Print-based Oral-based 
Individual identity Collective identity 
Justice (guilt) orientation Honor (shame) orientation 
Cognitive focus Emotive focus 
Material/scientific reality Spirit/power reality 
Redemption theology Creation theology 
Assembly-line production Handcrafted production 
 
 The research of the case study churches showed diverse culture assumptions. Bible study, 
retreat, and other church events were prepared based on congregational needs. On the other side, 
interviewees had a desire for individual discipling practices. For example, B2 transferred to 
church B with expecting individual spiritual growth. C2 desired a smaller group because there 
was not the time nor the opportunities for enough sharing and for building deeper relationships. 
While individual discipling practices focuses on emotive aspect and individual identity, the case 
study churches’ events of groups concentrate on cognitive aspects. With cognitive expectation, 
B3 and C2 joined discipling training. Because C1 had negative experiences in the past with 
knowledge-centric discipling practices,she decided to attend church C for C0’s emotive 
                                                                                                                                                                           
167 Ibid.  
168 Ibid., 12. 
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consolation. A pastor’s preaching, to which A2, C1, and D1 gave the highest value when 
choosing to attend church, was an oral-based assumption. A Bible study group was based on the 
mix of paper prints and oral teaching. While Koreans generally have a strong honor 
orientation,169 C1 and H1 left a previous church with a justice orientation. A1 was baptized after 
the handcrafted discipling practices of A0. Like assembly-line production, C1 completed all 
three stages and C2 is in the second year of program stages. It shows that both Western and non-
Western cultural assumptions are intermingled in the case study churches. 
 
B. Ethnocentrism of Korean Culture 
Historically, the Korean church has functioned as a reception desk where new Korean 
immigrants have found help with socio-political incorporation in the host society.170 
Simultaneously, it created ethnocultural insulation from the American ethos. “These two 
contradicting roles of ethnic religions promote their members’ social mobility but at the same 
time keep them in their self-structured mobility trap.”171 The reason why first-generation 
Koreans have a strong sense of the centralism within the Korean culture “is in part because of 
                                                     
169 Van Gelder, The Missional Church in Context, 165. “The authoritarian nature of the culture begot the prestige 
culture, or what is known as the “shame culture.” Such a culture places more importance on saving face and keeping 
up with appearances, reputation, and prestige than on pursuing rational and practical benefits for the people. 
Although I have portrayed Choong-Hyo (loyalty and filial piety) thought here in a somewhat negative light, it is the 
soil in which Korean Christianity took root, and its features have undeniably had an influence on shaping the 
character of Christianity in Korea.” 
170 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 327. 
171 Ibid., 307. 
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their mono-cultural background before immigration and in part because of their feeling of 
resistance from the host society.”172 
While the pastoral systems and disciple-making programs in the case study churches 
were very similar to those in South Korea, a notably different program was a Korean language 
school for the younger English speaking generation. Churches A, B, and C ran this program for 
mostly the second generation of their own church members with a few neighboring churches’ 
Korean children and without non-Korean influence. It had been degraded to a tool for reinforcing 
the Korean culture of the first generation who expected to communicate with their children in 
Korean.  
Although it is obvious that the desire for ethnic community and fellowship serves as a 
primary motivation for participating in the ethnic church, an even more striking aspect of 
their responses, however, is the degree to which participation seem to be driven not only 
by a simple need for ethnic fellowship, but also by a powerful desire to preserve their 
ethnicity and culture, not only for themselves, but for posterity.173 
 
All of the case study churches imported clergy from South Korea. “In contrast with other 
ethnic minorities who suffer a shortage of ministers, Korean immigrant communities have had a 
surplus of ministers who were trained in Korea.”174 This meant a frequent recruiting and firing of 
ministers. The oversupply of pastors from Korea caused another mono-cultural issue. “Hence, 
those pastors who have had pastoral experiences in Korea tend to maintain the ‘Korean style’ 
approach in handling the administrative matters of the Korean immigrant churches.”175 Including 
church E and F, all previous and current senior pastors in the case study churches received 
                                                     
172 Ibid., 304. 
173 Chong, “What It Means To Be Christian,” 267. 
174 Shin and Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches,” 243. 
175 Shin and Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches,” 244. 
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Master of Divinity degrees in Korea. Although they have had pastoral experience in the U.S. as 
associate pastors, all of them were originally imported from Korea. 
 
C. Clergy-Centric and Canned Programs 
First, the clergy had an insufficient understanding and a lack of academic knowledge of 
evangelism, disciple-making, and world mission. I have asked the same question to more than 30 
Korean reverends in the U.S. including A0, B0, C0, and D0 with diverse denominational 
backgrounds: “How many credits of evangelism or world mission classes did you take from the 
M.Div. program in Korea?” Respondents took no more than two or three classes of evangelism 
or world missions. It was less than 8-10% of the total credits needed for an M.Div. degree. 
McGavran points out, “Consequently, effective evangelism must become one of the main 
subjects taught in every school of theological education.”176 
 Second, only clergy and the pastor’s wife taught all individual or collective discipling 
training, which limited genres and cultural assumptions of disciple-making practices to an 
individual clergy’s experience. Church A struggled with the lack of clerical manpower. Since an 
associate pastor returned to Korea in 2014, church A did not have a replacement and A0 
repeatedly expressed burnout. With a worship-centric system, church B offered various church 
programs like a shopping mall. The world mission webpage of church B was inactive without 
single posting. When a youth pastor in charge of AWANA stepped down, church B could not 
continue this program at all. Because a few pastors could not take over all activities, many 
classes were inactive. Church C had 14 small groups according to genders and ages by 
                                                     
176 McGavran, Effective Evangelism, 162. 
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administrative decision of church authority. Church C perceived the exclusive needs of minority 
groups and offered separate groups for young couples, singles of their forties (“Seeds”), and 
single moms (“Anna”). All these groups were led only by clergy. The main activities of church D 
were small groups whose materials were provided by the senior pastor. Quarterly, church D 
offered a spiritual retreat in a mass education format led by a professional speaker. 
 Third, all textbooks for individual discipling practices and materials for small groups 
were imported from Korea, which limited the development of culturally relevant disciple-making 
within an American environment. The most common and popular textbooks for discipling 
practices were One-on-One Discipleship177 and EvangelismExplosion in the Korean version. All 
interviewees felt the lack of a transformative Christian life due to irrelevance with their lives in 
U.S.  
In this chapter, I revealed context and impetus of the case study churches according to the 
theoretical frameworks of ecclesiology and intercultural disciple-making. Korean immigrants 
attended the church with secular reason as well as religious expectation. The case study churches 
had multiple boundaries in, out, and among churches. Also, they showed strong clergy and 
worship centric missiological priorities by focusing on bricks and mortar, hierarchy of leadership  
and church programs. In them, Western and non-Western cultural assumptions coexisted. 
Nonetheless, they held onto a strong tendency toward the centralism of Korean culture. The first-
generation Koreans preferred a mono-ethnic culture. Imported Korean pastors maintained similar 
styles of pastoral ministry to what they had experienced in South Korea. In the next chapter, 
                                                     
177 Durano Editorial Department, 일대일제자양육성경공부 [One to One Discipleship]. 
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another theoretical framework of the principle of reproduction will disclose presence or absence 
of disciple-making practices in the case study churches. 
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Chapter 4. Presence or Absence of Disciple-Making Practices of the Case Study Churches  
 
In this chapter, it is worth considering the social and individual milieu of the case study 
churches, which shows how they understand and practice disciple-making, including evangelism 
and why transfer growth overwhelms conversion growth.178 This phenomenon of church growth 
may explain the presence and/or absence of disciple-making practices in the case study churches. 
Therefore, I need to explore the social environments and individual religious, social, and 
psychological aspects of the case study churches so that I can delineate how they currently 
understand evangelism, conversion, and disciple-making in their practices. 
I. Social and Individual Milieu of Disciple-Making of the Korean Churches 
A. Social Factors 
1. Pre-Immigration Conditions 
Except for A1, B3, and C2, other interviewees (A0, B0, C0, D0, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, D1, 
D2, and H1) showed that they were already believers before immigration to the U.S.179 During 
conversations, it seemed that they did not recognize that they were transferred members from 
neighboring churches in the U.S. or the church in South Korea. When they introduced their 
stories of choosing their current churches, they described themselves as new members without 
mentioning they were actually transferred from one church to another. For example, only five 
members out of 65 in church F became Christians after immigration at least 30 years ago and 
                                                     
178 Oh, “평신도 61% ‘교회옮긴적있다’ 수평이동잦아 [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (1)].” 27% of church members has never 
switched attending church. 61% of respondents has transferred churches several times. 
179 All regular attendances of young adult group in church E, about twenty-five members (97% of the group), were 
already believers in pre-immigration condition. 
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others of them were already Protestants before immigration. Elders of church F were frequently 
seeking church members who dropped out from neighboring churches.180 There was a strong 
tendency toward transfer growth rather than conversion growth in the case study churches. 
Because the case study area of New Jersey and New York is one of the largest Korean 
communities in the U.S., there is always a huge influx and relocation of Korean immigrants.181 
Table 4.1. Social Milieu of Participating Disciple-Making (1) 
Features Interviewees 
Pre-immigration Christian 11/14 78% 
 
Table 4.1 describes that seven out of 10 lay people and four pastors were already 
Christians before they immigrated to the U.S.182 It demonstrates that many pre-immigration 
conditions of the case study churches boosted transfer growth because many of the Korean 
immigrants to the U.S. were already Protestant Christians.183 Hurh and Kim’s research claims, 
“About half of our respondents (52.6%) were already affiliated with Christian churches in Korea. 
All of these pre-immigration Christians continued to be affiliated with various churches in the 
                                                     
180  One day, one elder proudly told me, “Pastor. I have lived in this area more than 30 years. Thus, I know the most 
Koreans in this community. I bring this couple of deacon and deaconess because they just left neighboring church 
last week. Before another church invites them, I rapidly invited them to our church. Have I done good job?” 
181 “2016 뉴욕&뉴저지한인유권자데이타분석 [Influx of Korean Adult in NY & NJ in 2016].” 
182 After immigration, A1 was converted with his wife’s evangelism who was already a Protestant in South Korea. 
B3 volunteered to registered church C right after moving in. When C2 was hospitalized to receive anticancer 
treatments, he was evangelized by a visiting pastor. 
183 I have had frequent phone calls from acquaintance pastors in South Korea when their church members immigrate 
to the U.S. I have been requested to recommend a healthy church for migrating new Korean Protestants. 
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United States.”184 Kwon adds that the similarity of Protestantism in Korea and the U.S. makes 
the Korean church focus on transfer growth: 
The similarity of the religious plausibility structure between Protestant Korean 
immigrants and Protestantism in the United States played a critical role in both drawing 
more Korean Protestants there and increasing their religious participation after 
immigration.185 
 
In 2016, the ratio of transfer growth to conversion growth of church B and C stands 20:1 
(see Table 4.2 below). Churches A and F had only transfer growth without a single convert.186 
A0 confessed, “As you may know, church A is neighboring a Korean megachurch in five 
minutes driving distance. Thus, we have many transferred Christians who have been 
disappointed by the megachurch.”187 I met a core member of church E at church C. She just 
transferred herself to church C since the senior pastor of church E had retired in 2016. For the 
young adult group of church E, from 2011 to 2013, there was not a single convert. I questioned 
members of church E, “Why don’t we have any new converts except for transferred ones for the 
last three years?” They answered, “Well, we also feel sorry about no new converts. But we still 
have new members from Korea and neighbor churches. Isn’t it OK?” 
Table 4. 2. Ratio of Transfer Growth and Conversion Growth  
Case Study Church 
Ratio 
Transfer : Conversion 
Year(s) for Data Collection 
                                                     
184 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 24. 
185 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 311. 
186 See Table 3.3. Memberships and Growth of the Case Study Churches in 2016.  
187 In 2014, I had a job interview for an associate pastor of the Korean mega church which A0 mentioned. A senior 
pastor described that church’s situation: “This is a representative mega church in North New Jersey. As you already 
knew, my church has been struggling with a lot of transferred members from other Korean churches. What do you 
think about it? What is your pastoral suggestion for them?” 
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Church A 
Only Transfer 
No Conversions 
2016 
Church B 20:1 2016 
Church C 20:1 2016 
Church D 9:8 2016 
Church E 
Only Transfer 
No Conversions 
2011-2013 
Church F 
Only Transfer 
No Conversions 
2015-2016 
 
The data of Table 4.2 shows that the case study churches competed rigorously to attract 
new Christian immigrants rather than win the unchurched.188 All of the case study churches 
deliberately advertised various programs to attract people like VBS, counseling programs, 
daycare, after-schooling, Korean language school, calligraphy, or martial arts class. Church B 
had a big building with spacious parking lots and a gym. It displayed various programs on a 
website and put up many colorful banners in and out of the buildings to draw people’s attention. 
Cole describes this phenomenon of transfer growth by saying, “These churches, offering many 
wonderful programs and music to attract people, by and large draw Christians from other 
churches. The ‘Wal-Mart effect’ is at work here.”189 Since church C opened up a new building in 
a better location, it has had about 200 members transferring in annually. Church A showed only a 
                                                     
188 Lim, “교인수평이동에대한소고(小考) [Reflection on Transfer Growth].” Lim says, “A church reaches several 
thousand congregation within a few years. In spite of few converts, 95% of new members are established 
churchgoers according to recent research. It shows transfer growth of Korean immigrant churches.” 
189 Cole, Church 3.0, 304. 
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transfer of members in and out in 2016. Despite their good intentions related to disciple-making, 
A0 and other church staff have been busy caring for transferred members, limiting their function 
as effective caregivers. An unmanageable number of transfers can both cause burnout in pastors 
and the abandoning of disciple-making that comes with deeper relationships.190 This pre-
immigration milieu forced the case study churches to lose sight on conversion growth, followed 
by disciple-making training and busyness in recruiting and caring for transferring Christians. 
2. The Busyness of Immigrants’ Lives.  
A0 (two times), A1 (three times), A2 (four times), B1 (two times), B2 (three times), B3 
(three times), C1 (four times), C2, D1, and D2 frequently expressed the sentiment of the hardship 
of immigrants lives due to busyness (see Table 4.3 below). To arrange appointments for 
interviews, I had to visit each church only on Wednesdays or Sundays when interviewees visited 
churches for worship services because their personal lives were too busy to meet other days. Due 
to limits of time and travel distance for interviews, all interviewees preferred to communicate by 
electronic methods such as emails or web messengers. When I prepared the annual church plans 
for church E, a chief elder gave me negative feedback, “Pastor! It seems that you do not 
understand our lives in America. We are so busy. You have to plan any activities only on the 
weekends.” Another elder of church F said to me,  
Pastor! I do not have any objection against starting regular Friday night gathering and 
early morning prayer gathering every day. But, it has failed whenever pastors tried to 
start any gathering during the weekday. Because church members are too busy to attend 
                                                     
190 Kim, “교회들은지금 ‘수평이동’이라는 ‘제로섬게임’ 중 [Zero-Sum Game of Church Transfer Growth].” 
“Due to severe competition, the Korean church makes a pitch for transferred churchgoers. It excessively invests its 
resources for good reputation of external factors rather than genuine discipleship. Eventually, it is zero-sum game 
that all churches lose.” 
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weekday gatherings, it will give them feelings of unfaithfulness when they miss them. I 
am sure that Wednesday night gathering is enough for us. 
Except for B0, C0, and D0, eleven interviewees clearly depicted that Korean immigrants 
were pressed for time. They repeatedly expressed the sentiment that they were very busy in 
doing church activities191 and taking care of their daily lives, Korean immigrants did not have 
enough time to visit our churches, or that they worked until late evening including the weekend. 
Thus, their daily lives, including occupations, strongly influenced their involvements in church 
activities. The most common occupations for Korean immigrants were time-consuming and 
labor-intensive ones, such as working in or running a deli shop, laundry shop, nail shop, or 
beauty supply business.192 When there was an evening service at 8:00 p.m. or 8:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday, it was one or one-and-a-half hours later than an evening service in South Korea 
because Korean immigrants often work late.193 Not just a few church members must open their 
store or go to their company job on Sunday. A0 desired, “Participants in disciple-making training 
would be better if they have more time to join. They are too busy to spare time for discipling 
                                                     
191 Typically, members of the case study churches practiced many activities for operating Sunday worship services 
such as distributing church bulletins, ushering new visitors, and serving as a member of choir. For male members, 
they worked at parking lot and did building maintenance. For female members, they worked at children’s 
department as volunteering teachers and at kitchen for the table fellowship after Sunday worship services, prepared 
flower at the altar, and did cleaning sanctuary,  
192 Kim, “민족마다몰리는특정직종이민선배들영향가장크다 [Immigrants’ Occupation with Same Ethnic 
Group].” “The biggest business for Korean immigrants is laundry industry in the US… Comparing with 15% of 
other ethnic group, 45% of Korean immigrant are self-employed or employees of small business, because Korean 
has strong tendency to hire own family members or labors from the same ethnic group.” 
193 Church A used to have Bible studies instead of worship services. Currently, church A does not have any activities 
on Wednesday evening. Other churches have Wednesday evening worship services on 8:00 pm (Churches B, C, and 
F) or 8:30 pm (church D and E).  
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practices.” And he added, “If my church can offer more various Sunday worship service times, 
we can have more attendants.”194 
Table 4.3. Social Milieu of Participating Disciple-Making (2) 
Features Interviewees 
The Busyness of Immigrants’ Lives 10/14 71% 
 
Table 4.3 shows how interviewees had felt the busyness of their lives as obstacles of 
participating in church activities. Hurh and Kim reaffirm this obstacle: 
The exceptionally high rate of our respondents who were self-employed in small 
businesses (about 32% of the employed) certainly reflected their segmented and labor-
intensive work experience in the American labor market ... Since the majority of our 
respondents were disadvantaged in the segmented labor market (with low skills, long 
hours of work, unfavorable work conditions, and low earnings), the majority of their 
spouses were mobilized into the labor force to supplement the family income.195 
The Korean churchgoers’ socioeconomic conditions are time-consuming and labor-
intensive. It does not allow them to spend time and money for disciple-making gathering. As a 
minor ethnic group of immigrants, they have to work harder and longer for stable socioeconomic 
status. It limits them to be satisfied with attending church activities only on Sunday and to think 
disciple-making as an extra burden. 
The strong tendency of transfer growth with Protestants in pre-immigration conditions 
prevailed over conversion growth, followed up by ongoing disciple-making. A graduate student 
of church E said, “Pastor! I am so busy in doing school work during the weekday. Furthermore, I 
                                                     
194 Currently, Church A offers two Sunday worship services times at 9:00am and 10:30am. 
195 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 31. 
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am so tired of volunteering as a church staff on Sunday. I cannot afford to do extra Bible study 
programs during the weekday.” In church F, one deacon who ran a beauty supply store told me, 
“Pastor! I feel very sorry but I have to open my store even on Sunday for a living. Thus, I cannot 
participate in any weekday program, including Bible study. I wish that you may understand the 
hardship of immigrants’ life in America.” The busyness of immigrants’ lives did not afford spare 
time for discipling practices. The social milieu of the case study churches made churchgoers 
consider disciple-making practice as an extra program beyond regular church attendance and 
resulted in no disciple-making in their religious activities.  
 
B. Individual Factors 
Based on research of Korean sociologists on Korean immigrants, I will survey individual 
factors which influence disciple-making practices in the case study churches. There are religious, 
social, and psychological reasons for attending the Korean immigrant churches.196 
1. Religious Aspect  
All nine lay interviewees, except the de-churched one (H1), expressed the sentiment that 
the primary reason for why they were or would be involved in discipling practices was to grow 
in faith.197 Rather than mentioning any altruistic purpose such as evangelizing or discipling 
others, they gave priority to expectation of progress in their spiritual journeys: A0 (two times), 
                                                     
196 Ibid., 32; Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 1381. 
197 It should not be overlooked that all interviewees were recommended by each senior pastor of the case study 
churches as exemplary members. They most frequently mentioned religious factors as top priority why they 
participate discipleship program or attend current churches. 
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B0 (seven times), C0 (six times), D0 (seven times), A1 (two times), A2 (five times), B1, B2 (two 
times), B3 (two times), C1 (three times), C2 (six times), D1, and D2 (four times). They wanted 
to cultivate their own faith more than any purpose outside themselves. Because churches C and 
D sensed personal expectations of individual faith growth, they offered Quiet Timediscipling 
practices for those wanting to join for spiritual growth. C0 said, “There have been strong 
expectations of individual spiritual cares. It is not enough to satisfy them with communal 
discipling practices like Sunday worship services. That is why we launch Quiet Timediscipling 
practices for all members.” But, the practice of Quiet Timediscipling practices of church C was 
limited to supplying printed material for meditation of daily Bible reading and came with the 
expectation that each member would practice by himself or herself. It did not provide any 
gathering to have a relationship of disciples and disciple-makers. In church D, D0 led several 
small groups, which consisted of five or six members with the imported monthly magazine, Bible 
Time. He emphasized the importance of the Bible reading in Quiet Time training for the spiritual 
development of each member. 
A1, A2, C1, D1, and D2 expressed the reaction that it was the preaching and hospitality 
of the pastors that motivated them to attend each church with the expectation that it would help 
their spiritual growth. B0 furthered the centrality of clergy in discipling practices by saying that 
greater sanctification of church members was possible when the senior pastor became more 
spiritual with prayer. It showed that there was a strong dependency on clergy for individual 
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spiritual growth rather than personal disciple-making.198 It meant that A1, A2, C1, D1, and D2 
chose attending church because they expected that the preaching of its pastors would nurture 
their personal growth in faith.199 If the preaching is helpful to them, they stay; otherwise, they 
leave and visit other churches with a religious shopper’s mindset. During the field research, I had 
an opportunity to meet a dechurched member of church A who, along with his family, 
transferred to a neighboring megachurch. He explained the reason why his family left church A, 
“The initial several years of attending church A had been very attractive for A0’s preaching. It 
was fresh and challenging. But, I became tired of his message, which didn’t challenge me 
anymore.” 
C2 showed self-focused interest to describe why he attended Bible study, “Because I am 
a new member and have never been involved in a disciple-making program before, I wish to 
learn more about Christianity and the Bible.” Because A2, B3, and C2 were short-tenured 
members, they showed strong individual desire to increase knowledge of Christianity and the 
Bible. B1, B2, and B3 agreed with each other that a lecture style in discipling practices made 
people unnecessarily theoretical and lose interest in the training. B2 evaluated it by saying, 
“Lecture style Bible class made participants very passive. Clergy who led programs taught 
theological topics without mentioning issues from our daily lives. It was too hard to apply his 
teachings to our lives in the world and made us lose interest.” B3 added, “I do not understand 
why the church does not try new methodology for discipling practices while secular world has 
                                                     
198 Kim and Kim, “Revival and Renewal,” 308. “Authoritarianism is also a common problem. Authoritarianism is 
another pathological issue in the Korean church as is evident in the pastor-centered and hierarchical system in the 
church administration…” 
199 Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)].” 
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been changing a lot. The current way of discipling practices is boring for me because it is what I 
did before, like One-to-One Discipleship and Evangelism Explosion. It does not challenge me to 
develop my faith.” Because B1, B2, and B3 have spent many seasons for discipling gathering, 
they had used the most popular textbooks for Bible study. As a leader, B1 said that she had 
struggled to find new printed material which they had never used before for refreshment. 
The self-focused interests of interviewees for personal spiritual growth without disciple-
making were found as an individual aspect of discipling practices in the case study churches. It 
seemed that the case study churches made concerted efforts to meet such self-focused interests 
by providing typical type and contents of Bible study with imported textbooks. 
2. Social Aspect 
C1 described a reason of taking discipling practices, “I am a paid pianist for Sunday 
worship service. To be a staff of church C, I am required to take discipling courses.” B2 desired 
to be an active staff after completing the current discipling program. Church C asked their 
members to complete discipling courses of the late Rev. Ok’s three books to be appointed to staff 
and leadership. To become church leaders, churches A, B, and C required or recommended 
members to take discipling courses. B0 announced during Sunday worship service, “We start a 
new session of discipling practices in the fall. I feel sorry because only one senior deacon 
registered out of twelve volunteering leaders for this program last week.” While he had expected 
church leaders to sign up for new programs, senior deacons made excuses that they were too old 
to be trained and that they regarded it only for young leaders according to B0’s guess. Even a 
clergy expected that the discipling program was for church leaders. 
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The Korean church has been a place that provides social status.200 Because Korean 
immigrants are a racial minority, it is difficult to gain socioeconomic success in the host society.  
On the other hand, positions as church leaders (such as being a deacon, deaconess, or elder) 
enable them to appear a social success. Hurh and Kim confirm, “The Korean ethnic church 
seems to play an important role in satisfying the need for social status, prestige, power, and 
recognition within the immigrant community.”201 All interviewees expressed the sentiment that 
the need for social status was why discipling practices of the case study churches attempted to 
promote itself by mentioning titles and positions of members.202 This will be discussed further in 
Chapters 5 and 6 as to whether this factor promotes or inhibits reproducing disciple-making. 
I found that C1 and D2 were in paid positions, including all pastors (A0, B0, C0, and D0) 
at the church, and B1 and D1 were family members of paid staff. A female senior deaconess who 
had transferred from church E to church C had a better-paid position. She added the reason why 
she transferred, “Church C is near from my home and has more acquaintances to build better 
relationships.” The case study churches provided not only social status but also supported in the 
settlement process including a few economic opportunities for church staff. Hurh and Kim 
explain why the Korean church has been more effective than other Korean ethnic organizations, 
                                                     
200 Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 1370. “A vast 
majority of Korean immigrants in the United States are affiliated with ethnic churches. Korean ethnic churches serve 
important social functions for the Korean church members and the Korean community as a whole.” 
201 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 31. 
202 While American Christians call each other by their first names, Korean Christians seldom do so. Even transferred 
members are called using the titles of deacon or deaconess although they are still new members. Conventionally, the 
Korean churches address middle age churchgoers with titles like ‘Deacon Kim,’ or ‘Deaconess Park’ even when 
they do not have any previous Christian experience because it is taboo to call person’s first name or family name 
without title in public gathering. On a Sunday in 2015, church F had a sixty-year-old female visitor who had never 
church experience. Although she was not a deaconess, all church members called her “Deaconess Kim” from the 
first visiting day. She was never called by her first name. 
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“The Korean ethnic church has historically been the most well-established social, cultural, and 
educational center for Koreans in the United States…The Korean church has been the most 
inclusive and accessible social institution for Koreans in the United States.”203 In the N.J. and 
N.Y. area, the Korean church has continuously increased in number and size.204 It is well-
established with a long history and offers easy access for visitors who expect help in getting 
resettled. This means, as noted before, that the Korean church functions as a reception desk for 
adaptation to the host society by providing an educational center for the second generation, and a 
place for having fellowship with the same generation or ethnic group. Interviewees205 strongly 
agreed that the social aspect was very important for attending a Korean immigrant church. A0, 
B1, B2, B3, C0, C1, C2, D1, D2, and H1 directly expressed the sentiment that many Koreans 
attend church to gain social titles. Since Korean immigrants are a minority ethnic group, it is 
really hard to promote social status in host society; therefore, they can gain alternative social 
titles from the ethnic church. C2 and D2 expressed the sentiment that some churchgoers come to 
their church only for fellowship with Korean food. In their opinion, it is a secular reason.  
These social factors like social titles, education, fellowship with ethnic identity, and 
settlement assistance including job opportunities allowed the case study churches to attract and 
motivate people to participate in church activities and discipling training. 
 3. Psychological Aspect 
 Kwon noted in his research, “A dramatic increase in religious participation of Korean 
                                                     
203 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 30. 
204 Jung, “뉴저지한인교회 200개넘어섰다 [Numbers of the Korean Churches in NJ Exceed 200].” 
205 A0 (2 times), B0, C0, D0, A2, B1 (3 times), B2, B3, C1, C2, D1 (5 times), D2 (2 times), and H1. 
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immigrants in the United States is also due to both their high level of religious fervor caused by 
immigration-related hardship and the self-help role of ethnic congregations.”206 Hospitality by 
church members and relationships with friends or family accounts for why A1, A2, B2, D1, and 
D2 chose their current churches. They had similar expressions like following expression, “I 
decide to attend this church because members show a warm welcome and provide true cares.” B3 
decided to attend church B to overcome loneliness by gaining the sense of belongingness 
because she had no local acquaintances when she moved there several years ago. C2 sought 
emotional consolation during treatment for cancer as well as the spiritual meaning of life. A few 
years ago, D1 and D2 had considered changing churches because their new homes were too far 
from church D.  However, they continued to attend church D because they had been deeply 
moved by the fellowship and love of other members. D1 wished, “I expect to continue the small 
group fellowship of the saints in the Word for better discipleship.” This shows that small groups 
in church D were psychologically effective in supplying fellowship. Because the young adult 
group of church E was made up of only first-generation Korean students (except for two 
members), they could share common hardship of studying in foreign school. A deacon described 
a strength of church F, “Our church members are similar ages between the sixties and eighties 
who share similar experiences of immigration history. So, I feel comfortable with them.” By 
providing close fellowship, the case study churches emotionally and psychologically support 
members by helping them overcome the loneliness that accompanies the immigration experience.  
                                                     
206 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 310. 
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Also, new immigrants visit the Korean churches for ethnic cultural identification.207 
While church D had one non-Korean member in the children department, all of the case study 
churches had only Korean members. According to Kwon’s survey,  
The majority of our respondents of both religious groups (74% of Buddhists and 81% of 
Protestants) replied they feel the closest and want to live or do business with people of 
their ethnicity…Especially for Korean immigrants who suddenly become a racial and 
ethnic minority in the host society, their religious affinity to the host society provides 
them with a huge psychological relief.208 
Considering a strong mono-ethnic identity in South Korea, new Korean immigrants naturally 
look for psychological support in multi-ethnic society as the marginalized. Additionally, all the 
small group gatherings I had participated in spent more than half of their time over dinner for 
fellowship. At a small group gathering of church A, the host said, “Let’s get the study part done 
as soon as possible. I prepared a lot of food for you.” Traditionally, it is a critical cultural 
expectation for Koreans to provide psychological relief through table fellowship.  
Although interviewees, as exemplary church members, gave top priority to religious 
reason over others, social and psychological factors were also strong reasons for attending 
church or participating discipling program (see Table 4.4 below).  
Table 4.4. Individual Reasons of Participating in Discipling Programs or Attending Church 
Features Interviewees 
                                                     
207 Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 1373. “Another 
important social function of the ethnic church, closely related to the function of meeting the need for primordial ties, 
is the maintenance of ethnic identity and the native cultural tradition of a minority/immigrant group.” 
208 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 304, 311. 
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Religious factors 
Social factors 
Psychological factors 
13/14 
13/14 
11/14 
93% 
93% 
78% 
 
Table 4.4 shows that the case study churches seemed to understand new immigrants who 
visited local churches bring with them their own agendas based on religious, social, and 
psychological concerns, as shown by Kwon’s research.209 While those motivations lead people to 
the church and discipling program, it will be discussed more in Chapters 5 and 6 as to whether 
they promote or inhibit reproduction of disciple-making. 
By surveying context and impetus of the case study churches with the scope of 
ecclesiology and intercultural disciple-making (Chapter 3), and of the social and individual 
milieu of discipling practices (Chapter 4), I found that there were various reasons why people 
attended the case study churches (see Table 4.5 below). These categories are important for 
disciple-making because they help us understand churchgoers’ motivations for attending their 
churches, and find promoting and inhibiting factors of reproducing disciple-making. 
Table 4.5. Category of Religious, Social and Psychological Factors to Attend the Case Study 
Churches 
Factor Category Respondents Percentage 
Spiritual growth Religious All interviewees 14/14 (100%) 
                                                     
209 Ibid., 321. 
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Title of church office Social Other members 
commented by all 
interviewees 
14/14 (100%) 
Ethnic identity Social All interviewees 14/14 (100%) 
Settlement and 
adaptation in the host 
society 
Social Other members 
commented by all 
interviewees 
14/14 (100%) 
To know the Bible or 
Christianity 
Religious A2, B2, B3, C1, C2, 
D0, D1, and D2 
8/14 (57%) 
Fellowship Social and Psychological A1, A2, B2, B3, C2, 
D1, and D2 
7/14 (50%) 
Hardship of immigrants’ 
lives 
Psychological A0, A1, B1, B2, B3, 
and C1. 
6/14 (43%) 
Hospitality of the 
church 
Psychological A1, A2, C1, D1, and 
D2 
5/14 (36%) 
Education for the 
second generation 
Social A1, A2, B1, D1, and 
D2 
5/14 (36%) 
Excellence of preaching 
the by senior pastor 
Religious A1, A2, B2, C1, and 
C2. 5/14 (36%) 
Job opportunity Social B1, C1, D1, and D2 4/14 (29%) 
Consolation Psychological B3, C1, and C2 3/14 (21%) 
Disappointment by the 
previous church 
Religious B2, C1, and H1 
3/14 (21%) 
Meaning of life Psychological A1, A2, andC2 3/14 (21%) 
Loneliness / belonging Psychological B3, and C2 2/14 (14%) 
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Identity of the same 
generation 
Social Young adult group of 
Church E and adult 
congregation of 
Church F 
N/A 
 
The data of Table 4.5 proves that Korean immigrants attend the case study churches not only for 
religious factors, but also for social and psychological reasons. Additionally, there were 
commonly mentioned obstacles to partake in discipling training, as described in Table 4.6.  
Table 4.6. Obstacles to Participating in Discipling Practices of the Case Study Churches 
Obstacles Category Respondents Percentage 
Busyness 
of lives 
Work Social All interviewees 14/14 (100%) 
Caring for family 
members 
Social 
A1, B1, B2, B3, 
C1, and D1 
6/14 (43%) 
Volunteering for other 
church activities 
Religious 
A2, B1, C1, D1, 
and D2 
5/14 (36%) 
Settlement in host 
society 
Social 
A2, B0, B3, D1, 
and young adult 
group of church E 
4/14 (29%) 
Optional 
program 
Too knowledge-centric Religious 
A0, B0, B1, B2, 
B3, C1, D1, and 
H1 
8/14 (57%) 
Sunday worship 
service is enough for 
me 
Religious 
Other members 
commented by 
A0, B0, B1, C2, 
and D2 
5/14 (36%) 
No recommendation by 
others 
Social 
C2, D1, D2, and 
H1 
4/14 (29%) 
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No variety of canned 
programs 
Psychological 
B2, B3, D1, and 
D2 
4/14 (29%) 
Not challenging  Religious C1, C2, and H1 3/14 (21%) 
I am not ready to join Psychological C2 1/14 (7%) 
Only for becoming 
church leaders and 
staff 
Religious Churches B and C N/A 
 
 
The data of Table 4.6 shows that the case study churches need to handle these obstacles for 
discipling practices. These are the intimate issues in churchgoers’ lives, or the so-called 
“excluded middle.” Moon defines the excluded middle issues as “the intimate questions and 
concerns that require unseen spirit power and guidance to affect changes in this world.”210 He 
reaffirms the necessity of dealing with intimate issues in disciple-making practices, which the 
case study churches had missed, as he explained, 
If left unattended, people remain stuck in ruts. Their spiritual journey goes nowhere, like 
truck tires spinning in the mud without any forward movement. Intercultural discipleship 
identifies the major issues for discipleship so that the disciple can be released from the 
ruts. Their spiritual journey can then move forward once again.211 
As Don Little describes the wide variety of challenges in Arab-world contexts for effective 
disciple-making, the discipling practices of the case study church need to be discussed not only 
as religious aspects, but also social and psychological aspects, as follows,  
                                                     
210 Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation, 31.  
211 Ibid., 29. 
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Before I undertook this study, I believed that the unique challenges facing BMBs arose 
mostly from Islamic influences. However, I did not expect a lot of variety in the 
challenges BMBs face. Thus, I was initially surprised that disciplers mentioned such a 
wide variety of challenges. I heard forty-one different kinds of answers from the sixty 
people whom I questioned when I asked them to identify the biggest obstacles to BMB 
maturity in their contexts.212 
Unlike his research, the case study churches of my research did not experience strong challenges 
of other religions like Buddhism, which is stronger in South Korea than in the U.S. However, 
there was a wide variety of the challenges interviewees faced, as Table 4.6 above demonstrates. 
In Chapters 5 and 6, these intimate issues also need to be discussed regarding whether they 
promote or inhibit reproducing disciple-making. 
 
II. Practices of Evangelism and Discipling-Making in the Korean churches 
A. Evangelism  
 Without exception, conversations with all of the clergy interviewees repeatedly showed a 
strong understanding of evangelism as the activity of recruiting or bringing neighbors to their 
churches. C1 said that it was uncomfortable bringing nonbelievers to church C because recruiting 
someone could be aggressive for him or her. A senior deaconess of church E proudly told me, 
“Isn’t it exciting that our church members will bring new visitors next week for the full 
mobilization week of evangelism?”213 Although A1 and A2 had been thinking about evangelism, 
they did not have specific targets for sharing the faith. Although B1, B2, and B3 had been 
gathered for discipling training for many seasons, they rarely attempted to reach nonbelievers. 
                                                     
212 Little, Effective Discipling in Muslim Communities, 171. 
 
213 The full mobilization week of evangelism is a traditional church activity which designates one Sunday for 
recruiting people with the expectation of church growth. 
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D1 and D2 practiced street evangelism with their small group on Christmas day. The most 
common activity of evangelism by the case study churches was street evangelism with 
distributing audio CDs of preaching, bulletins, tracts, or newsletters at the front of large Korean 
grocery stores. Whenever I had meetings for evangelism at church F, an elder was talking about 
street evangelism without mentioning other ways of evangelism. A deacon of church E had been 
distributing the senior pastor’s preaching CD with church bulletins for many years at the parking 
lot of a Korean grocery store. I questioned, “Deacon! I really honor your commitment. I just 
wonder whether there is any new member who registered with our church through your street 
evangelism.” He answered, “Pastor! I have never heard any person come to our church by this 
street evangelism. But, I will continue it because it is a way of being a faithful church member 
for me.”  
Churches D, E, and F did not have staff designated to focus on visitors. D0’s wife took 
care of new members when necessary.214 Churches A, B, and C equipped the staff for ministry 
with new members. Their functions, however, were limited to ushering in visitors and 
conducting follow-ups for assimilation within several weeks rather than ongoing disciple-
making. Teams for new members were minimally staffed and given only a token amount of time 
since the new member class was regarded as a temporary threshold. To overcome the limitations 
of a four-week new membership class, churches A and C practiced the Barnabas Ministries. For 
longer periods, this helped new believers adapt to the churches and gave a hand to relieve the 
pastor’s overload and burnout. Often, work with visitors and newcomers was a limited function 
                                                     
214Interestingly, D1 exceptionally took care of one new member for four weeks with the permission of the church 
authority without ongoing discipleship. Then, D0’s wife took new member for a new member meeting. 
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of ancillary staff without disciple-making training because they did not have spiritual authority 
like clergy. According to the website of church B, it advertised various programs for visitors and 
converts. Yet, a one-to-one helper system, phone callings, home visiting by pastors, and a six-
week course for new believers were all inactive. It just functioned as a help desk for newcomers’ 
quick adaptation to church culture without an ongoing relationship for disciple-making.  
The case study churches did not offer evangelism training for the majority of their 
members (see Table 4.7 below). Instead, their activities and programs concentrated on church 
members’ spiritual welfare like Bible studies or the "Healthy Family" seminar215 of church D 
rather than on the unchurched. It was hard to say that evangelism was active in the case study 
churches, as Hong’s research shows the reality of Korean evangelism, “According to the 2005 
joint research of Hanmijun (a Society for Preparing the Future of the Korean Church) and 
Korean Gallop, 74% of church members in Korean churches have no experience with 
witnessing.”216 
Table 4.7. Activities Related to Evangelism in the Case Study Churches 
Case Study 
Churches 
Street Evangelism 
by Interviewees 
Staff for New 
Members 
The Barnabas 
Ministry 
Evangelism Class at 
Congregational Level 
Church A No Yes Yes No 
Church B No Yes No No 
Church C No Yes Yes No 
                                                     
215 This is an annual church activity of church D with the theme for healthy and dysfunctional family of Korean 
immigrants. 
216 Hong, “Evangelism and Church Growth,” 242. 
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Church D Yes No No No 
Church E Yes No No No 
Church F Yes No No No 
 
Table 4.7 describes several facts of the relationship between evangelism and disciple-
making. There was no case study church that officially practiced street evangelism and provided 
any education for evangelism. Only a few members like D1 and D2 occasionally and 
individually practiced it. It seemed that evangelism was not one of the main purposes of the case 
study churches. It showed no connection between evangelism and disciple-making programs as a 
process. Bill Hull shows concern about this separation between evangelism and discipleship,   
This separation has led to a common problem we face today. People profess to be 
Christians yet believe that they do not need to follow Jesus. We’ve defined discipleship 
as optional, a choice and not a demand. For many who call themselves Christians today, 
being saved or being a Christian has no serious connection with an ongoing commitment 
to being formed into the image of Christ.217 
Rather, churches A, B, and C had staff for new members, and the Barnabas Ministry 
showed their interests in pastoral caring for those who visited their church, regardless if they 
were transfers or converts. This tendency of church activities for new members encouraged 
established members to rush to bring people to church events, expecting quantitative growth to 
occur. Frequently, church members left new visitors to pastors or designated staff. An elder of 
church F said, “Pastor! I brought a neighbor today. I have done my duty. From now on, it is your 
turn to take over this visitor.” D1 added, “Because I am not a clergy, I cannot guide a new visitor 
                                                     
217 Hull, Conversion and Discipleship, 21. 
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for discipling program with spiritual authority. It is a part of clergy’s responsibility.” Ongoing 
disciple-making after recruiting people to church could not be expected as one process of 
becoming Christians in the case study churches.  
No case study church immediately required new members to take a discipling class or 
program as a process. They tried not to give any pressure during a new member’s adaptation 
period. A staff of the Barnabas Ministry in church A contacted me by email right after my first 
visit, “Welcome to church A. We are very happy to have you. If you have any questions about 
us, feel free to contact me. You don’t have to feel pressure for anything. I wish to see you again 
next Sunday.” It fostered separation between evangelism and disciple-making. Evangelism 
became recruiting. During interviews, interviewees unconsciously showed this separation of 
evangelism and disciple-making: A0, B0, C0, C1, D0, D1, D2, and H1. For example, C0 
answered one of the purposes of pastoral ministry, “Inwardly, church C practices discipling 
training to support worship services and missions.” D0 described the purpose of discipling 
practices, “It is the fellowship among church members according to the Word.”  It led disciple-
making to become optional training only for leaders or staff of the case study churches without 
connection to evangelism: A0, A1, B0, B1, B2, B3, C0, C1, D0, D1, D2, and H1. Church C 
offered discipling classes to whoever wanted to be church staff. B2 and B3 said, “I participate in 
discipling training with the desire of becoming church staff.” Thus, separation of evangelism and 
disciple-making practices led to the lack of multiplication by reproduction: A0, B0, C0, D0, A1, 
A2, B1, B2, B3, C1, D1, D2, and H1. As the disconnect of evangelism practices from disciple-
making made churchgoers understand evangelism as bringing people in their churches, the 
disconnect of disciple-making practices from evangelism made churchgoers understand 
discipling practices as an optional program for serious believers (see Table 4.8 below).  
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Table 4.8. Understanding of Evangelism and Discipling Practices 
Features Interviewees 
Just recruiting: separation of evangelism &discipling practices 
Optional programs / becoming church leaders 
8/14 
10/14 
57% 
71% 
 
The data of Table 4.8 proves that the understanding of evangelism by the case study 
churches was attracting and bringing in more people into their own church without continuing 
connection with any disciple-making program. Unlike their intentions for new visitors, their 
practices and programs seemed to be limited to quick adaptation to church culture rather than 
initiating disciple-making or encouraging winning souls.218 Once a guest decided to enroll 
himself or herself in the church, they only needed to complete several weeks of classes for new 
members to become lay members. Moreover, new visitors did not necessarily participate in the 
new member classes of the case study churches. It is worth listening to Kim, who has done 
pastoral ministry in New York for 38 years, as he comments on the practice of evangelism in the 
Korean churches: 
The solution to the stagnation of Korean church growth is to invigorate the laity as 
evangelists. By being free from internal schisms and conflicts, Korean churches must be 
exhaustively transformed into evangelism-centric structures …. Recently, there are few 
Koreans who have not heard of Christianity. The gap between the Gospel and experience 
at local churches may be different and becomes a huge obstacle to evangelism. Secular 
                                                     
218 Arn and Arn, The Master’s Plan for Making Disciples, 9–15. While they agree about the necessity of evangelism, 
they seldom practice it. Arn and Arn’s description of the characteristics of evangelism in American churches’ has 
much in common with the truth in the Korean churches: 1) Evangelism is a low priority for most churches, 2) 
Evangelism is a low priority for most Christians, 3) The Biblical concept of "Lostness" has disappeared, 4) Few 
evangelism methods make disciples, 5) Evangelism focuses on Decision Making, not Disciple Making, 6) Making 
disciples is interpreted to mean only spiritual growth, 7) Evangelism methods have become simplistic, and 8) 
Evangelism is much discussed but little practiced. 
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Koreans do not attend church not because they do not read evangelistic flyers, but 
because we fail to be the salt and the light of the earth. Through our lives in the world, we 
have to practice evangelism.219 
 The case study churches mainly practiced street evangelism, although it was not active at 
a whole congregational level. They ran limited weeks of the new membership class or practiced 
the Barnabas Ministries for new members without connection to ongoing disciple-making.  
B. Disciple-Making 
Answers by interviewees to how one identified someone as being a Christian and/or 
being a disciple were polarized. On the one hand, all the respondents from churches A, B, and C, 
including H1, showed a common sentiment that “Christian” and “disciple” ought to be the same 
in knowledge. Then, on the other hand, A1, A2, C2, D1, and D2 expressed the sentiment that 
there was a difference between a Christian and a disciple in action. A2 described the difference 
between a Christian and a disciple by saying, “A disciple is a committed church member.” C2 
separated spiritual believers from Sunday Christians. D1 said, “A Christian attends the church 
for himself without challenges for others. A disciple follows and practices what the Lord expects 
from him.” D2 distinguished normal Christians from ardent doers of Christian duties such as 
street evangelism, reading the Bible from cover to cover, intercessory prayer, or helping the 
homeless.   
 As the above quotes describe, interviewees distinguished a Christian and a disciple based 
on the amount of congruity between faith and life, which all believers should pursue. While this 
                                                     
219 Kim, “Transfer of Church Leaders Spoils Korean Immigrant Church.” 
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understanding seemed limited to inner growth with concepts like personal faithfulness and 
sincerity, it certainly effected the understanding of evangelism, conversion, and disciple-making. 
1. Collective Discipling Practices: Worship Service and Small Group 
Instead of just focusing on personal disciple-making practices, the case study churches 
concentrated on communal discipling practices in a lecture and classroom style that included the 
worship gathering. While American culture has a strong feel of individualism about it, Korean 
culture conventionally has a strong sense of collectivism, especially as it pertains to 
understanding the faith community.220 B1 and B3 desired to have various topics of classes. D1 
confessed that he was willing to attend any training program at a megachurch near his home 
because programs of church D did not satisfy his expectations. These expectations implied that 
B1, B3, and D1 understood discipling practices in lecture style programs, which they could 
choose like in a cafeteria. 
The clergy of the case study churches spent more than half of the worship service hour 
for preaching. From the direct observation of the case study churches’ worship services, I found 
that worship service attendants stayed calm like audiences or spectators with rare interactive 
communication, and that approaches of preaching were knowledge-oriented and clergy-driven. 
For weekday worship services, churches had low attendance compared with Sunday worship 
services: church B (14%), church C (18%), and church D (17%) (see Table 4.9). There was 
lower attendance at weekday early morning prayer worship gatherings: church A (17%), church 
B (14%), church C (9%), and church D (5%). Traditionally, the Korean church has had 
                                                     
220 Choi, “집단주의와개인주의 [Collectivism and Individualism].” 
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Wednesday evening worship services and Friday night gatherings for prayer and intensive 
training for the Word of God. While Friday night gatherings have disappeared from many 
Korean churches due to a change of lifestyle, churches B, C, and D still maintained the program.  
Table 4.9. Attendances in Worship Gatherings 
The Case 
Study 
Churches 
Total 
Membership 
Weekday Worship 
Services (Percentage) 
Daily Early 
Morning Prayer 
Worship Services 
(Percentage) 
Individual or 
Small Group 
Discipling 
Practices 
(Percentage) 
Church A 90 0 15 (17%) 
5  
(6%, seasonal) 
Church B 220 
30 (14%, Wed.) 
45 (20%, Fri.) 
30 (14%) 
6  
(3%, seasonal) 
Church C 550 
100 (18%, Wed.) 
100 (18%, Fri.) 
50 (9%) 
12  
(2%, seasonal) 
Church D 150 
25 (17%, Wed.)  
6 (4%, Fri.) 
20 (13%, Sat.) 
7 (5%) 5 (3%) 
 
 However, the data of Table 4.9 seems to show that all of the case study churches 
concentrated their attention and church resources on Sunday worship services. There was no 
chance for lay people’s involvement with leadership because all of the collective discipling 
practices, such as worship services and Bible study, were led only by clergy. Additionally, it is a 
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precious virtue not to miss Sunday worship services as Christians in the Korean church.221 This 
tradition is called Ju-Il Sung-Soo, literally translated as the “sacred duty of attendance on Sunday 
worship services.” The case study churches showed strong collective discipling practices with 
Sunday worship services. 
 Table 4.10 indicates that the case study churches practiced both collective and individual 
discipling programs. While all clergy understood worship services as discipling practices, no lay 
people expressed this same understanding. While all interviewees, except for H1, understood and 
joined monthly obligatory small groups as collective discipling practices (93%), only a few in 
the congregation participated in One-to-One Discipleship. Comparing with a total membership of 
the case study churches, the rate of practices of One-to-One Discipleship or volunteering small 
group discipling gathering was below 6% (see Table 4.9). Regardless of types of discipling 
practices, all of them were led only by clergy. 
Table 4.10. Types of Discipling Practices in the Case Study Churches 
Features Interviewees 
Collective discipling practices: worship services, bible class 
Collective and individual discipling practices: small group (obligatory 
and volunteer both) 
Individual discipling practices: one-to-one 
Led only by clergy 
10/14 
13/14 
 
8/14 
14/14 
71% 
93% 
 
57% 
100% 
 
                                                     
221 Oh, “평신도 61% ‘교회옮긴적있다’ 수평이동잦아 [Korean Immigrant Theology Research Institute, Research 
on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (1)].” “96% of the first-generation 
churchgoers answer that they regularly attend Sunday worship services.” 
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2. Individual Discipling Practices: Small Group and One-to-One Discipling 
For lay interviewees, individual discipling practices meant volunteer involvement in a 
small group or one-to-one meeting to learn more about the Bible and Christianity. A1, A2, C1, 
and D1 had participated in individual discipling programs in the past. B1, B2, B3, and C2 
participated in discipling training in-progress. D2 and H1 never joined any individual discipling 
practices before. 
There were two kinds of small groups in the case study churches. First, there were 
obligatory small groups of all active and inactive church members. Church authorities decided 
their make-up before the beginning of each new calendar year and appointed lay leaders for each 
group who were to take care of participants. Consideration was given to members’ families, 
ages, and location of homes. All of the case study churches had obligatory small group meetings 
once a month at a member’s home. It is called as Ku-Yoek (literally, “region or sector”) in the 
Presbyterian Church and Sok-Hoi (literally, “members gathering”) called a “class” in the 
American Methodist Church. Generally, a group was made of 8-12 members.  
Second, there were volunteer small groups with certain goals for a definite period of time, 
such as Quiet Time training in churches C and D, Bible studies in churches B and C, or 
Evangelism Explosion in church B. Based on the availability of pastors, individual training 
opportunities were in-progress or closed. With pastors’ busy preparing to preach, there was not 
enough time for personal discipling practices in churches A, B, and C. That was why B0 and C0 
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did not practice personal discipling trainings and A0 had ceased it for a while.222 The result was a 
vicious circle in which laity kept a distance from pastors and expected less individual training.223 
All the members of church F expressed the sentiment that, as an elder suggested to me, “It is 
better to plan any program in lecture style for less than three months or we will lose interest.” 
However, A2 and D2 desired to have ongoing discipling trainings for a lifetime instead of 
graduating from a certain program after a limited time. This kind of individual small group 
gathered once a week and was led only by a pastor (A0 and D0) or pastor’s wife (B1) in the case 
study churches while lecture style Bible classes were led by clergy (B0 and C0). Before the 
summer of 2016, A0 had sporadically led several small groups. A1 and A2 had participated in 
those groups. A1 had done One-to-One Discipleship for 16 weeks. B1 was taking care of only 
two members (B2 and B3). A female associate pastor of church B was discipling three members 
as a group. Church C had three stages of discipling programs led entirely by clergies with 
imported textbooks from Korea. The classes of the first and third stages were inactive with only 
the second stage in-progress. C1 completed all stages, as well as having experienced One-to-One 
Discipleship and the Two Wings program224 at a previous church, and C2 had not yet completed 
the third stage. Church D did not have individual discipling training. As mentioned before, D0’s 
wife rarely practiced one-to-one training with a single member when church D had a new 
                                                     
222 Although A0 planned to restart personal discipleship in the second half of 2016, he could not practice it until the 
end of 2016. 
223 Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of Korean Church], 440–41. 
224 Two Wings Offering (two.or.kr) introduces its concepts: evangelism, spiritual family, caregiving, disciples, and 
reproduction. Two wings of church mean big worship gatherings and small groups as balanced tools enabling church 
to soar in growth. It is popular concepts in Cell Church. For the traditional Korean church, Sunday worship service 
is called ‘great worship service’ as a main role. Small group functions subsidiary role in all of the case study 
churches. 
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member. D0 had taught Quiet Time training in several small groups of five or six members 
during weekdays. Table 4.11 describes how often the case study churches offered discipling 
programs. While worship services and the obligatory small group gathered all the year round, 
Bible study class, volunteer small group, or One-to-One Discipleship classes were seasonally 
open. 
Table 4.11. Activities of Discipling Practices in the Case Study Churches 
Collective  
Discipling 
Practices 
Worship services Every week 
Bible study class Once a week (seasonal) 
Individual 
Discipling 
Practices 
Obligatory small group as Ku-Yoekor Sok-Hoi Once a month 
Volunteer small group or one-to-one Once a week (seasonal) 
 
Interviewees hinted at the reasons why ministries of ongoing disciple-making practices 
were inactive or less attractive from their experiences. A0 expressed his feeling of being 
exhausted from the last ten years of ministry in the face of unwillingness in long-time church 
members. Clearly, A0 needed a season of recuperation from burnout before starting any new 
discipling session. Encountering a significant barrier to entering and experiencing the first 
discipling stage as a new member who lacked previous Christian experience, C2 had hesitated 
and delayed start. D2 and H1 gave exactly the same answer, “No one recommends me to 
participate in discipling training.” They did not have an offer or recommendation for discipling 
practices by any church member at all because it seemed that discipling practices was an optional 
program by their attending churches. B2 and B3 (who had been taught using some famous 
materials for discipling training in the same group) evaluated the discipleship curriculum as 
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“tedious,” expecting more varied ways of discipling training. They expressed the sentiment that 
they had done famous individual discipling programs with former pastors and expected that it 
would be very interesting if their church offered a new program for them. It seemed that they 
expected new knowledge or contents which could satisfy them. Long-tenured church members 
gave skeptical feedback of previous discipling programs when I tried to start new discipling 
programs at churches E and F. D2 said, “I really want to rest on the weekend because works 
during weekdays are very hard, but I am sure that I have to join discipling training if I desire to 
spiritually grow.” Although the personal discipling practices of the case study churches seemed 
to be optional in practice, they agreed in thinking that disciple-making practice was essential to 
be authentic believers. B0, C0, and D0 explained why they were not involved in one-to-one 
disciple-making practices at all by saying in common that they have to be on guard against 
favoritism toward certain members because it could be the seeds of conflicts and schism. 
3. Multiplication and Reproduction 
During the research period, A0 was reading Robert Coleman’s book, The Master Plan of 
Evangelism, by my recommendation and I found that he became familiar with the concept of 
reproduction. I had never heard the expression of reproduction and multiplication of A0’s 
preaching and church activities when I had attended church A for two years from 2013 to 2014. 
B0 expected discipling training to support reconfirmation of salvation and the identity of 
Christians. C0 replied that the purpose of discipling training was to disciple another. He added 
that discipling training would not immediately produce visible achievement and should be 
practiced with patience. D0 encouraged church members to share their lives with other members 
and to develop fellowship through small group gatherings at members’ homes. It seemed that the 
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senior pastors of each church theoretically had very limited understanding of disciple-making in 
the way of reproduction and multiplication for discipling practices of their church. 
 “I have heard about a disciple so many times while never heard about a disciple-maker,” 
was a common answer from all interviewees. While the lay interviewees knew the biblical 
definition of a disciple comparatively well, they literally had to guess at the definition of a 
disciple-maker. According to them, a “disciple” was described as a student, trainee, pupil, and 
laity. All lay respondents shared a common Korean word for a disciple, JeJa.225There is no word 
for a disciple-maker in the Korean dictionary. A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, D1, and H1 answered that 
they did not know which word would be proper for a disciple-maker in Korean. C1, C2, and D2 
showed a common sentiment that they had never thought about it, and even that this was a word 
they learned for the first time during the interviews. They assumed it was a maker, trainer, 
leader, helper, caregiver, shepherd, teacher, and clergy.226 Through literal reasoning, they 
acknowledged that the definition of a disciple-maker must include the reproduction of followers 
because it was a kind of maker. During interviews, no one used words like addition, 
multiplication, exponential growth, or reproduction. 
Table 4.12. The Taxonomy of Korean Terms for a Disciple and a Disciple-maker 
Korean Term Background Etymology Meaning Usage 
                                                     
225 In Korean, JeJa is ‘제자.’ Literally, ‘Je’means a younger person and ‘Ja’ means a son or boy. JeJa indicates a 
person who learns from a teacher. 
226 There are various guesses at a disciple-maker: A1 (a caregiver for a disciple), A2 (a committed person), B1 (a 
trainer), B2 (a shepherd), C2 (a reproducer), D1 (a teacher), and D2 (a person who tries to be Christ like). 
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제자 
Je-Ja 
Traditional 
education, 
especially in 
apprenticeship 
Je: a younger 
brother 
Ja: a son or a 
child 
a student 
a pupil 
a disciple 
a follower 
a mentee 
Pairing with a 
Suh-Suhng 
스승 
Suh-Suhng 
Traditional 
education, 
especially in 
apprenticeship 
a shaman 
a Buddhist monk 
a teacher 
a teacher of 
apprenticeship 
a master 
a mentor 
Pairing with a 
Je-Ja 
학생 
Hak-Saeng 
Public 
education 
Hak: learning 
Saeng: a being 
a student Pairing with a 
Sun-Saeng 
선생 
Sun-Saeng 
Public 
education 
Sun: earlier 
Saeng: a being 
a teacher 
a schoolteacher 
an instructor 
Pairing with a 
Hak-Saeng 
목사 
Mok-Sa 
Institutional 
church 
Mok: pastoral 
Sa: a teacher 
a minister 
a pastor 
a rector 
A licensed 
Protestant pastor 
목자/목녀 
Mok-Ja / Mok-Nyo 
Cell church or 
house church 
Mok: pastoral 
Ja/Nyo: 
man/woman 
a caregiver 
(male/female) 
New words 
invented for s 
small group of 
cell or house 
church 
양육자 
Yang-Yuk-Ja 
Small group of 
the church 
Yang: rearing 
Yuk: breeding 
Ja: man 
a fosterer 
a breeder 
a supporter 
a caregiver of a 
small group or a 
foster especially 
for a young child 
리더 
Leader 
A generic 
word for a 
person who is 
in charge of a 
group of 
people 
a loanword of 
English in 
Korean 
a person who 
leads a group 
a generic leader 
of any group 
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 The data of Table 4.11 shows that the Korean terms of the interviewees did not connote 
reproduction and multiplication. While the word, Suh-Suhng, connotes a religious leader in the 
history of etymology, contemporary Korean uses it only for an admirable teacher without the 
religious aspect. Also, no interviewees used this word, although it seemed to be a proper term for 
a disciple-maker. Without pairing with Suh-Suhng, Je-Ja was most frequently used by 
interviewees for the word "a disciple.” It connotes to be a good listener and an obedient follower. 
The words, Hak-Saeng and Sun-Saeng, which interviewees used, are from a contemporary 
Korean public education context. It seemed to influence clergy-centric and collective-centric 
discipling practices of the case study churches as Sun-Saeng-centric public education at school. 
Yang-Yuk-Ja denotes a caregiver without a concept of reproduction. 
Even among leaders, there appeared to be no common concept of a disciple-maker.227 A0 
response, saying that there was no disciple-maker without small group Bible study, seemed to 
indicate that he understood a disciple-maker as a caregiver and clergy. B0 and C0 distinguished 
disciples as laity and disciple-makers as clergy. D0 labeled a disciple-maker as a volunteer or 
staff who maintained church system and structure. Contrary to this cognitive understanding, 
there was practically no Korean word for a disciple-maker because they had never used it in 
disciple-making practices done by local churches. Without a practical word for a disciple-maker 
in the case study churches, there was no concept of reproduction and multiplication in their 
                                                     
227 A few years ago, I had a chance to deliver a message at a storefront church where a previous colleague was 
senior pastor. Among church members, his wife had recruited the biggest number of new members. After a Sunday 
worship service, she asked me to stay longer and to tell her more about evangelism and discipleship. “Rev. Nam! I 
have never heard of multiplication and reproduction as you preach this morning. All the year around, I brought a lot 
of people to the church. But, I do not know much what their spiritual conditions are. I have been just a recruiter for 
numeric growth. I must do follow-up of their spiritual journey.” 
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disciple-making practices. Table 4.12 describes that all interviewees had shown no 
comprehension of reproduction until I mentioned it. Because they did not have a concept of a 
disciple-maker in their practices of disciple-making, there was no expectation of reproduction 
and multiplication. 
 No one mentioned multiplication and ongoing reproduction as a result of their disciple-
making practices. When the concept of multiplication and principle of reproduction came up in 
conversation, interviewees became sarcastic. A leader of monthly small group gathering of 
church D said, “I hope so. But it is little more than idealism. It would not happen in the realities 
of life.” Another member of this small group added, “It is a just mathematical theory.” 
 In this chapter, I looked at current practices and understanding of evangelism and 
disciple-making practices from the case study churches. In social milieu, it showed that there was 
more competition for transfer growth to attract pre-immigration Christians and that churchgoers 
were too busy to spend enough time for discipling training. In individual milieu, they attended 
church with self-focused interests in religious aspects such as social titles, fellowship, job 
opportunities, ethnic identity, education for the second generation and helps for settlement in 
social aspects, as well as psychological aspects such as belongingness to overcome loneliness, 
consolation for the hardship of immigrants and friendship. There was a separating 
comprehension between evangelism and discipling practices. It seemed that evangelism was not 
the main business of the case study churches. They focused on worship services, monthly small 
group gatherings, and Bible study classes as collective discipling trainings. Only a few church 
members participated in individual discipling trainings, a volunteer small group or a one-to-one 
program. All interviewees showed a poor understanding of multiplication and reproduction. In 
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the following two chapters, I will search and evaluate promoting (Chapter 5) and inhibiting 
(Chapter 6) factors of disciple-making in the case study churches.  
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Chapter 5. Promoting Factors of Disciple-Making of the Case Study Churches 
 In this chapter, I attempt to disclose the factors promoting disciple-making from the 
discipling practices in the case study churches based on research using three theoretical 
frameworks: ecclesiology, intercultural disciple-making, and the principle of reproduction. For 
reproducing disciple-making, there are not only actual promoting factors but potential factors 
which can be active if the case study churches focus on disciple-making of reproduction and 
multiplication rather than maintenance of the church and addition for quantitative growth. 
 
I. Ecclesiology 
A. Bounded Set vs. Centered Set 
The theoretical framework of mathematical set theory helps in understanding the Korean 
church as both a bounded set and a centered set. The strengths of each kind of set reveal the 
factors that promote disciple-making practices in the case study churches. While the case study 
Korean churches had a weak tendency toward the centered set, they had a strong bounded set 
tendency, as we have seen in Chapter 3.  This is not necessarily all negative, since bounded set 
ecclesiology institutionalization has some positive aspects. Howard Snyder describes, “Within 
space, time and culture, institutionalization is cumulative. It grows over time. And since this 
process inevitably is a mixture of the bad as well as the good.”228 
  First, a bounded set ecclesiology provides an easy and definite identity. The case study 
churches as an organization provided a strong ethnic identity. All interviewees mentioned that 
                                                     
228 Howard A. Snyder, The Community of the King, Revised edition. (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2004), 81. 
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one of the reasons why the Korean immigrants attended the case study churches was ethnic 
identity (see Table 4.5). Hurh and Kim asserts, “‘Ethnic attachment’ refers here to the individual 
immigrant’s subjective identification with a particular ethnic group and the maintenance of 
intimate sociocultural ties with members of his/her ethnic group.”229 All of the case study 
churches dominantly spoke Korean and used the Korean Bible and Korean Hymnbook. English 
was a subservient language within all church activities, including church documents and 
bulletins. Thus, an easy and definite identity of the case study churches as a Korean ethnic group 
could attract people to attend churches or join church activities. 
Secondly, all church members are equal as Christians with a bounded set ecclesiology. 
There were various reasons why discipling training was understood as an optional program (see 
Table 4.6). Paul Hiebert notes, “We would view all Christians as essentially the same. There may 
be old experienced Christians and young converts, but in church matters they would have equal 
say.”230 This ecclesiological understanding of the bounded set may enable the Korean church to 
overcome authoritarianism of leadership. Kims acknowledges that it “is another pathological 
issue in the Korean church as is evident in the pastor-centered and hierarchical system in the 
church administration.”231 For example, Chan Yang Korean church (PCUSA) in Somerset, N.J., 
ceased to call members by the name of a church office in 2013.232 With the strong sense of the 
                                                     
229 Won Moo Hurh and Kwang Chung Kim, “Adhesive Sociocultural Adaptation of Korean Immigrants in the U.S.: 
An Alternative Strategy of Minority Adaptation,” International Migration Review XVIII, no. 2, 1984, 189. 
230 Paul G. Hiebert, “The Category ‘Christian’ in the Mission Task,” International Review of Mission 72, no. 287 
(July 1983): 422. 
231 Rebecca Y. Kim and Sharon Kim, “Revival and Renewal: Korean American Protestants beyond Immigrant 
Enclaves,” Studies in World Christianity 18, no. 3 (December 2012): 308. 
232 Bong-Ki Hurh, “직분과호칭에관한질문들[About Office and Appellation of the Church],” Chanyang Church, 
accessed February 6, 2017, http://www.chanyang.org/sharingColumn/33242. Senior pastor Hurh explained, “We 
will abolish all church offices like deacon, ordained deacon, and so on except elders. All appellation will be replaced 
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boundary of in/out of the church, comes the positive effect of overcoming authoritarianism in the 
Korean church.  
Third, an ecclesiological understanding of the bounded set provides a strong sense of 
belonging to new members, as demonstrated by B3 and C2 in Table 4.5. The heterogenic culture 
of the U.S. has distressed the Korean immigrants who come from the homogeneous ethnic 
culture society in Korea.233 Hurh and Kim comment, “The notion of ‘the marginal man’ is an 
important theoretical concept for understanding the Korean immigrants' tendency to establish 
ethnic churches.”234 For example, D1 and D2 have attended their church to belong to a 
congregation even though it was more than 50 miles from their homes to church D.235 
 While there are several positive aspects of the case study churches as a bounded set for 
promoting disciple-making practices, they also showed a few positive aspects as a centered set. 
First, with their emphasis on worship services and God’s Word, the Korean Christians laid stress 
on the relationship with God, the center.The lay interviewees (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, and 
H1) and clergy (A0, B0, C0, and D0) demonstrated a strong desire for spiritual growth through 
church activities, regardless of whether they were called discipling trainings or any other 
                                                                                                                                                                           
by ‘brother and sister.’ It was because church office titles caused a lot of problems in the church, our church made 
this decision.” 
233 Won Moo Hurh and Kwang Chung Kim, “Adhesive Sociocultural Adaptation of Korean Immigrants in the U.S.: 
An Alternative Strategy of Minority Adaptation,” International Migration Review, 1984, 209. “When ethnic 
confinement (imposed ethnic segregation) is inherent in the social structure of the host country, it is most likely that 
immigrants’ assimilation into the dominant group’s social structure is restricted in its scope and intensity, regardless 
of the immigrants’ length of residence in the new country, socioeconomic status, degree of acculturation and desire 
for assimilation.” 
234 Eui Hang Shin and Hyung Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches: The Case of Korean-
American Churches,” SA.  Sociological Analysis 49, no. 3 (September 1988): 237. 
235 Won Moo Hurh and Kwang Chung Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 29, no. 1 (March 1990): 31. “Interestingly, however, once the 
immigrant's "belonging" to a particular church is established through communal and/or associational bonds, this 
social belonging has very little to do with geographic propinquity. It is not uncommon for Korean immigrants to 
drive 10-20 miles to their churches every Sunday.” 
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program. For example, C1 said, “The reason why I transferred to the current church was that I 
have always craved spiritual growth.” It showed that she wanted to continuously grow to the 
center even though they had become church members, which stood for crossing the boundary in 
the bounded set. Secondly, the case study churches recognized a variation among Christians. 
Church C reflected variation in their church members with their various programs such as 
missionary union based on ages, young married couples group, the “Seeds” for singles in their 
forties, the “Anna" for single moms. Church D offered a Quiet Timediscipling program through 
several small groups because each member was different in how they grew in faith.  
 The case study churches had a very strong sense of being the church as a bounded set that 
led to the following promoting factors of disciple-making practices: providing a clear identity for 
quick adaptation, overcoming authoritarianism by equality among Christians, and providing a 
strong sense of belonging for the marginalized Koreans. Simultaneously, they also cognitively 
understood themselves with a centered set because they had a strong desire for individual 
spiritual growth and recognized churchgoers’ diversity. Although an ecclesiology of a centered 
set was not as strong as a bounded set, there were promoting factors in both a centered set and a 
bounded set for disciple-making practices in the case study churches. 
 
B. Social, Psychological, and Religious Factors 
Considering Abraham Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Human Motives,”236 it helps the would-be 
witnesser and disciple-maker understand human motivations.237 Socially and psychologically, 
                                                     
236 George G. Hunter, The Contagious Congregation: Frontiers in Evangelism and Church Growth (Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press, 1979), 41. 
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A1, A2, B3, C1, D1, and D2 had physical needs, safety needs, love and belongingness needs, 
esteem needs, and self-actualization needs (see Table 4.5). For example, D2 looked back on his 
experience in church D by saying, “I have been really moved by church members because they 
loved me and prayed for me.” Religiously, A1, A2, B1, B2, C2, and H1 had needs for self-
actualization and a desire to know and understand God. For example, A2 said, “I expect changes 
of myself and my family’s lives through discipling training.” C2 desired, “I want to experience 
God and to know the history of the Christianity.” This understanding of human motivations of 
those attending the case study churches opens paths of evangelism and discipling training. As 
Min describes it,238 the Korean church is a way of life for Korean immigrants rather than just a 
religious institute. Hurh and Kim reaffirm, “In general, regardless of length of residence, sex, 
age, education, economic status, or sociocultural assimilation, church participation was found to 
be a way of life among Korean immigrants in the U.S.”239 As Chai says, “Many believers seek 
churches that satisfy their tastes to upgrade their religious experience and become distant from 
                                                                                                                                                                           
7) Aesthetic needs 
 6) Desire to know and understand 
 5) Need for self-actualization 
 4) Esteem needs 
  a. self-esteem 
  b. esteem from others 
 3) Love and belongingness needs 
 2) Safety needs 
 1) Physiological needs 
237 Ibid., 43. 
238 Pyong Gap Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 
International Migration Review, 1992, 1387. “A variety of topics, including health, insurance, U.S. laws, income 
taxes, marital adjustment, American educational system and small business, have been covered by seminars and 
lectures provided by Korean immigrants churches.” 
239 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 19. 
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the work of saving souls.”240 Therefore, these human motives must be used as paths of initiation 
rather than ultimate goals of discipleship. 
1. Social and Psychological Factors  
First, the difficulties in immigrant lives promote participation in church activities. The 
case study churches consciously or unconsciously understood the difficulties and needs of 
Korean immigrants. All of the case study churches practiced monthly small group gatherings 
(Ku-Yeok or Sok-Hoi) where new members had more opportunities to have help within less 
formal circumstances. In the monthly small group gatherings of churches A and D, they enabled 
participants to share information related to their religious lives as immigrants as well as issues in 
their “secular” lives such as housing, school, and social status, and so on, satisfying their 
physical and psychological needs for safety and belonging. For example, there were questions 
like these: “What do I need to prepare for the driver’s license test?” “Where is a good Korean 
grocery store?” “Where is a decent area for new housing?” Churches A and C practiced the 
Barnabas Ministry, which helped new members rapidly assimilate into the host society as well as 
the church they attended. When I had registered myself on the membership roll of church A in 
2013, I received an email. “Brother, just feel free contact the below numbers whenever you need 
help for daily life, as well as church attendance.” Shin and Park describe, “Korean immigrant 
churches have been much more than simple sites for religious service and salvation.”241 A1, A2, 
D1, and D2 decided to attend their churches because of a warm welcome and the fellowship that 
moved them. B1 said that it had been effective to have discipling programs with intimate 
                                                     
240 Young G. Chai and Daniel Chai, The House Church, ed. Danny Suh (Houston, TX.: GLPI, 2010), 245. 
241 Shin and Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches,” 236. 
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members like B2 and B3 because it reduced a sense of loss and strangeness. B3 added, “I felt 
comfortable because I have been joining this gathering for many seasons with B1 and B2.” C1 
and D1 each attended their churches to find comfort in a difficult heterogeneous society. 
Several scholars on Korean immigrants acknowledge the need for social and 
psychological support for Korean immigrants due to unfamiliar environments in the U.S. 
According to Hurh and Kim’s research, Korean immigrants attend Protestant churches in the 
U.S. more than in Korea. Because the social environment has changed, some factors cause 
people to rely on religion more so promoting participation in church activities by influences 
outside the church.  
As our empirical data revealed in more details, church involvement is indeed a way of 
life for the majority of Koreans in the United States; by contrast, in Korea, only 21% of 
the national population is affiliated with the Christian church (National Bureau of 
Statistics 1985).242 
Park describes that Korean immigrants “constantly live in ambiguity and uncertainty. The sense 
of loss is inevitable.”243 Kwon explains that is why there is an abundance of “the cases of 
Koreans whose religious participation rates are almost unanimously increased after 
immigration.”244 They have physiological, safety, love, belongingness, and esteem needs. Kwon 
continues to analyze this phenomenon: 
According to our survey results, the majority of respondents of both religious groups 
(84% of Buddhists and 81% of Protestants) become more devout practitioners after 
immigration, largely because they encounter hardship and loneliness, have an opportunity 
to learn about their religion more deeply, and think about the meaning of life more 
                                                     
242 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 20. 
243 Joon-Sik Park, “Hospitality as Context for Evangelism,” Missiology 30, no. 3 (July 2002): 390. 
244 Okyun Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants : Religious Beliefs and Socioeconomic Aspects of Life 
(New York, NY: LFB Scholarly Pub., 2003), 309. 
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seriously after immigration.245 
 
 Secondly, there is strong table fellowship of Korean culture as a whole.246 All of the case 
study churches offered formal lunch right after Sunday worship services. Participant-observation 
of the monthly small group gatherings of each case study church revealed that they prepared a 
meal at home (churches A, B, C, and F) or dined out together at a restaurant (churches B, E, and 
F), including all children or participants. 
The Korean church table fellowship is a unique and useful approach to embrace the 
unchurched, as it satisfies people’s needs for love and belonging. In Korean, “family” is Sik-Goo, 
which literally means “a group of persons who share a table together.” As the weekly practice of 
table fellowship right after Sunday worship services was a critical factor in lowering the guard of 
visitors or new members, monthly table fellowship at small group gatherings in members’ homes 
motivated inactive members to join and build a personal relationship with less religious people. 
However, if they are invited first to a Sunday worship service where they must face all church 
members, including an unfamiliar church culture, it may be an embarrassing situation for Korean 
visitors. 
  Third, the community services of the Korean churches were active, which enhanced 
opportunities for contact with nonbelievers and resulted in a good reputation in the surrounding 
community. The youth group of church A had served an institution of the disabled every 
Saturday. Church A had practiced a food drive in the winter for the needy. Church B had 
                                                     
245 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 294. 
246 One day, an African friend of Asbury seminary who lived next door to my house questioned me, “My friend! I 
have a question for you. Why do Korean Christian neighbors always have table fellowship until late night?” I asked 
in return, “What do you have when you have small group gathering at home?” He answered, “Well… Why don’t 
you have tea or coffee? Isn’t it enough to have a conversation?”  In that, I realized that table fellowship is a very 
strong characteristic of a Korean culture.   
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ministries run by church volunteers for the needy and homeless. Church C served Korean 
prisoners and dysfunctional families’ children monthly. Some members of church D did 
homeless ministry every Christmas and served at shelters every month without the financial 
support of their attending church. Church F served free meals for homeless every Saturday with 
volunteers of church members, including youth group and non-believing neighbors. 
According to Kong’s research, “The top expectation of the Korean church from the 
unchurched is social service (33.6%)…Korean church has played a significant role for Korean 
immigrant society.”247 Kwon’s observation on the social services of Protestant Korean churches 
reaffirms: 
Our observation and survey results show that Korean Buddhist temples and Protestant 
churches alike actively provide both religious and social services at the same time. But 
Protestant churches always provide both religious and social services more frequently 
with better-organized programs in a more member-friendly manner. Theoretically, the 
more the immigrant congregations provide both religious and non-religious social 
services, the more members have opportunities to participate in religious activities after 
immigration. This is another major reason for Protestant Koreans’ higher rate of religious 
participation after immigration.248 
 
 Therefore, Korean immigrants have understood churches as a place where they can find 
social and psychological comfort. The hardship of immigrant lives has motivated Korean 
immigrants to participate in religious activities. The table fellowship and social services by the 
Korean church also has promoted non-believers to think favorably about the Korean Protestants 
and encouraged inactive church members to participate in discipling training. 
2. Religious Factors 
                                                     
247 Sung-Sik Kong, “복음전도외에사회봉사기대 [Expectation for Social Service as Well as Evangelism],” 
Christian Today, accessed February 7, 2017, http://www.christiantoday.us/sub_read.html?uid=4547. 
248 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 315. 
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a) Individual Factors: Religious Zeal 
As described in Table 4.4, Hurh and Kim demonstrate that religious motives outweigh 
the social or psychological ones.249 All of the interviewees took it for granted that Christians 
must grow and desire an intimate relationship with God. The frequency of attending worship 
services of each church also pointed to the Korean Christians’ zeal for the faith.250 A1 and A2 
participated in discipling training because they desired to find a meaningful spiritual journey by 
investing more time. At first, B2 had left church B with disappointment over the lack of pastoral 
care but then returned with a new pastor’s arrival by expecting better spirituality and leadership. 
C1 was not satisfied with a previous church’s pastoral care and joined church C with 
expectations of spiritual growth. Choi reaffirms the strong religious zeal of Korean Christians by 
noting: 
Koreans have stronger piety and religious desire than other ethnic groups. According to a 
world religion public opinion poll conducted by the University of Rochester with 4,388 
religious people of 11 countries and by Zogby International with 600 interviews, only 
Koreans give top priority to religious lives rather than economic activities, leisure life, 
political interests, better education, and so on, regardless of whether they are believers or 
not. Religious population had grown from 43.8% in 1984, 52.8% in 1998, to 57.0% in 
2004.251 
 
One trait of Korean immigrants is a zeal for hard work, not only in religious but also in 
non-religious areas. Kim affirms the hard work of Koreans, “Proclaiming their harder work ethic 
than that of even white Americans, they would repeat, ‘They sleep eight hours, we sleep 
                                                     
249 Hurh and Kim, “Religious Participation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” 21. 
250 There were weekly official worship services 14 times in church A, 17 times in church B, 16 times in church C, 
and 13 times in church D. Regular attendance in official worship services is a sign as a faithful church member in 
the Korean church context. 
251 Yoon-Sik Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church] (Words of Life 
publication, 2013), 517–518. 
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four.’”252 She adds, “Although the ethos of Koreans’ exceptional work ethic was taken as a 
priori, Koreans in the U. S. seemed to surpass that ethic even to the surprise of South 
Koreans.”253 
 This passion had been found in evangelistic desires of individuals in the case study 
churches as well as Christians in Korea.254 A1 said, “I asked permission of customers in my 
business for prayer like a lukewarm kind of evangelism.” A2 had attempted to evangelize a 
friend’s Buddhist family since April 2016.  B2 had continued to pray for inactive members. B3 
confessed, “I do not currently have an unchurched prospect for evangelism. But, I recommended 
the dechurched and the unchurched to attend church B whenever I had chances.” D1 and D2 
practiced street evangelism with small group members and did win an American kid by means of 
                                                     
252 Nadia Y. Kim, Imperial Citizens: Koreans and Race from Seoul to LA (Stanford University Press, 2008), 146. 
253 Ibid., 228. 
254 Young-Gi Hong, “Evangelism and Church Growth: The Model of the Diamond Evangelistic System,” 
Transformation, 2007, 235. Protestantism is overwhelmingly more diligent about evangelism than other religions in 
South Korea. 
 
Variable Feature Frequency Percentage (%) 
Past 
Evangelized 
Religion 
Protestantism 
Catholicism 
Buddhism 
Jeunsando (Kind of Indigenous Religion) 
Confucianism 
None 
Jehovah’s Witness 
386 
90 
81 
11 
10 
10 
4 
65.2 
15.2 
13.7 
1.9 
1.7 
1.7 
0.7 
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street evangelism.255 The leaders of churches E and F repeatedly desired to do street evangelism 
at the church congregational level.  
If the religious passion of growing in faith, hard work ethos, and evangelizing others by 
the case study churches can be concentrated on intentional disciple-making, it will be a huge 
force for reproducing disciple-making.  
 
b) Collective Factors 
First, all of the case study churches included evangelism and discipling training as parts 
of their mission statements. Regardless of actual practices and results, all had an intellectual 
desire and reasoned intention of doing disciple-making practices as part of their ministry. At the 
level of leadership, church A declared, “We bring good news to you.” Church B intended to 
spread the Gospel: “We are the church to do world missions and evangelism by the Gospel of 
Jesus.” Church C expressed an intention to plant daughter churches with strong discipline and an 
emphasis on missional calling. Church D indicated an intention of disciple-making practices: 
“We produce Jesus’ disciples by discipling training, win souls by evangelism and via 
servanthood and humility spread God’s love.” In their mission statements, they understood 
evangelism and discipleship as part of the raison d'être of the case study churches.  
 Secondly, such things as the size, location, and building of churches also can be 
promoting factors of discipling training. The sizes of all of the case study churches were small 
enough to be dynamic with the memberships of churches A, B, D, E, and F ranging between 50 
and 250. Although church C had more than 500 members, the initial intent when it had 
                                                     
255 This boy began to attend children’s worship service of church D with permission of their parent. 
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constructed a new church building was to maintain a membership below 250 by planting 
daughter churches and sending own members as a core group.  
 Churches A, B, C, and F had an ease of accessibility for the Korean populations in their 
areas. They were located in downtown areas where the Korean population was concentrated. 
After church C moved to a new location, it had had more than 200 transferred members per year. 
For example, B3 first decided to visit church B due to its convenient access to public 
transportation.  
 Unlike Min’s description on the general situation of the Korean immigrant churches,256 
all of the case study churches did have their own buildings. Kwon attests, “Their cultural 
experience of desiring for owning their own land and house also exacerbates their incorporation 
effort, by focusing their energy on only owning their own sanctuaries – an exclusive place for 
worship.”257 This gives churches that have their own buildings certain financial and 
psychological comforts.258 
 A third factor is the continuous supply of disciplined manpower from Korea. Both clergy 
and lay people from Korea can be utilized for building up the disciple-making practices of the 
case study churches. Except for pastors of English ministry, all senior pastors and most associate 
pastors of the case study churches completed their M.Div. programs in Korea. The worship 
                                                     
256 Pyong Gap Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches in the United States,” 
International Migration Review, 1992, 1378. “Most Korean churches in the United States do not have their own 
buildings. Instead, they usually have service and fellowship meetings in American churches.” 
257 Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 326. 
258 I have met additional church members of the case study churches. They testified when they had rented American 
churches with experience of difficulties and restrictions. They could not have traditional main service hour on 11 am 
for a Sunday worship service. Instead, they had main service hour on 1 pm or 2 pm after American congregation 
used morning hours. They could not have table fellowship due to smells of Korean food. Also, they could not 
decorate building including sanctuary according to their own church plans. 
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service staff and praise teams of all the churches had musical experience before they joined their 
current churches. Including C1 and D2, some of the staff persons in churches C, D, E, and F held 
undergraduate or master level degrees in music from Korean colleges and graduate schools. A1, 
B1, C1, and D1 were already involved with discipling training in Korea and volunteered to 
support activities of their current churches. 
 The way in which people understand the case study churches shows promoting factors of 
discipling training. Strong missiological priority as a bounded set provides clear identity, 
equality among Christians, and belongingness. Missiological priority as a centered set enables 
the desire of individual growth in faith and diversity of discipling training. Disciple-making 
practices can be promoted because people had experienced and expected psychological comforts 
with social status, table fellowship, and participation in social service from the case study 
churches. Individual religious zeal and collective factors like vision statements of each church, 
building, and location, and a continuous influx of disciplined Christians would promote disciple-
making practices in the case study churches. 
 
II. Intercultural Disciple-Making 
Without diminishing Jesus’ divinity, He became flesh to save us. Likewise, a disciple-
making practice of the church requires intercultural sensitivity without losing the essence of the 
gospel to disciple the unchurched and the dechurched. .Without an incarnational understanding 
of discipleship as the mission of Jesus Christ, the case study churches cannot practice 
intercultural disciple-making. Unfortunately, they have focused on maintaining their 
homogeneous unity as Korean Christiansby gathering into a church building as a holy place for 
the saints, because they have been challenged in a heterogeneous society as a minor ethnic-
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religious group. Although the gospel is universal and universally applicable, it is not a supra-
cultural gospel. It must be translatable to fit each cultural setting. Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch 
assert the importance of an incarnational concept in mission: “The Incarnation provides us with 
the missional means by which the gospel can become a genuine part of a people group without 
damaging the innate cultural frameworks that provide that people group with a sense of meaning 
and history.”259 Song strongly advocates the contextualizing of disciple-making practices: 
“While we ought to pay attention to the critical issues present in a context, we must also identify 
the positive aspects of context that make the task of discipleship easier.”260 Based upon Moon’s 
definition of intercultural discipleship, it is worth scrutinizing promoting factors of disciple-
making and whether the case study churches had utilized culturally available genres and 
approaches by comparing cultural assumptions because there were diverse obstacles to 
participate in discipling training (see Table 4.6).  
 
A. Cultural Assumptions of Intercultural Disciple-Making in the Case Study Churches  
1. Print-based vs. Oral-based  
As the senior pastor’s preaching is one of the most important factors in someone’s 
decision to attend a church,261 the Korean church is very familiar with oral-based discipling 
programs. A0 introduced, “The preaching of the early morning worship service is one of the 
                                                     
259 Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come: Innovation and Mission for the 21 Century 
Church (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Pub, 2003), 37. 
260 Minho Song, “Contextualization and Discipleship: Closing the Gap between Theory and Practice,” Evangelical 
Review of Theology 30, no. 3 (July 2006): 258. 
261 Sang-Chul Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research 
Institute, Research on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)],” The Korea Times, 
last modified June 27, 2012, accessed March 19, 2016, http://www.koreatimes.com/article/737225. 
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strengths of discipling practices in church A.” D0 answered, “The clergy’s preaching and Bible 
teaching is the most important factor to attract the unchurched.” A2 settled down at church A 
because A0’s preaching was attractive. C1 decided to transfer to church A “because C0’s 
preaching was good.” Although all of the case study churches distributed printed bulletins before 
worship service, more and more, a screen on the front wall of the sanctuary replaced bulletins, 
hymnal books, and the Bible. I discovered that many churchgoers did not carry their own Bibles 
when they attended worship services. When I participated in some small group gatherings of 
churches A, D, E, and F, they skipped some questions and discussions in the printed Bible study 
materials. Most participants of the monthly small group gatherings did not write down their 
thoughts and opinions on the printed material. Instead, they had a very active conversation 
during table fellowship after Bible study sessions. On all the church websites, audible sermon 
resources were essential, while none provided a full text of the sermons. This did not necessarily 
mean that they were unfamiliar with printed-based discipleship training. Churches A and C used 
the late Rev. Ok’s printed materials for individual discipling practices of small groups. Churches 
C and D practiced Quiet Time training that included reading the Bible. D0 wished, “I want to 
challenge the congregation with reading the Bible more.” In all the discipling classes run by 
clergy, printed material and audible teaching were provided at the same time. Nevertheless, 
participants seemed to prefer oral teaching because they rarely read or write on the print 
materials left on the tables, chairs or thrown in a trash can of the classrooms after sessions. All of 
the churches used imported textbooks for discipling practices from South Korea. Church B used 
One-to-One Discipleship and Evangelism Explosion for individual discipling practices, and the 
Coffee Break for a monthly small group gathering. Church C formerly used printed materials 
created by their associate pastors, and presently used the “Monthly Daily Bible” for small group 
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gatherings and weekday early morning prayer gatherings. Church D used the “Monthly Bible 
Time” for Bible study and small group gatherings. With the imported textbooks, printed-based 
discipling practices classes provided clear contents and guidelines of the Bible, but they could be 
propositional, knowledge-centric, and less culturally relevant. However, discipling training in all 
of the case study churches was supplemented with oral-based practices. Participants had a few 
opportunities for questions and comments, and they could verbally share their spiritual journeys 
and encourage each other with intercessory prayers.  
The data above, including Table 4.5 and 4.6, showed that the case study churches could 
use oral-based approaches rather than printed-based approaches for psychological factors like 
hospitality, consolation, the meaning of life, fellowship, and hardship of immigrants’ lives to 
attend their churches. On the basis of oral approaches, clergy’s preaching and recommendation 
of participating in discipling program could be promoted as B3 experienced. While printed 
curriculum without diversity did not promote disciple-making practices as B2, B3, D1, and D2 
commented, it was still effective to meet the desire of knowing the Bible. 
 
2. Individual Identity vs. Collective Identity 
A collective identity dominated the activities of the case study churches, such as frequent 
worship services, group Bible study classes, table fellowship, short-term foreign and domestic 
mission trips, and seasonal retreats. A0, B0, and C0 understood communal discipling trainings 
throughout church structures and programs including small groups and Bible study. A0 believed, 
“Worship services are the most important discipling opportunity.” C0 described one of the 
purposes of discipling practices, “it is to support worship service.” Also, an individual identity 
can be found when a church member has personal counseling with the pastors and in 
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individual/personal discipling practices: A1, A2, B2, B3, C1, C2, and D2. C1 finally decided to 
transfer to church C after having an individual meeting with C0 on the first day of visiting. Both 
individual and collective identities together were found in the discipling training of churches A 
and B. A1 and A2 had initial training with individual discipling practices in the one-on-one style 
and then they belonged to bigger groups for the following stages in a more collective identity. B2 
participated in individual discipling trainings, not only for individual growth in faith, but also to 
be a volunteer in church programs. Meanwhile, churches C, D, E, and F only practiced group 
discipling trainings like Bible classes. They had opened people’s hearts and minds with 
comfortable table fellowship of Korean food after Sunday worship services and small group 
gatherings because of the communal nature of Korean culture.  
Compared with the Western church, the communal nature of the Korean church can be a 
factor that actually promotes disciple-making practices, not only in the private realm, but at the 
congregational level as well. Howard Snyder comments on the importance of building communal 
discipling practices: “Many evangelicals have too narrow a view of discipleship, seeing it only in 
relationship to the winning and nurturing of individual converts rather than as focused on 
building a kingdom community of disciples.”262In spite of the influence of individualism of the 
host society, the case study churches maintained a collective identity and held a strong church-
centric understanding of discipleship. Therefore, numberless Korean churches can be seedbeds 
for disciple-making practices with the collective identity.  
For reproducing disciple-making, the data above, including Table 4.5 and 4.6, showed 
that the case study churches could utilize approaches of collective identity rather than individual 
                                                     
262 Snyder, The Community of the King, 121. 
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identity for social factors like belonging to the same generation, ethnic group or fellowship. An 
approach to individual identity could help people join discipling trainings in search for the 
meaning of life as A1, A2, and C2. 
 
3. Justice Orientation vs. Honor Orientation 
A strong sense of the honor-oriented culture with ecclesiological titles like a deacon, 
elder, or senior deacon has motivated Koreans to be involved in church activities more. A1, B1, 
B2, C1, C2, D1, and D2 showed common expressions that it had been a pathological problem of 
Korean immigrant churches with conflicts and schisms for honor and authority. B1, B2, C1, and 
C2 expressed the sentiment that prevailed in the church culture that some churchgoers joined and 
volunteered for church activities to gain ecclesiological titles for an honor. B2 said, “We have to 
take a discipling course for being a truthful church staff.” 
With the ecclesiological understanding as a bounded set, all the clergy and laity in the 
case study churches agreed that Christian disciples must be distinct and distinguishable from the 
secular and unchurched people. One factor that does promote discipling trainings among Korean 
Christians is their willingness to pursue honor as mature Christians.  
Despite the strong honor orientation of the Korean churches,263 there were also justice-
oriented aspects. C1 left a previous church with a justice orientation. She replied that leaders in 
                                                     
263 Craig Van Gelder, ed., The Missional Church in Context: Helping Congregations Develop Contextual Ministry 
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Although I have portrayed Choong-Hyo (loyalty and filial piety) thought here in a somewhat negative light, it is the 
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authority in her previous church tried to cover-up critical governing issues, which left her very 
disappointed. The church that H1 attended was not interested in the struggles of neighboring 
laborers for social justice, which is why he became dechurched to begin with. 
Also, the case study churches utilized the sense of a justice-oriented culture by 
participating in social services for the marginalized. Church social activities for communities like 
a food drive and a free food truck for the needy, services for the prisoners, and educational 
opportunities for Korean cultures gained a good reputation by the unchurched and promoted 
open hearts of the unchurched for evangelism and disciple-making practices. A1 described their 
food drive of church A, “It has promoted good reputations and some visitors were attracted by 
them.” An associate pastor of church C introduced proudly their social service by saying, “It has 
been a unique social service for the prisoner, and the image of our church has grown greatly in 
the community.”  
According to Ok’s research on the tradition of Korean-Americans, “‘Korean culture is 
based on a ‘culture of honor.’ This kind of society is status-oriented. Fame and shame culture 
society is easily influenced by the mentality of the reputation of others.”264 The dominant culture 
of honor orientation in the case study churches can promote people to participate in disciple-
making practices for gaining honor as authentic Christians. 
 
4. Cognitive Focus vs. Emotive Focus  
                                                                                                                                                                           
soil in which Korean Christianity took root, and its features have undeniably had an influence on shaping the 
character of Christianity in Korea.” 
264 Se-Chul Ok, “체면문화와미주한인 [Honor Culture and Korean American],” Korea Times, accessed February 
14, 2017, http://www.koreatimes.com/article/91259. 
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Without a single exception, all the lay interviewees identified discipling trainings with 
Bible study. A1, A2, B3, C1, and C2 participated in discipling training because they wanted to 
know their faith more. C2 explained the reason why he was attending Bible study: “I am a new 
believer. I want to increase my biblical knowledge.” All the Bible classes of the case study 
churches led only by the clergy were the very knowledge-centric lectures. Although the lay 
people did have a few chances to ask questions, most participants stayed calm and simply 
listened to the pastors’ teaching.   
More than half of the time in Sunday worship service was dedicated to preaching, and the 
messages were much more cognitive than emotive in nature. This same tendency became 
stronger in Wednesday evening worship service. However, the Friday night gatherings for 
churches A, B, and C (including the Saturday praise service of church D) were much more 
emotive in style by focusing on praying and singing more praise songs. Monthly small group 
gatherings and individual disciple-making meetings were largely cognitive in their focus, with 
the addition of some emotive prayer time at the end. As new believers, B3 and C2 joined 
discipling training of each attending church with cognitive expectations. In communal discipling 
trainings like Sunday worship service and Bible classes, the case study churches were good at the 
cognitive level. Because the clergy-centric and lecture-centric Bible classes were the most 
common form of discipling practices in the case study churches, it was very effective for 
increasing biblical knowledge. 
Meanwhile, C1 decided to attend church C for C0’s emotional consolation at the first 
welcoming because she had negative experiences with knowledge-centric disciple-making 
practices at the previous church. Based on emotive assumptions, when the fellowship and love of 
church members touched the hearts of D1 and D2, they united with church D. Churches C and D 
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practiced Quiet Time training, which helped members not only read the Bible, but also share 
their lives in small group gatherings where their members experienced emotional consolation and 
encouragement. In the monthly small group gatherings, they emotionally shared their lives and 
practiced ardent prayer and praise with a less formal worship service. As Harvey Cox points out, 
“Large numbers of people are drawn more to the experiential than to the doctrinal elements of 
religions.”265 
As I discussed above and before in Table 4.5 and 4.6, cognitive focus approach could be 
effective for the Korean Christians because they showed a strong desire to know the Bible as A2, 
B2, B3, C1, C2, D0, D1, and D2. At the same time, an emotive focus approach is needed to meet 
social and psychological factors, which they disclosed various reasons and obstacles why they 
attended current churches and had troubles participating in disciple-making practices. If 
cognitive focused discipling trainings can be dynamically supplemented with emotive focus, the 
case study churches will promote disciple-making in the case study church. 
 
5. Assembly-line Production vs. Handcrafted Production 
Church B offered an assembly-line style with its various programs that churchgoers could 
pick what they liked. Church C practiced three stages of group discipling trainings. Like going 
through an assembly-line production, C1 completed all three stages and C2 was in the second 
year of the program’s stages.  
All clergy in the case study churches indicated that they preferred a lecture style within a 
certain period for several reasons. First, they saw it as theologically safe because it was led by 
                                                     
265 Harvey Cox, The Future of Faith, Reprint edition. (New York, NY: HarperOne, 2010), 13. 
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theologically trained pastors. Second, it gave less pressure to both clergies and lay because they 
could finish within a certain period and then had a break or vacation. Third, it was attractive for 
Koreans within an honor culture because participants experienced feelings of accomplishment 
and promotion whenever they completed each step of the assembly-line type discipling 
training.Additionally, it helped avoid favoritism. When I provided handcrafted disciple-making 
practices to a husband and wife who transferred to church F, other church members complained 
of pastoral favoritism to that couple. A church elder requested that I stop personal disciple-
making practices and replace it with group discipling trainings. 
There was some evidence of handcrafted disciple-making in church A. A1 was baptized 
after the handcrafted discipling trainings of A0 with the diverse support of A1’s wife. He was the 
only converted member in church A. B1 had been with B2 and B3 for many years in handcrafted 
discipling trainings with a sense of strong bonds. Thus, they showed a common sentiment that 
they wanted to continue this gathering for deeper relationship and disciple-making trainings. 
Assembly-line production of discipling trainings had been preferred by the case study 
churches due to the Korean’s collective identity, honor-oriented culture, their busyness of 
immigrant lives, and lack of clergy. Nevertheless, the craving for the spiritual growth of 
interviewees could be satisfied better by handcrafted production approaches as B1, B2, and B3 
had done. Also, the handcrafted production approach could be more effective for social and 
psychological factors for reproducing disciple-making by developing deeper relationships. 
The case study churches showed cultural preferences for intercultural disciple-making 
like oral-based, collective identity, honor orientation, cognitive focus, and assembly-line 
production. If they could also utilize the other cultural aspects like print-based, individual 
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identity, justice orientation, emotive focus, and handcrafted production in disciple-making, it 
would modify and enrich the current practices of discipleship.  
 
B. Cultural Factors In and Out of the Case Study Churches 
As Darrell Guder urges, "every culture’s translation of the Gospel contributes a witness 
that corrects, expands, and challenges all other forms of witness in the worldwide church."266 
Different challenges for disciple-making exist in the context of Korean immigrant churches, 
which in turn shapes and adds to the worldwide witness of the Gospel.  
1. Individual Cultural Factors  
 The Korean churches have members with diverse personal backgrounds, although they 
are strong homogeneous ethnic congregations. Shin and Park analyze, “The Korean immigrant 
population is an extremely heterogeneous group in terms of the current socioeconomic 
characteristics, as well as the educational, economic, and social origins in Korea.”267 Based on 
Oh’s typology of Korean immigrant churches,268 the case study churches were compounds of 
old-timer type, student type, and small business type including a minority of the newcomer type 
and professional type. This socio-economic diversity could provide various points of contacts for 
disciple-making. 
                                                     
266 Darrell L. Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church, Seventh Impression edition. (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 2000), 90. 
267 Shin and Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches,” 241. 
268 Sang-Chul Oh, “이민교회와이민신학 26 [Korean Immigrant Church and Theology 26],” The Korean Christian 
Times, accessed December 12, 2016, 
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Young adult and college group of churches A, C, and E were filled with students from 
Korea. Some became church staff by serving in such places as the worship service and praise 
team, the engineering team, the Sunday school for children, and a bridge between the first and 
second generations. Along with students, members from their thirties to their early fifties also 
were highly educated. Including all pastors, A1, A2, B1, C1, D1, and D2 had a bachelors, 
masters, or doctoral degrees. As a “professional” type, they showed positive leadership and could 
become disciple-makers sooner than others. Old-timers generally ran small businesses like a 
laundry shop, beauty shop, nail shop, or deli shop. These various businesses allowed the Korean 
churches to have numerous opportunities to gain access to the unchurched in their communities. 
For example, A1 had frequent opportunities to share with his patients during consultation hours. 
An owner of a laundry shop, deacon of church E prepared evangelistic tracts at the front desk. 
Also, old-timers could help new members for settlement, because they had lived in the locality 
for a long time. By sharing their experiences and know-how, it had promoted initiation of 
disciple-making. Church C perceived the particular needs of diverse people and so offered 
separate groups for young couples, singles of their forties (“Seeds”), and single moms 
(“Anna”).269 It provided peer groups to share emotion and needs of distinct backgrounds. Korean 
language schools, like those of churches A, B, C, and E, are the most common programs within 
Korean immigrant churches, which try to embrace their children in non-Korean environments.  
Chai emphasizes this diversity in the members of the Korean churches: “Laypeople are 
frequently better educated and experts in many areas. They are now better equipped to do certain 
                                                     
269 Due to honor-oriented culture with traditional prejudice of dysfunctional marital status, it is very unusual to have 
official groups for single-moms in the Korean context. 
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ministries. They should be empowered and utilized in church ministry to fulfill the Great 
Commission. They are the future of churches.”270 The socio-economically diverse backgrounds 
of church members also was a factor that promoted evangelism and disciple-making practices in 
the Korean churches because it could open various paths for making disciples.  
 
2. Ethnic and Communal Factors  
Despite the socio-economic diversity described above, the homogeneous ethnic nature of 
the Korean churches can also be a factor that advances disciple-making practices. First, the case 
study churches largely had mono-ethnic membership, with almost all Korean members except a 
few who were half-Korean coming from families of an international marriage; and their official 
language was dominantly Korean. This homogeneity was attractive to the unchurched Koreans 
who needed the physical and psychological supports of their mother country’s culture. D0 
pointed out that the Korean church had an advantage with its mono-ethnic culture because it 
enabled better communication and mutual understandings among its members. He added, “Also, 
it attracts the unchurched Koreans who cannot speak English fluently.” 
 Second, the case study churches maintained a strong sense of the sacred in their worship 
services and prayer gatherings. B0 explained the strength of the Korean churches was that 
traditional worship services and prayers from Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shamanism had 
continued their importance in Protestantism. This reinforced the collective identity and spirit-
power reality of the Korean churches. All of the case study churches gathered for the early 
morning prayer between 6:00 am and 7:00 am.  Churches B, C, D, and E had Friday night 
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services for intensive intercessory prayer and praise. The mission statements of churches C and 
D emphasized a recovery of spiritual and vivid worship services. A1, A2, C1, D1, D2, and H1 
commonly stated that disciplined prayer was a very important part of discipling trainings. 
 Third, another strong practice in the case study churches was table fellowship after 
Sunday worship services and monthly small group gatherings. In a conversation among Korean 
students at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary following their first Sunday in the U.S., they 
talked about the kinds of meals the Korean churches in the Boston area had provided after a 
Sunday worship service.271 The table fellowship of the Korean churches helps to lower the guard 
of visitors and enables participants to have an informal conversation. 
 The mono-ethnicity of the case study churches focused on worship gathering and prayer 
life in the Korean tradition, and and also on table fellowship that had culturally lowered the 
guard of unchurched Korean immigrants for evangelism and church members for communal 
discipling trainings.  
 
3. Factors of the Host Society  
There were factors not only from the Korean ethnic culture that encouraged discipling 
trainings; there were also factors in the host society culture to consider as well.  
                                                     
271 One pastor joked that “A Korean church which provides only coffee and donuts will not have visitors anymore.” 
In the end of August 2006, I observed two dozen of new college students visited my attending church where did not 
provide table fellowship and those visitors did not show up again on following Sunday. And I heard from other 
Korean pastors that their church with the full Korean meal had more college students during back to school period. 
Although good meal could not be the only reason why young Korean visit the Korean church, it was still a critical 
factor in attracting them. A daily greeting among Koreans is: “Do you have a meal?” When a Korean does not have 
enough time for conversation and must leave, he or she culturally say goodbye with “Let’s have a meal next time.”  
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 First, the case study churches took advantage of religious and ethnic diversity in the U.S. 
Churches A, C, and D practiced seasonal food drives for poor neighbors, the most of whom were 
not Korean. Church D reopened English worship services on Sunday for new American members 
and second Korean generations. Since 2011, church E had an independent Hispanic Christian 
group in the church with its own pastors. This promoted and expanded disciple-making, 
especially in a mutual short-term mission trip of Koreans and Hispanics to Nicaragua in 2012. 
Compared to a previous mission trip only by the Korean congregation to Nicaragua, the twin-
congregational mission team was much more effective. They divided up the missionary work 
according to their strengths. The Korean congregation was in charge of administration and 
medical service while the Hispanic group was responsible for leading worship and translation 
between the Korean staff and locals. Located in a downtown area, church F provided a weekly 
free food truck for the non-Korean homeless. The N.J. and N.Y. area where the case study 
churches were located were very heterogeneous in religions, cultures, and ethnicities. It 
promoted the case study churches to practice disciple-making in various ways without limiting 
themselves mono-culturally because non-Korean began to join these social service and mission 
activities. They participated in the table fellowship, which enabled them to share their lives, 
including frequent questions about Korean churches and cultures. 
 Second, there is another trend in the host society that could further nurture discipling 
trainings in the case study churches, specifically, individualism and horizontal relationships in 
the U.S.272 The second generation in all of the case study churches mainly spoke in English with 
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a few Korean words to the first and older generation in ways with less hierarchical pressure than 
churches in Korea. By speaking English, in which there was a less honorific form of language 
than Korean, a more horizontal relationship was encouraged between young and older Koreans. 
In every case study church, a fist bump or a high five of the elders and the young kids showed 
lowering barriers between generations. 
  
 In summary, the socio-economic diversity of individual members within a homogeneous 
ethnic culture in a heterogeneous society promoted disciple-making in the case study churches. 
Practices of worship service and table fellowship in the Korean tradition also encouraged 
participation in discipling trainings. From the influence of the host society, the case study 
churches could promote diverse practices of disciple-making with multi-cultural understandings 
and lowered authoritarianism of Korean tradition with individualism and horizontal 
relationships.  
 
III. Reproduction 
A. Positive Factors for Reproducing Disciple-Making 
The first positive factor was that interviewees knew (at least partially) what it meant to be 
a “disciple,” although it did not guarantee the concept of reproduction of disciple-making. All 
respondents from churches A, B, and C, including H1, replied with a comment that a Christian 
and a disciple ought to be the same in knowledge. On the other hand, A1, A2, C2, D1, and D2 
indicated that they detected a difference between being a Christian and being a disciple in the 
reality of current church members’ lives. A2 described the former as churchgoers and the latter 
as devoted church leaders. C2 separated spiritual believers from Sunday Christians. D2 
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distinguished normal Christians from ardent doers of Christian duties such as street evangelism, 
reading the Bible from cover to cover, intercessory prayer, or helping the homeless.   
 Second, a clergy-centric church also could promote disciple-making because the pastors 
of the case study churches who may understand the theology around the church's existance could 
influence discipling practice as leaders of the churches. During that time, I found some changes 
in the language used by clergy who sensed the concept of reproduction and multiplication 
quicker than non-clergy interviewees. A0 began to read Robert Coleman’s “The Master Plan of 
Evangelism” and frequently mentioned the words “reproduction” and “disciple-making” in 
conversations with me. B0 agreed that it was necessary to reestablish the identity of Christians as 
reproducing disciple-makers. C0 clearly referred to the purpose of disciple-making practices 
being to disciple others. Due to the strong influence of its clergy, the Korean churches can have 
the right measure of discipling trainings when they take the initiative in applying the 
reproduction of disciple-making to the church.   
 Third, the case study churches possessed a strong passion and concern for the second 
generation. Every summer, church E hired public school teachers for study camps in their church 
building. Churches A, B, C, D, and E held Korean language or culture classes to pass down 
Korean identity to the next generation. Churches A, B, C, D, and E hired English-speaking youth 
pastors. D1 commented on how children’s disciple-making practices must have its own unique 
and different methods. These practices and mentality about the second generation provided 
opportunities to share the Gospel with an expectation of reproduction in the next generation.  
Still, interviewees indicated that (for the most part) they were not familiar with the 
practices of reproduction, multiplication, and disciple-making. Nevertheless, even a partial 
understanding of disciple-making, a clergy-centric influence, and a strong passion for the next 
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generation were positive factors for reproducing disciple-making to be found in the 
understanding and actions of the Korean churches.  
 
B. Promoting Factors According to Robert Coleman’s Eight Steps of Discipleship  
In his book, “The Master Plan of Evangelism,” Robert E. Coleman gives eight guiding 
principles.273 Some aspects of them could be found in the discipling practices of the case study 
churches.   
First, it is a principle of selection. “Everything that is done with the few is for the 
salvation of the multitudes.”274 A New Family Department of church B and the Barnabas 
Ministry teams of churches A and C can be seen as initial core groups for disciple-making 
because they were volunteered and teachable. New novices in the faith, like A2, B3, and C2, 
could become more devoted and multiply if they were discipled with the intention of 
reproduction from the beginning of the spiritual journey. Individually, A1, A2, B2, C1, D1, and 
D2 expressed the sentiment that they were willing to take a discipling course in order to become 
volunteer staff of their attending churches. D1 and D2 agreed with each other by saying, “We are 
willing to participate in any kind of disciple-making practices if church D offers it.” As Jesus 
used “anyone who wants to be used,”275 motivated members of the case study churches can be 
the seeds that grow into a reproducing kind of disciple-making practices. 
                                                     
273 Robert E. Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Grand Rapids, MI: Revell, 1972). They are selection, 
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274Ibid., 30. 
275 Ibid., 23. 
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 Second, the case study churches often manifest Coleman’s principle of association. 
Although “not enough time” was mentioned as the major obstacle to involvement in discipling 
training in Table 4.6, they did love the camaraderie of table fellowship or coffee time. All of the 
case study churches annually scheduled events such as picnic gatherings, church track meets, 
praise and worship contests, jumble sales for fundraising for mission trips, and so on; all of 
which were more fellowship focused. For monthly small group gatherings, church members 
opened their houses in turn, and even after table fellowship on Sundays, some members of every 
case study church remained in the church buildings for further conversation over coffee. If 
disciple-making could utilize this strong desire for fellowship among Koreans, it could become 
another factor to help promote growth in disciple-making. 
 Third, there was a strong desire among interviewees to learn more about faith. In other 
words, they were ready to be obedient in faith viz. the stage of consecration. Coleman describes, 
“From the standpoint of strategy, however, it was the only way that Jesus could modify their 
lives by his word. There could be no development of character or purpose in the disciples 
without it.”276 A1 was looking for the true meaning of faith through discipling trainings. B3 
seemed to be satisfied with current discipling trainings, as it demonstrated a way to become more 
mature in Christ. C2 wanted to know more of faith but without having blind faith. Each 
interviewee who never heard of reproduction and multiplication in discipling trainings 
apparently knew consciously that a disciple should be showing that they had learned some things 
the hard way and was still willing to learn more about reproducing disciple-making. This strong 
desire in the case study churches to learn about being a disciple of Jesus Christ can be a 
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significant influence on promoting disciple-making if they come to have a right understanding of 
disciple-making. 
Fourth, while Coleman advocates developing disciples who can and do multiply 
themselves by making disciples who make disciples, there is clearly leaning toward the simple 
addition of members in the Koreans churches by transfer growth rather than the multiplication of 
disciple-makers by conversion growth. Although the addition of members does not have the 
same effect as reproducing disciple-making, it is still worth doing as the Korean churches 
demonstrate a desire to spread the Gospel. In the initial stage of the research, interviews of focus 
groups revealed unfamiliarity with the ideas of reproduction of disciple-making in understanding 
and activities. But, they progressively showed strong interest in reproduction and multiplication 
for expansion of the kingdom of God. With B2’s agreement, B3 said, “Yes, the church must exist 
for disciple-making and multiplication. Although they are not familiar yet, I believe that it is 
biblical truth.” Therefore, even this passion for addition can be an important factor if it is 
transformed into the passion of multiplying the reproduction of disciple-makers. 
 
 In summary, there were many possible features of the case study churches that could 
promote disciple-making among its members. Their ecclesiological understanding as a bounded 
set provided clear identity, equality within a faith community, and belongingness in 
heterogeneous circumstance. As a centered set, they showed the desire of individual spiritual 
growth and the diversity of members’ background, which could be promoting factors of disciple-
making practices. The difficulty of immigrants’ lives, a table fellowship culture, and active 
community service by the case study churches were social factors that could encourage advances 
in disciple-making. Religiously, there were other influential factors, such as an individual 
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religious zeal, an intention toward discipling trainings as seen in the part of mission statements, 
the physical resource of churches in a building and its location, and a continuous influx of 
disciplined Christians from Korea.  
 Also, the case study churches church showed cultural characteristics with mixed cultural 
assumptions about printed- or oral-based learning and communication. A collective identity, an 
honor-based orientation, a cognitive focus, and an assembly-line production methodology 
seemed to prevail over an individual identity, a justice orientation, an emotive focus, and 
handcrafted production in the intercultural assumptions of the case study churches. While there 
were diverse individual backgrounds that could open various paths of discipling trainings, there 
was still a collectively mono-ethnic culture with a strong emphasis on church table fellowship 
and traditional Korean worship services and prayer. Even the religious and ethnic diversity of the 
host society environment, including the individualism and horizontal relationships in the U.S., 
could be outside factors going against the authoritarianism of Korean tradition that supported the 
growth of disciple-making within the case study churches. 
Finally, a noteworthy cognitive understanding of disciple-making by clergy and lay 
interviewees both, and a passion and concern for the second generation could help foster 
reproducing disciple-making. Coleman’s eight steps of discipleship further point out the positive 
aspects of selection with an already existing volunteering group, of association with fellowship-
oriented activities, of consecration with obedience to the Bible, and of reproduction with the 
passion of spreading the Gospel.  
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Chapter 6. Factors Inhibiting Disciple-Making in the Case Study Churches 
When mentioning “the loss of a sense of crisis,” Choi points out the discrepancy between 
the desires and realities of the Korean churches, 
Although the Korean church has already begun to decline, 68% of the membership in 
congregations and their leaders believe that the church is growing. 82% of them are sure 
that their church will necessarily grow. The loss of a sense of crisis is cancer inside the 
Korean church… To the question of the reason why they are sure about the growth of the 
church, 28% of respondents say, ‘because of enthusiastic evangelism’ and 17% of them 
say, ‘because the sermons of the pastors are good.’ However, this research reveals that 
almost all respondents are not involved in any evangelistic activity.277 
As John Drane describes the American church, so the case study churches also were aging and 
experiencing a moribund younger generation, 
Whether by accident or design, my generation has seen a living faith become petrified 
and moribund to such an extent that some of our churches have, quite literally, become 
museum pieces, while those which remain are increasingly conscious of the fact that their 
survival can no longer be taken for granted.278 
 
So, it is worth delving into factors that inhibit disciple-making in the case study churches. It will 
also prove the loss of a sense of crisis in them. In this chapter, according to the structure of three 
frameworks, this research will reveal several factors that inhibit the Korean churches in pursuing 
biblical transforming discipleship with reproduction by disciple-making.  
 
I. Ecclesiology 
A. Dominant Missiological Priority as a Bounded Set 
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The case study churches were significantly influenced by an ecclesiological 
understanding as a bounded set, which had negative effects on their practices of discipleship. The 
following factors show the strong tendency of the case study churches as bounded sets. 
 
1. The Religious and Cultural Ghetto 
Some of the respondents indicated that fellowship among church members had been a 
critical motivation for attending their churches. As A2 mentioned, C2 also pointed out, “People 
attend a church to meet Korean friends.” With the agreement of B3, B2 criticized, “They just 
visit our church on Sunday to have a Korean meal after worship services.” Their high estimation 
of the value of fellowship among members was one inhibiting factor to evangelism and disciple-
making of the case study churches. A0 said, “The unchurched would visit a faith community 
when they had friends who shared their same cultural values.” All of the case study churches 
assigned the whole congregation to monthly small groups. They frequently re-distributed 
members every six months to a year because each small group could become stale and boring 
without an infusion of new converts. As Geraty comments, “Many of our churches often function 
simply as social clubs where the “already convinced” gather together to live as those who do 
not really believe that they are called to join God’s mission of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:18).”279 
 The Korean cultural schools of churches A, B, and C were filled with the children of their 
own church members, indicating that these programs were not really for non-Koreans or non-
Christians, unlike a similar program in church E that had a strong focus on academics for young 
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students and that many non-believing students had registered. A calligraphy class in church C 
and the annual “Healthy Family” seminar of church D also rarely had non-believers. Hiebert 
warns about the danger of this tendency,  
This approach, because it focuses on characteristics intrinsic to the Christians themselves, 
too easily loses sight of the center. The church, then, is in danger of becoming a group of 
people who look to their corporate body rather than to a transcendent God, and who 
replace worship with fellowship.280 
 
Chai reaffirms the internal focus for the saved members within the boundary of the Korean 
churches, 
People make many excuses for not reaching out to nonbelievers. In the end, most 
Christians simply don't seem to care about them. Most traditional church members are 
content with their community of believers. They teach the saved, train the saved, worship 
with the saved, and enjoy fellowship with the saved. That's enough for them.281 
 
Instead of being an outpost in the world for the kingdom of God, gatherings in the case study 
churches focused on fellowship and the management of their members. Chai recognizes “some 
value in establishing social relationships among the members,” but he warns that “remaining at 
this stage for a long time will make a spiritual community become effeminate.”282 By becoming 
a religious and cultural ghetto only with the long-established members of the first-generation 
Koreans, this type of the church will be petrified due to the lack of external interests. 
The case study churches had become a religious and cultural ghetto for fellowship with 
firm boundaries between the church and the secular world. By focusing on their own members’ 
fellowship, the case study churches seemed to be a spiritual country club, as evidenced by 
interviewees who testified fewer concerns of churchgoers in their churches about ongoing 
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disciple-making for the unchurched. It made them forget the Great Commission mandate to 
“make disciples.” 
 
2. Distortion of Evangelism with Boundary 
The bounded set approach of the case study churches resulted in a distorted 
understanding and practice of evangelism and disciple-making. Once a person becomes a 
Christian, a rapid decrease of contacts with the unsaved occurs. A1 and A2 lost 70% of their 
non-Christian friends once they became Christians. Only 10% of B2’s and C1’s friends and 30% 
of B3’s acquaintances were unsaved because they had become uncomfortable mixing with the 
unchurched. In 2016, B1 had no attempts at evangelism. B2 and B3 continued to pray for 
inactive members, but without any evangelizing attempts because they did not have enough 
relationships with the unchurched.  
The loss of personal contacts and friendships with the unsaved led some of them to 
emphasize street evangelism. D1 and D2 regularly had participated in street evangelism. A 
deacon of church E distributed church bulletins for many years without winning a soul, as I 
described in Chapter 4. In an initial pastoral period in church F, the elders requested me to 
practice street evangelism in front of Korean grocery stores.  However, street evangelism puts 
less pressure on an evangelist because it does not require him or her to reveal their personal lives.  
 The few converts in each of the case study churches (see Tables 3.3 and Table 4.2) point 
to a loss of relationship with the unchurched and fruitlessness of street evangelism. Thompson 
describes this tendency: 
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Most of the concepts of evangelism I had read emphasized training Christians to tell 
strangers about the Lord…It seemed to me that we were always training people in 
evangelism to go to Person X out there somewhere. But there is no prior relationship 
established with Person X. Lifestyle evangelism in the New Testament did not begin with 
Person X. It worked through relationships that had already been established…With 
Person X, our lifestyles do not have to be consistent. We can talk to Person X and then be 
on our way. There is nothing wrong with telling Person X about Jesus. We are supposed 
to do that. God will bring many strangers into our lives.283 
 Because of the strong boundary of the church, interviewees had lost relationships with the 
unchurched. This promoted the practice of street evangelism in the case study churches, which 
limited and distorted understanding of the evangelistic practice of sharing the Gospel in their 
lives as a process of disciple-making. They had approached strangers without a previous 
relationship because they tried to bring strangers into the boundary of their attending churches 
without considering follow-ups, viz., disciple-making. Edgemon’s comment can be applied to 
the case study churches, “A concept of discipleship that does not recognize the importance of 
evangelism is distorted.”284 
 
3. Multiple Hierarchical Boundaries inside of the Korean Churches. 
1) Christian vs. Disciple 
A2, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, and H1 expressed the sentiment that a Christian and a disciple 
should be the same identity. The reason they replied like that was because there had been 
different practices for being a Christian and for being a disciple from their church experiences. 
Just like A2 spoke, C2 also said, “It was insufficient just to participate in Sunday worship service 
to be a true Christian.” D1 responded that a Christian and a disciple were different. D2 added, 
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“While a Christian is a church member who pursues his or her own spiritual satisfaction, a 
disciple tries to resemble the Master, Jesus, and to practice his teaching.” According to D2, it 
was problematic when a church member who completed discipling class felt superior to others 
who did not take discipling training. Because church C required its members to take three 
discipling classes to serve as church staff, C2 regarded them only for serious, committed 
Christians.  
Churchgoers believe that they can be Christians without being disciples and disciple-
makers, as the Oxford Handbook describes, “If you believed in his death as your substitute, you 
were a Christian, even though you never became a disciple.”285 Regardless of whether a 
churchgoer is an ardent or a nominal Christian, the interviewees evaluated that churchgoers 
believed themselves still a Christian. As Hiebert explains, “Once within, no further change can 
take place in its categorical status.”286 With this bounded set ecclesiology, the disciple-making 
practices of the case study churches then became an optional program once a new member just 
crossed the boundary of the church. Greg Ogden depicts this understanding as a division between 
the “super-Christian and ordinary believers.”287 It inhibits practices of disciple-making because it 
makes people believe that discipling trainingsare only for serious ones. 
2) The Stratification of Church Authority 
A0 stated, “The Korean immigrants come to the church to gain social status, such as that 
which comes with being an elder, deacon, and senior deaconess because they have difficulties 
                                                     
285 Gerald R. McDermott, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Evangelical Theology, Reprint edition. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2013), 236–237. 
286 Hiebert, “The Category ‘Christian’ in the Mission Task,” 422. 
287 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 
2003), 48. 
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with acquiring higher social status as a minor ethnic group in the U.S.” He flashed back over the 
last ten years he had struggled with the church leaders of an older group which had hired him 
moved out. In result, church A had become filled with younger families and there was only one 
elder in 2016. Comparing with other case study churches, membership of church A was the 
youngest. A0 added, “Since the power group had moved out, I was able to practice pastoral plan 
without conflicts.” C1 transferred from a previous church that asked for unconditional obedience 
to church authority although C1 could not agree with the elders at all. All of the case study 
churches did not have any elders in their forties and fifties. With only a few in their late fifties, 
almost all of the elders were sixty and older.288 They traditionally identified eldership with 
leadership. 
Inside the Korean church, there are hierarchical boundaries that result in stratification, 
conflicts, and schism. Such boundaries exist between the “ordinary Christian” and “serious 
disciple,” among the different lay church offices, and between professional clergy and laity, as 
shown in Figure 6.1 below. 
                                                     
288 When I delivered a message at a Presbyterian Koran church in Princeton, NJ, I was shocked by the ages of 
members of the congregation. The youngest male staff member was in his sixties, while those in their seventies and 
eighties prepared the Sunday worship service.  It was a much older congregation than the Korean church I 
recognized from the newspaper. One elder said, “Our church, as the first church in this area, had many young 
members before.  Unfortunately, we have lost many young members.  I do not know why they left.” At the parking 
lot, a senior deaconess approached me and told some stories of that church. “Pastor. Young members did not 
disappear. They just transferred to a neighboring new Korean church which a young pastor opened. They left our 
church because of the politics and the authoritative leadership of elders.” 
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Figure 6.1. Various Boundaries in the Korean Churches 
 
 Each church office built its own boundary, resulting in the church’s power structure 
where there were concentric and hierarchical boundaries from Pyung-Shin-Do (non-office 
member), deacon, ordained deacon, up to elder.289 Figure 6.1 shows the various boundaries that 
existed in the case study churches. The rigid boundaries of the Korean church offices can cause 
conflict and schism. Kim analyzes, “Problems are usually caused by conflicts among church 
authority such as pastors, elders, and deacons, which have a huge impact on the church.”290 
Kwon adds the landscape of stratification of leadership in the Korean churches, 
The core circle within the immigrant congregation in particular and the immigration 
congregation in general become selective groups against their religious instructions. 
Economically well-off members like the majority of our respondents easily take the core 
membership position of the circle. Due to the paradoxical nature of religious gathering, 
religious membership turns into an important symbolic social gesture that measures 
members’ socioeconomic success in the host society. Religious participation forms an 
invisible boundary that differentiates between winners and losers.291 
 
                                                     
289 For female members, there was a promotion from no-office member, deaconess, to senior deaconess (it is called 
Kwon-Sa). In Korean Methodist church, a male can be Kwon-Sa which is usually given to an old male member who 
cannot be an elder. 
290 Dong-Woon Kim, “교회안갈등의원인과해소방안 [Conflicts in the Korean Church and Suggestions],” Korean 
Holiness Church Newspaper, accessed December 8, 2016, 
http://www.kehcnews.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=14840. 
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All these divert the attention of Christians from disciple-making and drive them to intra-
party issues over authority and power. According to Oh’s research, generally speaking, Korean 
Christians have recognized that conflict and schism are the biggest problems for the Korean 
church.292 Nevertheless, the case study churches maintained a strong tendency toward the 
bounded set ecclesiology with stratification of church authority as a traditional system. This 
leads them to spend much of their energies on maintaining and fortifying hierarchical boundaries 
instead of reproducing disciple-making.Discipling trainings seemed to be understood as a tool 
for promotion to a higher church office. 
 
4. Addition rather than Multiplication 
Except for A2 and C2, none of the case study churches had ongoing ministries of 
personal discipling trainings for new converts. Only for adaptation to a new church, there were 
personal contacts by the clergy or staff of the Barnabas Ministry that lasted only from a week to 
six weeks for a new member. After that, a new member simply must adapt to and participate in 
the church activities like a monthly small group or Bible study.  They were not designed with an 
emphasis on new converts. Rather, it was practiced mostly for the established members. As a 
result, they had no connection with disciple-making after becoming established members of the 
attending church. It showed that the case study churches did not have intentional trainings for 
ongoing disciple-making with new converts. 
                                                     
292 Sang-Chul Oh, “평신도 73%‘목회자자질 1순위는섬김의자세’ [Korean Immigrant Theology Research 
Institute, Research on Actual Condition of Korean Immigrant Churches in North America (2)],” The Korea Times, 
last modified June 27, 2012, accessed March 19, 2016, http://www.koreatimes.com/article/737225.  
The answer of “What is the biggest issue of Korean immigrant church?” is intraparty row (47%). 
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The overwhelming number of members who came by transference to church B (100 
members) and church C (200 members) indicated that the case study churches tended to grow by 
addition. They continued to use traditional conventions to satisfy church members and lure 
neighboring Christians with good facilities or locations, charismatic preaching, and diverse 
programs for their religious tastes. In an encounter conversion, the goal of evangelism is just to 
bring people to Jesus. On the other hand, in a process conversion, it is to help them establish a 
lifestyle of discipleship. While encounter evangelism focuses on “accept Jesus now,” a process 
evangelism focuses on a clear and nuanced understanding of Jesus.  The small amount of growth 
by conversion in the case study churches (church A: zero, church B: five, church C: 10, church 
D: eight) in 2016 showed that special conventions with expecting encounter conversions had not 
been effective to have new converts. According to the data of Table 3.3, the ratio of attending 
members to the converts in 2016 are 0% (church A), 2% (church B), 1.8% (church C), 5.3% 
(church D), and 0% (church F). The average for all of them was below 3%.  It seemed that the 
case study churches’ evangelists presumed “instant conversion.” The most preferred or the sole 
evangelism activity of churches A, C, D, E, and F was street evangelism in front of Korean 
grocery stores. David Platt’s account corresponds with the situation in the case study churches,  
As a pastor, I shudder at the thought and lie awake at night when I consider the 
possibility that scores of people who sit before me on a Sunday morning might think they 
are saved when they are not. Scores of people who have positioned their lives on a 
religious road that make grandiose promises at minimal cost. We have been told all that is 
required is a one-time decision, maybe even mere intellectual assent to Jesus, but after 
that we need not worry about his commands, his standards, or his glory. We have a ticket 
to heaven, and we can live however we want on earth. Our sin will be tolerated along the 
way. Much of modern evangelism today is built on leading people down this road, and 
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crowds flock to it, but in the end it is a road built on sinking sand, and it risks 
disillusioning millions of souls.293 
 
The understanding of the case study churches about conversion was instant. Thus, they focused 
on crossing the boundary. It did not provide a connection with ongoing disciple-making. Arns’ 
comment is correct for the case study churches’ situation, “An evangelistic process that presents 
the gospel one time and then asks for a response tends to create dropouts.”294 As they point out, 
church A reported severe dropouts of transferred members.295 For the case study churches, it had 
been easy church growth by addition of transferred Christians, as Neil Cole explains,  
Because addition is faster in the beginning and multiplication takes time, we are often 
content with growth through addition …… It is hard to turn away from the glamour of 
potentially being labeled the fastest-growing church. It is difficult, as well, for leaders to 
turn away from the crowds and invest in the few, but Jesus himself did exactly that.296 
The practice of transfer growth by addition limited the practice of lifelong discipling trainings. 
Due to the missiological priority of the case study churches as a bounded set with a 
strong boundary, it made them focus on their own fellowship, lose contacts with the unchurched, 
and promote street evangelism without a relationship with strangers. It also caused people to 
believe that discipling trainingswere only for serious believers as an optional program or for 
members who pursue social titles in the church. Additionally, it led to an understanding of 
conversion as an instant event without being followed by disciple-making trainings. Church 
                                                     
293 David Platt, Radical: Taking Back Your Faith from the American Dream, 1 edition. (Colorado Springs, CO: 
Multnomah, 2010), 38. 
294 Win Arn and Charles Arn, “Closing the Evangelistic Back Door - a Discerning Look at What Causes Spiritual 
Dropouts,” Leadership 5, no. 2 (1984): 26–27. 
295 Interviewees of Churches B, C, and D did not have concrete number of dropouts while they acknowledged 
frequent dropouts. 
296 Cole, Church 3.0, 76. 
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growth by addition often inhibits ongoing disciple-making because conversion and disciple-
making easily become separated. 
 
B. Other Ecclesiological Factors 
1. Consumerism 
 After quitting pastoral ministry with church E, my wife recommended that I attend 
church A in 2013 because of the good reputation of the senior pastor’s messages; and, indeed, 
they were attractive. In 2016, church A experienced a decline in membership when, according to 
members who transferred from church A, they were tired of A0’s message and so, left to go 
somewhere else. Church C had gained about 200 transfer members every year since 2014, the 
year when they got a new building in a new location. Until 2013, they did not experience that 
phenomenon of transfer growth like this. I met with a senior staff member of church E who 
transferred to the bigger church C. Two families of deacons in church A transferred to a 
neighboring megachurch within five minutes driving distance from church A. Choi confirms the 
trend of transfer growth or dropout by the mindset of religious consumerism, 
One current trend of individualistic faith can be named the ‘new nomadic Christian.’ He 
chooses to attend in churches based on comfortability. If a church does not meet the 
churchgoer’s taste, he switches churches as a nomad travels from place to place for better 
pasture… Belonging is meaningless. He just needs religious services that satisfy his 
tastes. The syndrome of a preference for a church franchise or ‘Cocooning Christians’ in 
the megachurch also explains religious consumerism.297 
                                                     
297 Yoon-Sik Choi and Hyun-Sik Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 2 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean 
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In addition to a religious goal, all interviewees also had personal reasons why they decided on 
the churches they attended,  as we saw in Table 4.5, which listed the social and psychological 
factors.  
 The case study churches sought to respond to this consumerism of churchgoers. All of 
them preferred to begin with a collective disciple-making class with a lecture style like the class 
of the Bible Panorama because it put less pressure on members than individual disciple-making 
trainings. For refreshment of relationships among them, their monthly small group gatherings 
were periodically regrouped by the church leaders because relationships were fully consumed in 
just six months or a year and they became bored without the influxes of new converts.  
Neil Cole mentions the dependency of the religious consumers, “We have developed an 
entire generation of dependent consumers waiting for their leaders to spoon-feed them the Bible 
verse of the week, rather than an army of kingdom agents ready to transform our culture with the 
power of the Gospel.”298 As a matter of fact, the churchgoers of the case study churches seemed 
to be spectators rather than practitioners of disciple-making. Choi warns of the “cheap grace” 
that is often offered by preachers to religious consumers by saying, “Instead of faithful spiritual 
worship services pleasing God, a karaoke of gospel song remains. The church is filled with 
churchgoers who are like spectators at an entertaining show or sporting event.”299 All of the case 
study churches equipped directors and musicians of choirs or praise worship teams with the 
experts who hold degrees in music. Such consumerism creates shallow fellowship.  
                                                     
298 Neil Cole, Organic Church: Growing Faith Where Life Happens, 1st ed. (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2005), 
154. 
299 Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of the Korean Church], 490. 
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Disciple-making trainingsare deteriorated when there is a patron-client relationship of 
come-and-go-consumers; without any deeper and true relationships one cannot expect 
reproduction of disciple-making. It is not wrong to begin a spiritual journey with personal 
purpose, but religious consumerism can easily be a factor that inhibits reproduction of disciple-
making. 
2. Clergy-Centric  Collective Disciple-Making 
First, as Shin and Park state, a strong dependency on clergy automatically raises the 
requirements for the clergy, including those related to higher education and career.300 Indeed, all 
of the clergy in the case study churches had an M.Div. degree and masters or doctoral degree. As 
a result, the laity of the case study churches was cut-off from ministry due to a lack of 
professional qualifications that caused a monopolizing of teaching authority by clergy. B0 and 
C0 clearly put a divide between lay people as disciples and clergy as disciple-makers. For 
example, B0 answered the question about how he distinguished a disciple and a disciple-maker: 
“A disciple is a trainee like lay people, and a disciple-maker is a shepherd like a clergy.” Except 
for B1, a pastor’s wife, all kinds of teaching functions in the case study churches were practiced 
only by clergy. This expectation of their clergy by congregations of the case study churches 
became another factor inhibiting nurture of reproducing disciple-making301 because high 
requirements for the clergy could not be easily reproducible. Because hiring highly educated 
                                                     
300 Shin and Park, “An Analysis of Causes of Schisms in Ethnic Churches,” 238. 
301 Repeatedly, I have been asked by American professors, “Why do you do a Ph.D. program if you don’t have a 
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clergy is costly, it places a huge burden on small churches and provides a grand excuse to not 
practice the reproduction of disciple-making. 
 Second, the clergy-centric mindset limits church ministry to care for the established 
members. The clergy-to-lay ratio in the case study churches was high: church A (1:45), church B 
(1:55), church C (1:60), church D (1:50), church E (1:50), and church F (1:75) (see Table 6.1 
below). A0 analyzed a reason for dropouts that church A did not have enough clergy. It forced 
clergy to practice the Sunday-focused collective programs as Chai describes,  
I have seen many growing churches that people flock to because of the pastor's sermons 
or their strong ministry programs. Unfortunately, the people who come are already 
Christians. At these churches, true evangelism cannot occur because the ministers and 
laypeople are so busy taking care of the believers who crowd their churches.302 
 
Table 6.1. The Ratio of Clergy and Congregation 
 
Case Study 
Churches 
Total 
membership 
Clergy Ratio 
Church A 90 2 1:45 
Church B 220 4 1:55 
Church C 550 9 1:60 
Church D 150 3 1:50 
Church E 150 3 1:50 
Church F 75 1 1:75 
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In spite of the number of clergies in each of the case study churches, responsibility and 
authority of the case study churches were not evenly on each pastor due to a hierarchical system. 
Thus, there was heavier responsibility on the senior pastor than the ratio of Table 6.1. Carl 
George and Warren Bird have coined the term “sheepherders” to describe the clergy who are too 
busy taking care of members and they delineate their most common characteristics.303 Those 
characteristics include primary caregiving, overestimating the significant pastoral care, an 
expectation of drivenness, availability, performance, role comfort, an inability to delegate, poor 
planning, individualism, and the ignorance of trends. Because the clergy is expected to provide 
pastoral care for the whole congregation, they are not available for disciple-making with a deep 
personal relationship. 
Third, a clergy-centric culture may produce the pastor’s own disciples or church workers 
rather than disciples of Jesus. C0 expressed concern, “The discipling trainings in the Korean 
church let clergy have their own fans;” he explained, “This danger is due to a traditional Korean 
virtue that says one must be faithful to king, teacher, and father. Because the Protestant pastor is 
a teaching elder according to the Korean church law, it is natural to obey the teaching of clergy 
for a Korean Christian.” Choi points to this inhibiting factor for genuine disciple-making in the 
Korean church, saying that, “Discipleship has been degraded to make pastor’s followers and to 
be a tool of a pastor’s secular success.”304 
Lee states that this distorts the purpose of discipleship where, instead of producing 
reproducing disciple-makers, a clergy-centric mindset produces hard workers for church 
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activities.305 J. D. Greear, a pastor of Summit Church in Raleigh, N.C., says, “Following Jesus’ 
example, we recognize that the church is not a group of people gathered around a leader; it’s a 
leadership factory.”306 When discipling training led by clergy makes their own fans, it inhibits to 
make disciples of our Master.  
Fourth, clericalism restricts diversity in disciple-making trainings and involvement of the 
laity in disciple-making. C0 desired to establish a system and infrastructure for diverse disciple-
making trainings. Although church C limited all teaching authority to the clergy, ironically C0 
expected diverse approaches to it. Unless church C delegated authority of disciple-making to lay 
leaders, it would be impossible to have those more diverse approaches with a limited numbers of 
clergy. C2 expected discipling programs in church C to offer elaborate approaches depending on 
the participation of individuals while B2 and B3 indicated their church had a monotonous and 
boring discipling programs curriculum. Frost and Hirsch affirms,  
We simply have to break the power of clericalism if we are going to see new movements 
start and flourish. Why? Because clericalism (the dominance of the ordained clergy class) 
serves to enshrine the old system and has too much to lose in the new - it will resist the 
change that disturbs the system that legitimizes it.307 
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According to Edgemon, the rise of clericalism makes laity spectators.308 It makes people believe 
that being a church member becomes very easy, while being a disciple or a disciple-maker seems 
to be serious and professional. Neil Cole reaffirms, 
One side effect of pursuing excellence in church production is that common Christians 
become spectators who can contribute a percentage of their income to keep things going, 
though little more. We have raised the bar so high on how church is done that few believe 
they could ever do it themselves. The dark side of this endeavor is that we have lowered 
the bar of what it means to be a Christian.309 
 
 The clergy-centric practices of disciple-making trainings in the case study churches 
inhibited disciple-makers because of irreproducible and costly high education, shortage of clergy 
who focus on providing pastoral cares, favoritism for own fans, and restriction of the diversity of 
disciple-making. A clergy-centric mindset may produce better members rather than reproduce 
disciple-makers. Greg Ogden urges, “One of the obstacles to transferability is dependency.”310  
3. Program-Based Disciple-Making 
It was typical for the all case study churches to have programs such as a spiritual retreat 
in the summer or winter, picnic worship gatherings, praise and worship contests, and seasonal 
events according to the church calendar. On the websites of churches B, C, and D, they 
advertised special worship services with special speakers. Those programs were not specialized 
to target disciple-making or account for the context of the unchurched for evangelism and 
discipling trainings.  
                                                     
308 Edgemon, “Evangelism and Discipleship,” 549. 
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Church programs can be adjunct tools for disciple-making. But, the percentage of 
participants in personal discipling trainings within the case study churches was very low—less 
than 6% (see Table 4.9).  Meanwhile, the case study churches continued their collective church 
programs year-round. For example, churches A, B, C, D, and E practiced international or 
domestic (e.g., Native American Reservations) short-term mission programs while they had few 
programs of personal discipling trainings or evangelism activities in their local communities at 
the congregational level. Kimball criticizes this trend saying, “We get more excited about going 
overseas to the mission field on summer trips than about the mission field we live in every 
day.”311 
 A0 believed that there would be more visitors if church A could have more worship 
services available for people’s diverse lifestyles. B1, B2, and B3 shared a common expectation 
of various programs for discipling trainings. C1 recalled some programs like One-on-One, a Ten 
Steps course, and the Two-Wings program. D1 and D2 also confused discipleship with programs 
like street evangelism, completely reading the whole Bible, aid for the homeless, and so on. 
Leonard Sweet’s metaphor of a computer for the program-oriented church is mirrored in the case 
study churches, 
Sometimes our hard drives need defragmenting. Data entered on our hard drive isn’t 
always done neatly. The more files you have, and the more programs you download, the 
more your hard drive gets scrambled by confusing, scattered, random inputs that get 
sprayed over lots of space. Computer crashes, power outages, and stalled programs just 
add to the fragmentation. The harder your hard drive has to work to retrieve the original 
information, the slower it becomes, the more blurred the pictures are, and the more 
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resistant everything is.312 
 
The more programs the case study churches equipped, the slower their system became, and the 
more blurred the purpose of being a church, viz. disciple-making was. Churches A, B, and C 
used discipling programs to produce staff for their own systems instead of disciple-making. A 
program-oriented church believes members are faithful Christians because they are busy with 
various church programs. As Kimball comments on American church, the case study churches 
were “too consumed with meetings to meet those who like Jesus.”313 Thus, the busy activities of 
the case study churches did not promote the reproduction of disciple-makers. 
 
4. Hardware-Centric Disciple-Making 
An emphasis on church “hardware” such as buildings and property too easily replaces 
software like reproducing disciple-making. It was no coincidence that churches B and C each 
annually have 100 and 200 transferred new members while churches A and D had less than 10. 
Church B owned big and multiple buildings314 at a major traffic point; and after the construction 
of their own building in a new location, church C began to experience a huge influx of people, 
which it did not experience with a rented church. On the contrary, the senior pastors of churches 
A and D considered that there had been disadvantages of church growth because they had a small 
building and were located in the lower Korean population. D0 said, “The location of my church 
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is a little away from the Korean community. There had been few influxes of new Korean 
immigrants. Thus, most members are very long-established with less new members.” 
Choi is critical of the hardware-centric mindset of the Korean churches, as he remarked, 
“For the past 10 or 20 years, the Korean church has intensively invested in hardware such as the 
construction of a new sanctuary to overcome the stagnation of church growth. However, it will 
not work anymore. We cannot expect a quantitative increase by improving hardware.”315 Instead, 
he suggests investing in software, “To overcome growth limits and open a new path, the Korean 
church must focus on software like discipling people instead of hardware like expanding or 
renovating church buildings.”316 For example, church E had purchased a new big building when 
they had separated from a megachurch in 2005. But it still could not use the other half of that 
building in 2016. Bill Hull questions, “Is bigger better?”317 He continues to explain the 
relationship of consumerism and bigger hardware by saying, “Because we’re largely products of 
a consumer culture, we’re easily impressed by big churches. The church has become an expert at 
producing consumer Christians who are nice people, but who aren’t formed into the life 
Christ.”318 Whenever churchgoers identify the Korean immigrant churches, it is done by the 
names of the church and senior pastors, or size of congregations, or location and building rather 
than the characteristics or the spiritual fruits of each church. 
It seems to be pervasive that churchgoers pursue attractive church services, entertaining 
programs, and educational opportunities in decent buildings with easy transportation access to 
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meet their consumeristic tastes. Brad Blocksom epitomizes this trend in the three “B’s” 
(Buildings, Budgets, and Butts in the Seats) as opposed to a genuine transformation of 
persons.319 We have gauged the success of a church with wrong measures such as clergy with 
brilliant careers, the size of the congregation, buildings and diverse programs, etc.  
In the way of the understanding church by the case study churches, it had been a 
dominantly bounded set model. It inhibited disciple-making by becoming a religious and ethnic 
ghetto, flawed understanding and practices of evangelism by focusing on bringing people within 
the strong boundary, created multiple hierarchical boundaries within the church, and established 
preference for transfer growth by addition. Also, the consumeristic tastes of churchgoers, clergy-
centric discipling practices, program-based missiological priority, and hardware-centric 
missiological priority hindered reproducing disciple-making. 
 
II. Intercultural Disciple-Making 
 On the very first weekend of pastoral ministry, a chief elder in church F made a request 
of me: “Pastor! You can do anything. But, please don’t attempt to do cell church.” He had 
decided on a church philosophy based on his own personal experience as a chief driver of church 
F. About a year later, I was forced to quit. It reminded me that A0 had struggled against the old 
paradigm of church A for the last ten years. 
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It is dangerous when the one-time success in church growth becomes the only way. 
Considering the diverse motives of interviewees to attend their church (see Table 4.5) and 
various obstacles to joining discipling practices (see Table 4.6), the case study churches should 
practice cultural relevant approaches for reproducing disciple-making. Neil Cole notes,  
The result is that the church is often left behind, and soon irrelevant. When a ministry is 
 blessed by God, we consider it His endorsement of the method. Long after the 
method is out of sync with culture and out of step with any good results, we still consider 
it God’s  way and keep it going – often considered heretical and blasphemous.320 
Jay Moon describes cultural assumptions related to discipling practices: “While the cultural 
assumptions are helpful during times of cultural stability, they serve as straightjackets that 
prevent us from trying out other options.”321As he states, if the case study churches adhered to 
the culture of the first Korean immigrants Christianity, they could be stuck in spiritual ruts and 
not able to reproduce disciple-makers. To figure out some of the inhibiting factors to disciple-
making in the case study churches, Moon’s comparison of cultural assumptions is used for 
analysis. 
A. Printed-based vs. Oral-based 
With a development of technology and the expansion of individualism, printed materials 
were replaced by smartphones and projectors. I recognized that Sunday worship services 
attendants of the case study churches did not bring the Bible in print more and more. Even some 
churchgoers who brought their own Bible did not open it during worship service. The pastor’s 
oral preaching expended more than half of the worship service hour in each church. In monthly 
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small group gatherings, the most time was spent for Q&A, conversation, or a leader’s 
announcement. Although there were printed handouts for gatherings, participants in these regular 
gatherings rarely jotted down what they heard. I saw many printed materials, including Sunday 
worship service bulletins, left behind in the room after gatherings of the case study churches 
were over. The case study churches seemed to have fewer postings on the walls of their church 
buildings and they were outdated. 
After rushing to finish given printed material by the members in the small group 
gatherings of churches A, D, E, and F, they passed their time gossiping. When I attempted to 
have a Bible study gathering with textbooks at church E and F, participants had a negative 
reaction to reading and writing. Meanwhile, their response to a lecture style class with less 
printed materials was much more favorable 
The print-based culture can be partly seen in the textbooks selected for the Bible study 
classes. All of the case study churches used the most famous books like One-on-
OneDiscipleship, Evangelism Explosion, or a series of discipling training books by the late Rev. 
Ok. Intentionally, church D required members to purchase Bible Time, the monthly textbook for 
a Quiet Time with focusing on reading the Bible. This printed material was used in monthly 
small group gatherings and in Quiet Time training class. 
The preference for an oral-based culture in the case study churches demonstrated a 
passive attitude among churchgoers. Just listening to a pastor’s preaching or teaching, or simply 
sharing their own spiritual and secular lives, did not allow people to become more serious and go 
deeper in faith. While oral-based practices provided a comfortable milieu, it easily strayed from 
the subject. Dominant oral-based cultural assumptions inhibited the delivery of more precise 
biblical knowledge in transforming discipleship and caused the separation of religious needs and 
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social and psychological needs. As Jay Moon mentions below, the case study churches need to 
apply effective printed-based approaches for the balance of dealing with religious, social, and 
psychological needs: 
A combination of oral and print approaches together is needed. This is becoming 
increasingly relevant in Western as well as non-Western cultures as the rise of 
postmodernity results in an increasing tendency for learners to prefer oral approaches. 
Mono-cultural discipleship approaches are simply not sufficient.322 
 
B. Individual Identity vs. Communal Identity 
Although the case study churches have inherited a collective identity, they could not 
avoid being influenced by the individualism of Western culture in the U.S. First, they showed 
individualistic interest in discipling practices. As I have examined earlier, consumerism in the 
mindset of religious shoppers highlighted their strong individualism. Choi’s research proves the 
individualistic aspect of the Korean Christians: 
76% of Christian respondents have switched churches they attend, although 80% of them 
replied, ‘it is not recommendable unless it is unavoidable.’ In days of yore, it was 
considered a sin to switch churches, even when a church had conflicts or the clergy was 
not attractive. With a decreasing sense of duty to a congregation, churchgoers switch the 
church they attend without the slightest hesitation when he or she experiences difficulties. 
It is even considered the right determination in these days.323 
 
The difficulties that interviewees had with the discipling practices were individualistic. 
A1, A2, B2, B3, C1, C2, and D2 expressed the sentiment that a busy schedule was the biggest 
obstacle to discipling practices. D2 showed a willingness to participate in discipling practices 
with the condition, “if I have enough time.” B1, B2, and C2 mentioned family issues as another 
hindrance. For example, B2 said, “As a mom and wife, I have to care my two kids and husband. I 
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cannot spare time for a discipling program.” A1, A2, B2, C1, and C2 described their purposes in 
joining discipling practices as an expectation of spiritual maturity. A2 describes his expectation 
by saying, “I wanted to know Jesus Christ and learn how to live as a Christian.” The low level of 
participation in personal discipling practices in each church showed that individual purpose and 
decision became critical factors inhibiting the participation of discipling programs. Today’s 
churchgoer tends to understand religious life as private more than communal. Greg Ogden 
criticizes this tendency: “Biblically, discipleship is never seen as a me-and-Jesus solo 
relationship, for the church is a discipleship community.”324 
 Second, the case study churches maintained communal culture as an ethnic organization. 
Except for a few individual disciplingtrainings and counseling, all church programs were 
practiced with a collective identity in nature. Instead of personal discipling practices, A0 
described the early morning prayer worship service as a discipling program. He testified, “Eighty 
percent of participants in this gathering are regular attendees of church A.” A1 mentioned a 
danger of one-on-one disciple-making program, “it could cause favoritism by clergy.” D1 
expressed a concern that collective disciple-making program could be fleeting without deeper 
sharing, depending on the leader’s capability. D2 and H1 indicated that they had never been 
recommended to join individual discipling training. C2 felt the lack of deeper relationships due 
to a group large size and lack of time by saying, “The current sizes of groups need to be 
smaller.”  
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 Whereas churchgoers participated in church programs with individualistic interests, the 
case study churches mainly offered collective worship services and classes as discipling training 
programs. With less collective interests, the former inhibited the practice of disciple-making as a 
faith community. With fewer details of personal disciple-making, the latter inhibited the 
development of personal and deeper relationships, according to a diversity of participants, 
including dealing with intimate issues like Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.  
C. Justice Orientation vs. Honor Orientation 
It was extremely rare to experience church discipline actively carried out within the 
structures and polity of the Korean churches. For instance, there was no indication of any church 
discipline of members in any bulletins from churches A, B, and D in 2016. When I attended a 
Sunday worship service of church C, the discipline of a member was exceptionally announced 
followed by a commotion at the end of worship service. Church F had a newly transferred elder 
from a neighboring church due to discipline. The rarity of disciplinary actions and the cases of 
members (and even leaders) who transferred their membership showed that the Korean 
congregations had a strong honor orientation. Choi points that one of the many obstacles 
preventing the Korean church growth is ‘the disappearance of discipline.’325 
The face/shame culture also created problems at an individual level. First, churchgoers 
did not want to reveal personal details. C2 saw a problem with deeper sharing in individual 
disciple-makingpracticessaying that it might hurt participants when personal hardships or old 
wounds of the heart were disclosed. To remove any possibility of losing face, churchgoers stayed 
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placid and calm. When the commotion occurred in church C, crowds immediately asked the 
person who raised her voice to be silent, because it was not good for the church reputation. Many 
members of church F requested me not to post personal prayer requests with details on church 
bulletins because they did not want to expose their personal lives.  
Then, secondly, a person who completed some discipling training programs tended to 
have a sense of superiority toward others who did not take the courses. As noted before, 
respondents defined a disciple and a disciple-maker as being more serious and ardent believers 
with higher honor. C0 and D2 concerned that they must be vigilant about this sense of 
superiority. D2 said, “A person who takes discipling courses should not boast as if he or she is a 
better Christian than other members.”  
C1 left a previous church with a justice orientation when the church leaders asked her to 
overlook injustice in an intra-party conflict. She could not tolerate it and transferred to church C. 
H1, who had a justice orientation assumption, became dechurched when the church H1 attended 
was not interested in the social struggles of neighboring laborers. He said, “I was very 
disappointed because that church leaders only cared about their power.” 
 Except for the justice-oriented cases of C1 and H1, the case study churches were strongly 
honor-oriented with their membership being mostly the first generation. It prevented those who 
partake of disciple-making opportunities from sharing deeper relationships. It hindered disciple-
making by creating stratifications inside of the church with office title and honor, and it clashed 
with a justice-oriented culture, making those of the younger generation stay away from discipling 
activities with the first generation.  
 
D. Cognitive Understanding vs. Emotive Experience 
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In the first interview of the focus groups in the case study churches, all the interviewees 
confused discipling trainings with knowledge-centric Bible study class. Reflecting on public 
education in the secular world, A0 described the reality of discipling practices at church A as a 
knowledge delivery system rather than a relationship between a master and disciples. B1, B2, 
and B3 shared the sentiment that a lecture style or textbook-centric class was too stiff and less 
interesting. As William Abraham explains, a cognitive understanding of discipling trainings 
produces more assenters than believers.326 It promotes an increased knowledge about Jesus rather 
than an experience of Jesus. Mike Breen reaffirms this problem: 
We have become so acculturated in our Cartesian, Western world that we believe 
knowing about something and knowing something are the same thing. What we have 
managed to do is teach people about God. Teach them about prayer. Teach them about 
mission. The point isn’t that they would just know about it but to know it.327 
 
The desire to know more of the Christian faith was the biggest reason for joining in discipling 
practices for all interviewees from churches A, B, and C. They wanted to know God, Jesus, and 
the church in deeper ways. A2 and B3 especially expressed the sentiment of a need for 
knowledge-centric discipling practices because as beginning spiritual pilgrims, C2 said that it 
was blind faith if someone believed in God without biblical knowledge.  
 B1 and B2 criticized how current discipling practices increased knowledge of the Bible 
without bearing fruit and that discipling programs fell into mere pretense without the 
sanctification of members. B1 said, “It seems to be impossible to experience God and to bear 
fruit from the knowledge-centric Bible classes.” B3 added, “There was no chance to practice 
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what I learned through church activities.” James Engel and Wilbert Norton confirm the 
evaluation of B1, B2, and B3 on knowledge-centric discipling trainings: 
Our point, of course, is that biblical doctrine is foundational for growth, but its meaning 
emerges when it is focused in such a way that it is relevant to Christian experience. 
Growth in intellectual understanding does not signify maturity in and of itself; maturity 
comes when this doctrine is applied and utilized in day-to-day living.328 
 
A strong tendency of discipling trainings in the case study churches that emphasizes a cognitive 
understanding is to make churchgoers passive without daily applications. Greg Ogden reaffirms 
this cultural assumption by saying, “A high percentage of spectators are filling the pews. As a 
pastor, I was consciously aware that people arrived at worship with a reviewers’ mentality.”329 
Cognitive discipling practices can divert people’s attention from the transformation of their lives 
to the completion of programs. The dechurched in the Korean churches say one reason they left 
established churches is that their teaching and practicing were not consistent.330 
 Additionally, cognitive-centric discipling training limits practices of evangelism. With 
the exception of A1, all interviewees reported that they did not have any possible candidates to 
make disciples. The practices of evangelism of churches A, D, E, and F were limited to street 
evangelism at individual attempts where they delivered church information, including concise 
biblical messages such as The Four Spiritual Laws, to strangers without sharing any emotive 
experience. As the data of Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 described, the case study churches needed to 
provide not only religious knowledge, but also lessons about intimate issues in the excluded 
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middle of people’s lives for disciple-making. The dominant practices of the cognitive-centric 
discipling trainings in the case study churches inhibited participants to experience Jesus in their 
daily lives and transformation.  
  
E. Redemption Theology vs. Creation Theology 
Just as the case study churches had a strong knowledge-centric culture, that knowledge 
was also focused on redemption theology more than creation theology. The curriculum of new 
membership classes or the content of evangelistic tracts at the case study churches were heavily 
weighted towards personal salvation. It seemed to be nothing more than an afterlife insurance 
policy that asked for an intellectual agreement. When I interviewed for the position of senior 
pastor of church F, the oldest and retired elder questioned me only about soteriology for more 
than an hour. Bryan Stone points out the problem of this tendency, 
The problem is that it is always possible to abstract conversion from that to which we are 
to be converted, to reify that abstraction into something like a “decision” or an 
“experience,” and then to aim evangelism at this… To the extent that Protestantism has 
proved susceptible to this distortion, this is largely because of its tendency to make 
justification more determinative of Christian salvation than sanctification.331 
 
This relates to a robust interest in the internal maturity of interviewees. A0 and D0 expressed the 
sentiment that good discipleship made people more humble and mature while bad discipleship 
made them arrogant. B0 judged good or bad discipleship on whether he or she bears the fruits of 
the Spirit. B2’s personal purpose for discipling practiceswas to quench a spiritual thirst. D0 
pointed out that obedience was a result of good discipleship and that bragging about Biblical 
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knowledge came from bad discipling trainings. This standard of internal maturity is hard to 
measure while it leads individual Christians and spiritual communities into indifference toward 
the world. 
Like their critiques of the results of discipling trainings, which showed less involvement 
in and a disconnection from real life, B1, B2, B3, and H1 showed the common, like Ogden’s 
saying, “Many fellow believers unconsciously take off their Christian hat and put on their secular 
hat when they walk through the doorway of the workplace.”332 
  A2, who had been personally discipled by A0, reflected the benefits of discipling 
trainings in that he and his family had substantially changed and everything was going smoothly. 
His evaluation of discipling trainings was about his own spiritual growth. Although D2 had no 
experience with personal discipling practices, collective congregational discipling practices 
changed his life, as seen in his ability to give up smoking. He confessed that faith had become 
the center of his life rather than just religious activities on Sunday.  
Redemption theology as the dominant culture of the case study churches was a hindrance 
to people getting involved in disciple-making others and instead, encouraged churchgoers to be 
more obsessed over internal maturity and their own salvation. 
 
F. Assembly-Line Production vs. Handcrafted Production 
Rather than a handcrafted disciple-making, the case study churches displayed a kind of 
discipling practices that was more like an assembly-line production — deeply intertwined with a 
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collective identity, a cognitive-centric understanding, and a clergy-centric and honor-oriented 
culture. 
 The first thing to notice about such assembly-line production was that it did not offer 
consistent lifelong disciple-making practices. Regardless of an individual or a collective 
discipling practices in the case study churches, there were practices for certain periods within an 
assembly-line production culture that offered a “vacation period” after completing a textbook.  
A1 had One-on-OneDiscipleship for 16 weeks, and small group Bible studies for three years 
with several times of vacations. C1 had completed One-on-One Discipleship, Ten Steps of 
Discipleship, and Two-Wings. 
However, A2, D1, and D2 desired daily and lifelong discipling practices instead of being 
closed off in a certain period. Church C offered three stages of discipling trainings, depending on 
the availability of the clergy. It led churchgoers to understand disciple-making as optional 
programs within certain periods. As a result, I found that the communal disciple-making 
programs of the case study churches did not have consistent attendances. As A0 and D0 worried, 
the graduates of discipling programs could have a sense of superiority and self-honor as “better 
members.” It was a side effect of an assembly-line discipling practices for certain periods. 
 Second, the assembly-line does not allow diversity in disciple-making. B1, B2, and B3 
expressed the sentiment that they had experienced famous discipling textbooks or programs as 
monotonous. As C2 appraised the discipling practices that he attended, he reported that they 
were based on canned programs which led to boredom. D1 characterized one-sided discipling 
practices monopolized by leaders as “ineffective.” She added, “Discipleship for children must be 
different in its approach than that for adults.” With an assembly-line cultural assumption, it is 
impossible to respond to the diverse needs and different contexts of people.  
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 Third, the cultural assumption of assembly-line production hinders disciples from having 
deeper relationships with one another. B0 grieved over one danger of mass discipling practices 
that created indifference among partakers. D1 advised that it was necessary for a devoted teacher 
to be willing to build deeper relationships with his students. She desired a disciple-maker’s 
encouragement and support in prayer as a way of life rather than some class-style program in the 
church. Luke Geraty’s comments on disciple-making practices have much in common with the 
anxiety of an assembly-line production above, 
If you want to be effective at making disciples who also make disciples, you need to 
rethink the canned box that you may have inherited. Why? Because it’s simply 
ineffective. But if you get back to the basics and look to the Spirit for guidance as you 
intentionally and sacrificially enter into long term relationships with people, chances are 
that your disciples will pick up on your model and run with it!333 
  
 With a lack of available church resources and a preference for the communal Korean 
culture, handcrafted disciple-making practice was very rare in the case study churches. The 
exceptional case of handcrafted disciple-making practice was A2, who was baptized by A0 and 
became the most active church leader.  
In summary, the bias created by a preference for cultural assumptions of the case study 
churches hindered the production of reproducing disciple-makers. They were less precise in 
biblical knowledge in discipling practices by an oral-based approach preference, obsessed with 
administrative effectiveness by discipling practices within a communal/collective identity, had 
shallow relationships as a result of a strong honor culture, disconnected with daily lives through 
cognitive-centric methodology, had individual salvation through an emphasis on redemption 
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theology, and displayed inconsistent and monotonous discipling practices by an assembly-line 
production style. Eddie Fox and George Morris describe a danger in insisting on a single 
methodology, “To stereotype a certain model, order, or process as the ‘only way’ constitutes a 
serious perversion of the biblical perspective, and it puts a tragic limitation on the scope of the 
Gospel’s power.”334 
 
III. Reproduction 
I had a conversation with the pastor of a storefront church who had experience as a staff 
member of a mission organization and as a missionary in a foreign country so I expected him to 
understand intercultural disciple-making and the reproduction of disciples. He had great 
difficulty with implementing small group disciple-making classes. I asked him, “Pastor, what is 
the most difficult part of a discipling program?” He answered with the following story,   
Well… As you may understand, a Korean congregation is very obedient to teaching. The 
last stage of the discipling program required participants to make a disciple or to have 
fellowship with a potential evangelism target. Before the discipling class had started, the 
participants took an oath to make a disciple as a requirement for graduating from the 
discipling program. Unfortunately, all the students had trouble with this requirement. I 
faced a dilemma as to whether I would grant certificates even to those who failed to meet 
this final requirement. If I didn’t, he or she would lose face and leave the church. If I did, 
authentic discipleship would fail. Eventually, I allowed them to graduate. The discipling 
class had degenerated into a knowledge-centric program. 
 
A. Inhibiting Factors for Reproducing Disciple-Making 
1. Individual Factors 
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First, a shortage of time inhibits reproducing disciple-making. As Korean immigrants in 
the U.S., they must work longer than in Korea (A2, B1, B2, and B3), giving them less personal 
time (C1 and D2). For example, A2 described it by saying, “I have observed many couples of 
husband and wife both working. Thus, they don’t have enough time for family.” The American 
lifestyle has them spending more hours for family (A2, B1, B2, and B3). B1 stated, “I have been 
so busy in taking care of two kids in the U.S. because my husband has had to work all day long.”  
Understanding that disciple-making is time-consuming, A1 confessed that it was a big burden to 
join discipling training due to a busy life.  
 Because of the busyness of immigrant lives, most church programs should be effectively 
devised so as not to waste time and manpower. Thus, the case study churches mostly practiced 
discipling practices in collective classes or worship services with a lecture style as assembly-line 
production mainly on Sunday when churchgoers visited once a week. When I asked an elder of 
church E to review the new senior pastor, his response was cynical. “Well …. The 40-minute 
preacher has gone and now we have a 50-minute preacher.” It showed that he cared more about 
time effectiveness than the contents of preaching. 
 While more than 73% of the case study church members attended only Sunday worship 
service (see Table 4.9), Choi laments that the Korean churchgoers try to live out their Christian 
lives by listening to only 30 minutes of preaching each week.335 As a result, only 5.8% of church 
members indicate that they live up to what they believe.336 However, churchgoers still believe 
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that weekday practices are optional.337 As McNeal criticizes, “In return, the members support the 
institution with the resources of prayer, time, money, energy, and talent. Church is just one part 
of life.”338 It seems that churches strike a compromise with the churchgoers’ reality at a 
minimum cost if they still just support the maintenance of the church institution.  
Second, heavily weighted interests in the individual internal maturity of faith more 
directly inhibit reproduction in disciple-making. The respondents saw the inner maturity and 
personal peace as benefits of discipling practices. A1, A2, B3, C1, and C2 had experienced the 
development of personal religious knowledge and practices with discipling programs. A1, A2, 
D1, and D2 underwent changes in their personal lives; and A1, A2, and D1 also felt greater 
peace in their minds. For example, A1 testified his experience of the disciple-making practices in 
church A,  
My faith and life both have been dramatically changed. With peace from the Lord, I 
became free from sin. With discipling training, I have understood how important it was to 
be with God forever. …It has been hard to go through the training, consuming too much 
time and effort. But these should not change, as every single moment spent was worth it. 
Furthermore, some pastoral influences also promote this tendency of focusing on internal 
maturity. B0’s responses indicated a view of clergy as the providers of spiritual goods with 
churchgoers as consumers: “It is important to develop the spirituality of a senior pastor first. 
Then, consistent prayer and systematic caring programs will enable the members’ 
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sanctification.”339 The fact that Korean Christians seemed to be obsessed by individual spiritual 
growth was evident by examining closely their propensity to consume Christian music340 and 
books.341 The most of their top twenty items were about Bible study or spiritual formation, as 
related to personal maturity. It seems emblematic of a good church member to pursue individual 
spiritual development.  
It reduces the Christian life from being a disciple-maker to being a religious consumer. 
Greg Ogden assures, “We have taken the benefits of forgiveness with a positively altered state of 
inner peace and equated the Christian life with being a decent person.”342Roy Edgemon criticizes 
this trend of the church when he says, “To focus only on the inward aspects of discipleship and 
withdraw from an active involvement in reaching others is to misinterpret the teachings of 
Jesus.”343Francis Chan calls it “blackjack Christianity:” “In the game of blackjack, you care only 
about your relationship with the dealer. You don’t really need to interact with anyone else seated 
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at the table. Sunday services took on this mind-set as people came to work on their own 
relationship.”344 
2. Factors Concerning the Church as an Institution 
As some factors hindered reproduction at the individual level, I found that there were 
hindering factors also at the institutional church level.  
First, the practices of evangelism in the case study churches were mostly understood as 
an event with instant conversion rather than as a process. Hong’s research on the methods of 
evangelism used by the Korean churches in Korea verifies that even the case study churches 
have been obsessed by instant evangelism.  
Table 6.2. The Methods used by Korean Evangelizers345 
Variable Features 
Frequency of 
Occurrences 
Percentage 
(%) 
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Methods 
Used By 
Evangeliz
ers 
Witnessing on the streets witnessing with flyers /  
Newsletters 
Witnessing through events 
Witnessing naturally through outstanding relationship 
Attending outings and gatherings 
Discussions through reasoning 
Giving sermon tapes 
Witnessing by home visitation 
340 
310 
162 
156 
96 
59 
49 
6 
28.9 
26.3 
13.8 
13.2 
8.1 
5.0 
4.2 
0.5 
 
The data of Table 6.2 shows that the most methods are used for street evangelism. 
Likewise, all of the case study churches practiced street evangelism with tracts, newsletters, and 
giving out an audio CD of the senior pastor’s sermon in front of the big Korean grocery stores. 
Those methods, occupying 81.3% of the evangelistic methodology, are theoretically based on 
instant events that lack deep relationships for reproduction of disciple-making.346 The goal of 
such practices was just to bring people to the church. William Abraham explains why those 
methods are popular, 
Many find this conception of evangelism attractive because it relieves the pressure to 
evaluate evangelism in terms of results. Whether or not people respond is not really the 
concern of the evangelist. The results are left entirely in the hands of God. Hence there is 
no need for manipulation, nor for anxious concern if no one responds. What matters is 
that the Gospel be appropriately presented. The message should be heralded boldly and 
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clearly, and it should remain true to the fundamental content of the gospel.347 
 
Bryan Stone laments, “Evangelism ceases to be a practice and becomes a mere ‘technology,’”348 
which leads our understanding of evangelism to expect church growth by addition rather than by 
multiplication of disciple-making. Thus, evangelism practices of the case study churches actually 
hindered any expectations of reproducing disciple-makers because, Donald McGavran warns, 
"Evangelism is incomplete if it rushes from 'soul' to 'soul,' unconcerned whether the new convert 
grows, matures, and reproduces."349 When interviewees of born Christians (A0, A2, B1, C0, C1, 
and D2) flashed back when they were converted, they could not. William Barclay warns about 
the excessive emphasis on Paul’s conversion, 
 Perhaps the most serious mistake of all has been the tendency to standardize the 
experience of conversion, and to take as the norm the experience of Paul on the 
Damascus Road. The inevitable result of this has been the implication that the normal 
conversion experience must be sudden, shattering, and complete.350 
 
As I found that the case study churches dominantly practiced evangelism as an event, it 
led to the separation of evangelism and disciple-making as a process of discipleship. In result, 
the case study churches could not expect reproduction and multiplication.  
 Secondly, the separation of evangelism and disciple-making in the institutional church 
made churchgoers regard them as elective programs. Thediscipling practices of the case study 
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churches have been understood as an optional religious training for whoever desires to be on 
staff or a higher-level Christian. Each case study church had few involved in handcrafted 
discipling practices: church A (none), church B (six persons), church C (none), church D (two 
persons), church E (none), and church F (none). With various excuses,351 they were not able to 
possess critical concepts of a disciple, a disciple-maker, reproduction, and multiplication as 
intrinsic to being a Christian. 
 When I observed activities of the aged in each case study church, most of them were not 
involved or stayed inactive in disciple-making. They were only spectators with the positional 
authority of fame culture. Each participant in handcrafted discipling practices in the case study 
churches was younger than 50 years old. Because the discipling programs of the case study 
churches were strongly knowledge-centric, the old group tended to reply: “No kidding! We are 
too old, Pastor! It is better for you to ask the younger members who may like to study.”  
 In the case study churches, discipling training had been understood as a program only for 
serious believers or younger adults who may be enough good to study the Bible. It inhibited 
established and elder church members from joining disciple-making. 
 Third, “Churchianity” replaced reproducing disciple-makers of Christianity. Churches A 
and C required their members to complete discipling programs to be part of their church staff. 
Most programs of the case study churches were clergy-led. The only program without clergy 
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leadership was the monthly small group gathering in members’ homes. Yet, even the material 
and content of these gatherings were decided only by the clergy in advance. The leaders of the 
monthly small groups just functioned as presiders. C0 explained, “The purpose of the discipling 
programs in church C is to produce church people to serve on the church staff.” For him, it was a 
synonym of being a disciple and being a faithful church staff. Thus, obedience to church 
authority was given priority over reproducing disciple-making individuals. 
A1 and C2 worried about excessive intimacy between a leader and a member. A1 stated, 
“It must be careful not to be a disciple of a church leader by building a personal relationship with 
them more than focusing on Jesus.” C2 added, “Discipling training must reproduce disciples of 
Jesus rather than followers of church leaders.” Greg Ogden also warned of this problem, “The 
greatest factor inhibiting those who are being discipled to disciple others (multiplication) is the 
dependency fostered by one-on-one relationships.”352 These concerns reinforced “Churchianity.” 
Because all of the case study churches’ collective discipling training was only led by clergy, 
there was a strong dependency on the clergy and the church. For example, C1 confessed that 
although she had been faithful to pray and read the Bible during the time she was in a discipling 
program, she had difficulty continuing to pray and read Scripture daily when she was not in a 
discipling session. C1 remained as a dependent churchgoer rather than a disciple-maker. The 
case study churches had sacrificed the reproduction of disciple-makers by individuals or small 
groups for communal loyalty toward the church organization.  
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According to Reggie McNeal,353 a church-centric mindset is different from the church’s 
success. Churchianity asks members to stay at the church longer, to maintain a clear distance 
from the world, to make the focus of evangelism the adaptation of the unchurched to church 
culture, and to be involved in more church activities. Conversely, it is better for us to remember 
Robert Coleman’s analysis of mass ministry when he says, “In fact, the ability of Jesus to 
impress the multitudes created a serious problem in his ministry (John 6:15; 3:26; 12:19; 11:47-
48).”354 Directly related to clergy-centric discipling programs, sermon-centric worship services 
and worship-centric activities produced passive members and they inhibited reproduction of 
disciple-making with lay people in their lives. Dawson Trotman’s lamentation can be applied to 
the case study churches, “Today, we have a lot of pew-sitters-people who think that if they are 
faithful in church attendance, put good-sized gifts into the offering plate, and get people to come, 
they have done their best.”355 
 Fourth, the discipling programs of the case study churches were done without expecting 
reproduction of disciple-making, and so those programs did not continue as an ongoing process. 
B0 and C0 expressed the sentiment that their churches would grow if they could offer more 
programs. But, that would not work if they added discipling programs which did not expect to 
produce reproducers.  
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The mission statements of the case study churches did not include any apparent 
expressions of reproduction or multiplication.356 All the lay interviewees showed a poor 
understanding of the notions of disciple-making and multiplication, although they were 
recommended by the senior pastor as good models. For example, all of them gave the same 
answer that they had never heard or used the words “disciple-maker,” “reproduction,” and 
“multiplication.” With a tentative uncertainty, they defined a disciple-maker as a caregiver, a 
serious follower of Jesus, a disciple, and a shepherd. In fact, it was common for all of them to 
rarely hear the word “disciple-maker.”  
When I surveyed the main biblical texts for sermons in the case study churches during 
2016, they also demonstrated an absence of teaching on reproducing disciple-makers.357 There 
were few that were directly related to preaching about the Great Commission, even though 
“making disciples” is the central imperative in this passage.358 In church B, just one of 36 
Sunday morning sermons (and none of those on Wednesday evenings) was based on the Great 
Commission. In church C, it was only one of 53 Sunday messages and zero out of 20 on 
Wednesday evenings related to the Great Commission. In church D, there was no preaching 
based on the Great Commission. A tiny amount of preaching on the Great Commission revealed 
poor education on the production of disciple-makers. In church F, I had continued to deliver 
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messages on disciple-making and reproduction. After several months, the oldest elder boldly 
requested: “Pastor! I fully agree with your preaching on the Great Commission. But, we are tired 
and exhausted due to the hardships of immigrant life. I am sure that you have to preach to get 
comfort from God first.”  
Carl George and Warren Bird warn that the church often defines a pastor’s main job as 
caregiving rather than equipping the saints to build the body of Christ (Ephesians 4:12) by 
saying,  “We wrongly suppose that the key to effective ministry is our personal availability. That 
is, most pastors frame their priorities around a supposition that widespread ministry will occur 
only when they are active as primary caregivers.”359 Darrell Guder and George Hunsberger 
describe the responsibility of church leaders as “re-forming a collection of consumer, needs-
centered individuals to live by an alternative narrative.”360 Although churchgoers may start the 
spiritual journey with consumeristic interests, the church should attempt to transform them into 
disciple-maker instead of catering to their diversified tastes. Greg Ogden points out two factors 
in poor reproduction when he, first, sees the lack of a clear pathway to maturity, as most 
churches do not offer public routes to maturity that yield reproducing disciple-makers. And then, 
secondly, he sees a lack of personal discipling when the pastor cannot be equally available to 
everyone, but only to a few intentional discipleship relationships.361 The result is spiritual 
immaturity (1 Corinthians 3:1-3; Hebrews 5:12). Without excuses of being managers of an 
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institutional church, church leaders must prepare and provide ongoing disciple-making for its 
members to multiply themselves. Luke Geraty reaffirms, 
I’m convinced that discipleship doesn’t take place for so many of us simply because we 
have no idea what we’re shooting for. In other words, discipleship doesn’t happen 
because people don’t have a clear picture of what the target is.362 
The lack of education on reproducing disciple-making, including the concepts of a disciple-
maker, reproduction, and multiplication is an inhibiting factor. 
3. Ethnic Factors as Koreans 
Although the Korean immigrant church exists in the Western world, there still remains 
within it the ethnic factor of the Korean male-dominated culture, as Kim describes the ancillary 
functions of the female church members in the Korean churches.363 
First, a male-dominated culture was one inhibiting factor within the case study churches 
disciple-making ministry. More than half of those who participated in individual discipling 
practices were female (A1, B1, B2, B3, C1, and D1). They indicated that many female church 
members had experienced difficulties with being involved in a discipling program. A1 and C2 
expressed the sentiment that it had been very uncomfortable without the cooperation of 
husbands. B3 added, “Whenever female members need time for discipling program, they must 
read their husband’s countenance to figure out if he approves.” B2 added, “This male-dominated 
culture hinders discipling training even more for full-time housewives.” When we remember that 
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in the Korean churches the members are dominantly female,364 this ethnic and cultural hindrance 
should not be neglected.  
When A0 tried to appoint his wife as director of the education department, some 
members expressed a negative opinion in the small group gatherings just because she was the 
pastor’s wife, which also hinted at how hard it was for a female to be an independent person who 
practiced reproducing disciple-making. 
Second, the female church members of all of the case study churches were required to do 
the oddest jobs, such as serving in the kitchen, cleaning, preparing lunch, distributing food, 
cleaning church buildings after worship services, and providing childcare. In direct observation 
and participation of all of the case study churches’ activities, I found that the female members 
were mainly responsible for those odd jobs like Martha in Luke 10:38-42, in spite of the male 
members’ occasional supports. For the monthly gatherings, I observed that a hostess got out to 
cook in the middle of the Bible study session for the table fellowship. Without releasing female 
members from the odd jobs, they couldn't be disciple-makers who disciple others. 
Third, the church leadership of the case study churches was dominantly male-centric.  
According to Oh’s research, 86% of the first-generation pastors were male in Korean immigrant 
churches.365 Churches A, E, and F had no female clergy. Church B had two female clergies out 
of six; church C had six female clergies out of 15, and church D had one female out of four 
clergy persons, including pastors of youth and children groups. And where there were female 
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clergies, their pastoral ministry had limited authority. Moreover, Kim states that there is a 
custom in the Korean churches to limit female clergy to serving only as assistant pastors.366 They 
worked in the children’s department, counseling for women, or assistant staff with home 
visitation. While there was the dominance of female members, there were a few females within 
the leadership of the case study churches. It restricted females to practice reproducing disciple-
making with less authority.  
There were various inhibiting factors in the case study churches. In individual aspects, 
they were a short of time due to busy life and interests in inner maturity. In the ecclesiological 
dimension as institutional churches, these were evangelism practices with an understanding of 
instant conversion, discipling training as a program only for serious believers or younger 
generation, discipling training only for producing church staff, and lack of education for 
reproduction and disciple-makers. Ethnically, male-dominated culture inhibited females’ 
participation and leadership in discipling training. 
 
B. Inhibiting Factors According to Robert Coleman’s “Eight Steps of Discipleship”  
1. Selection 
The case study churches have regarded the principle of selection as favoritism, as A1 
stated, “One-on-one discipling training must be careful of favoritism between a trainer and 
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trainee.” As Robert Coleman describes, men were Jesus’ method.367 However, the institutional 
approach was the method for the most case study churches. All of the case study churches went 
out to do discipling programs with a collective identity, as I found earlier. Robert Coleman 
criticizes this tendency by saying, “Most evangelistic efforts of the church begin with the 
multitudes under the assumption that the church is qualified to preserve what good is done.”368 
In church E, I started a weekday Bible study at my home for the young adult group. 
Because of two devoted members, other members who occasionally missed gatherings began to 
complain about favoritism toward those two. Finally, those two members went to seminary 
because they desired to study more about discipleship and some of those who complained 
transferred to another Korean church.  
As we researched earlier, the case study churches had a strong preference for discipling 
practices with the collective identity. In fact, the communal discipling programs of them were 
opposed to any idea of selection. It resulted in having no chance of concentration on individuals 
and the building of deeper relationships for disciple-making. Clergy-led discipling programs 
imply that clergy must be evenly available for all participants.  
In 2015, a couple of elders transferred to church F from a neighbor church due to conflict. 
With a senior elder’s invitation, they made efforts to settle into church F. I invited them to my 
home for conversation and counseling. Because they were willing to be involved in personal 
disciple-making practices, I spent time with them. Immediately, the elder who invited them 
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complained strongly about it. “Pastor!” he said. “Why do you spend more time with the new 
couple? They are not active, official elders of our church. I don’t like that you have a separate 
Bible study with them. It is favoritism. You have to have those gatherings only at the 
congregational level.” In the end, the new couple of elders, along with a few young families who 
were tired of political and authoritative leadership of old generation, transferred to another 
neighboring Korean church; simultaneously, my family had to leave church F.  Shin and Park 
analyze the reason of frequent conflicts and schisms of the Korean churches: “As a sociological 
explanation of the causes of schisms in the Korean immigrant churches, the notion of status 
competition in an immigrant ethnic community is an appropriate theoretical tool.”369 
 Additionally, it seemed that there would not be the application of the principle of the 
selection when the clergies of the case study churches pointed out the weakness of their 
discipling practices. A0 recalled, “Because I have suffered burnout from individual discipling 
training, I need the support of church leaders.” B0 added, “Church B needs more lay leaders to 
support clergies for collective discipling practices.” C0 stated, “Church C needs a better system 
of discipling programs at the congregational level.” They showed the preference of a discipling 
program for the multitudes rather than handcrafted disciple-making practices for the few. 
Because congregations expect clergy to be impartial caregivers, selection for disciple-
making often causes conflicts and schism in the Korean churches. Without an understanding of 
“everything that is done with the few is for the salvation of the multitudes,” as Robert Coleman 
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states,370 excessive attitude to favoritism against a step of selection hinders the reproduction of 
disciple-making.  
2. Association 
Although churchgoers did not have enough time for disciple-making practices, as 
discussed earlier, they were active in fellowship with one another. When I participated in a 
monthly small group gathering of church D, members used about 45 minutes for the Bible study, 
including 10 minutes for prayer. Then, they spent more than one-and-a-half hours in table 
fellowship. In another home gathering of church A, they rushed to finish the religious activities 
in 40 minutes but continued in table fellowship with gossiping until late night. From 
participation observation, this was the general landscape of the monthly small group gatherings 
in the case study churches. Such table fellowship was filled with idle talk of immigrants’ lives. 
Overall, any intentional conversations or teaching about disciple-making, reproduction and 
multiplication could not be noticed. Feeling a lack of spiritual relationship in the groups, A1 said, 
“I desire more shared spiritual life between a disciple and a leader by the building up of stronger 
accountability with each other.” The small groups in the case study churches seemed to be good 
for deepening fellowship but poor for disciple-making others.  
In church F, from the very beginning, I was asked to provide most of the programs just 
before or right after Sunday worship services – which sounded like they wanted a one-stop 
religious service. Comparing Sunday worship services’ attendance with weekday gatherings, it 
seemed to indicate that the case study churches were not good at an association. According to 
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attendance numbers for various church programs (see Table 4.9), 84% of church A, 80% of 
church B, 82% of church C, and 84% of church D only met once a week on Sunday. Robert 
Coleman warns this propensity, “Nor can occasional prayer meetings and training classes for 
Christian workers do this job.”371 
Other collective discipling programs led by clergy did not provide enough time to share 
members’ lives. Following a long lecture, participants had just five or 10 minutes for sharing 
time and then they scattered. It was not only the small amount of time allotted for interaction but 
also the larger number of participants that hindered the sharing and building of deeper 
relationships. C1 and C2 both considered the size of the small groups to be a flaw, and C2 added, 
“The current size of the small group needs to be smaller to allow for a more intimate sharing of 
lives and growing better relationships.”  
The case study churches were not good at the principle of association for reproducing 
disciple-making. As a result, they cannot expect to follow-up with continuing fellowship. 
Additionally, all of the church programs I observed or in which I participated did not have any 
intentional association with the unchurched, as Dale Galloway laments, “Too many Christians 
have isolated themselves from non-Christian people.”372 
3. Delegation 
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Given the hierarchical structure of the case study churches, the clergy seldom delegated 
leadership to lay people. All discipling programs were clergy-led, with a single exception of the 
monthly small gatherings led by lay leaders as presiders.  
 Planting a daughter church by church C did draw attention, however. In 2015, they 
planted the first daughter church by assigning one the pastors to the new church. For three years, 
church C would provide financial support for the daughter church pastor’s salary. Otherwise, all 
of the leadership of the daughter church was independent of church C. Because the delegation of 
leadership was clergy-centric and church-centric, this type of reproduction cost a lot of money 
and time. Mike Breen states, “If you set out to build the church, there is no guarantee you will 
make disciples. It is far more likely that you will create consumers who depend on the spiritual 
services that religious professionals provide.”373 Clergy-centric and church-centric delegation of 
reproduction by church C produced passive spectators without assigning laity to the work of 
making disciples. Even the senior pastor of the daughter church was not a person from church C 
by disciple-making, but from piracy of clergy. Because discipling programs in the case study 
churches were knowledge-centric, it made lay people regard themselves unqualified to be 
disciple-makers. For example, when A0’s wife became a director of Sunday school, she had to 
take certificate courses before taking over responsibility due to resistance by the laity.  
An inability to delegate disciple-making authority to lay people is a roadblock to the 
reproduction of disciple-makers. Lay people remain in ancillary functions like ushers at the 
entrance of the churches and parking lot, staffing the kitchen and childcare, and cleaning church 
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buildings. They are never allowed to do disciple-making, while the clergy is always busy 
delivering a message in numerous gatherings. Ralph Moore sees the potential of multiplication, 
saying that there is a “cost worthy of our attention. That is the loss of potential leadership among 
people who may possess keen spiritual gifts of leadership while lacking scholastic ability.”374 
4. Supervision 
Supervision was another missing component of disciple-making practices in the case 
study churches. It appeared to be understood as management and caregiving for churchgoers, 
which was different from how Jesus kept checking on His disciples with continuous review and 
application, as Robert Coleman describes.375 
The discipling practices in the case study churches revealed one-way instruction from 
clergy. Lecture style Bible study classes, sermon-centric worship services, emphasis on 
collectivism, and authoritative leadership structure tremendously restricted any mutual 
communication between disciples and disciple-makers. A1, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, D1, and H1 all 
felt that there was a lack of opportunity for sharing about their lives, which built intimacy in 
church activities. For example, D1 mentioned, “I need a more committed teacher for discipling 
training to build a more intimate relationship. I don’t mean a leader who is in charge of a certain 
program. I want him to have ongoing supervision with mentorship about all-around my life.” In 
church E, prejudiced by a previous knowledge-centric Bible study, long experienced members 
had lost interest in joining a weekday small group. Yet, two new members who had little 
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experience with Christianity were becoming very active. After six months, all of the others gave 
up coming to the meeting. I realized why the two new members continued in disciple-making 
practices with me, unlike the others who left. At every meeting, I did not proceed mechanically 
following a textbook. So, those two disciples could bring lots of questions, not just because they 
were new Christians, but also because they were applying what they learned to their own lives. 
“Pastor!’ one of them said. “I had difficult questions from a colleague at the nail shop, my 
potential disciple, and I did not know what to answer.” They debriefed their lives and I 
supervised them.   
In the collective discipling programs of all of the case study churches, there was very 
little time for debriefing by participants. Although there was an opportunity in a short time for 
questions after a lecture, it really did not allow participants to share how they had applied the 
previous teaching. Dawson Trotman warns: “You cannot make God the overseer. He makes you 
the overseer.”376 
5. Reproduction 
No matter how the case study churches may be trying to be faithful to seven out of eight 
of Coleman’s principles — selection, association, consecration, impartation, demonstration, 
delegation, and supervision — they cannot accomplish the goal of discipleship without 
reproduction of disciple-making. This principle of reproduction was absent from the mission 
statements of each case study church. With this deficiency in the principle of reproduction, the 
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case study churches measured success by maintenance and management of the church and by an 
internal spiritual growth of individual members rather than reproducing disciple-makers. 
Robert Coleman urges that Jesus expected His disciples to reproduce by saying, “By this 
strategy, the conquest of the world was only a matter of time and their faithfulness to his 
plan.”377 By contrast, the case study churches lean heavily on the effectiveness of the clergy-
centric, collective, and authoritative system of discipling programs, as we discussed earlier. Also, 
there was the lack of concepts of reproduction of disciple-making from all interviewees who 
repeatedly used the phrases like “my faith,” “my spiritual growth,” and “my troubles” in the 
interviews. It proved that there was no intentional disciple-making for reproduction in the case 
study churches. Robert Coleman’s comment clearly shows the difference of transfer growth by 
addition in the case study churches and conversion growth by reproduction of disciple-making: 
“The costly principles of leadership development and reproduction seem to have been submerged 
beneath the easier strategy of mass recruitment.”378 Dawson Trotman confirms that it is not 
enough to work just for a church institution without producing reproducing disciple-makers.  
In all our Christian audiences, I am sure there are men and women who have been 
Christians for five, ten, or twenty years but who do not know of one person who is living 
for Jesus Christ today because of them. I am not talking now about merely working for 
Christ, but about producing for Christ. Someone may say, "I gave out a hundred thousand 
tracts." That is good, but how many sheep did you bring in?379 
 As far as reproduction within the second generation, the practices of the case study 
churches for reproduction did not seem to be effective. The attendance of children and youth was 
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dominantly decided by their parents’ attendance and education seemed to be little more than 
religious childcare for the parents.380 Mike Breen adds a failure example, “If we look at Europe, 
children, teenagers, and young adults don’t attend church any longer. Why is that? It is because 
Christians in Europe have forsaken the reproduction of themselves into a new generation.”381 
Robert Coleman clearly explains the relationship between objective and relevance in 
discipling practices when he says, “Objective and relevance – these are the crucial issues of our 
work. Both are interrelated, and the measure by which they are made compatible will largely 
determine the significance of all our activity.”382 In other words, the lack of a principle of 
reproduction has created church programs that result in churchgoers rather than disciple-makers. 
Without an intentional strategy for reproduction of disciple-making, the case study churches 
cannot expect reproduction and multiplication. Bill Hull reaffirms the problem of the case study 
churches by saying, “The fact that we avoid submitting to others as disciples and that we seldom 
reproduce by making other disciples is a hideous trait within the body of Christ.”383 
Robert Coleman’s steps of discipleship are intertwined with each other. “The whole 
pattern is part of the same method, and we cannot separate one phase from the other without 
destroying its effectiveness.”384 Because the case study churches were concerned about the 
appearance of favoritism, they did not practice the principle of selection. Furthermore, collective 
                                                     
380The proportion of adult and children attendance of each church proves poor practice of reproduction for next 
generation: church A (90:25), church B (175:45), church C (450:100), church D (100:20), church E (100:15), and 
church F (55:7). This number of next generation includes youth group and exclude college and young-adult group. 
381 Breen, Building a Discipling Culture, 2126–2128. 
382 Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 13. 
383 Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship, 69–70. 
384 Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 32. 
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discipling trainings did not allow them to practice the principle of association with a few people 
to develop intimate relationships. And, instead of delegating disciple-making leadership to lay 
people, the clergy monopolized the leading of discipling programs with limited amounts of time 
and financial resources, and few clergies could not be available to the whole congregation. All 
this pointed to the fact that collective discipling training led by clergy could not provide 
necessary opportunities to debrief what participants apply to their own lives. The result of such 
hindering factors, including the lack of intentional reproduction, is non-reproducing discipling 
training. 
 In summing up this chapter, there are various factors that inhibited reproducing disciple-
making within the case study churches. First, churchgoers understood the churches they attended 
as a bounded set, which made the church a religious and cultural ghetto when it came to 
socialization, distorted evangelism without considering disciple-making for the unchurched, 
created multiple boundaries inside the church due to a fame/shame culture, and gave preference 
to addition rather than multiplication. Secondly, churchgoers attended church with a religious 
shopper’s mindset, consuming clergy-centric and program-based discipling programs. Therefore, 
there was little opportunity for the laity to be disciple-makers. Third, churchgoers of the case 
study churches had the cultural assumptions that influenced discipling trainings, such as 
preferences for an oral-based communication, a collective identity, an honor orientation, a 
mostly cognitive understanding of the faith, a leaning toward redemption theology, and 
assembly-line production methods. Fourth, they also experienced a shortage of time to practice 
disciple-making while focusing on the internal maturity of individuals. At the congregational 
level, evangelism had been seen as an event for a few committed, rather than a process that 
involved all. The male-dominated culture limited female’s participation and leadership in 
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disciple-making for reproduction. Fifth, some inhibiting factors viewed through the lens of 
Robert Coleman’s eight steps were an antagonism toward the principle of selection for 
favoritism, decreased association that resulted in shallow relationships from the collective 
discipling programs, poor delegation of leadership to lay people, lack of debriefing for 
supervision, and little expectation of church growth by reproduction of disciple-making with 
multiplication. 
Upon completing the analysis of promoting and inhibiting factors of disciple-making 
practices in the case study churches in this chapter, the following chapter will reveal 
missiological insights for the church that reproduces disciple-makers and multiplies herself.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusion: Missiological Insights 
When I had a conversation with my father, who had retired as a senior pastor of a 
megachurch in South Korea, we discussed next steps for my journey after the doctoral program 
at Asbury Theological Seminary.  
He suggested to me, “Why don’t you attempt to do church planting? You are young and 
highly educated, which will attract many people to the church.”  
I skeptically replied, “If I plant a new church in South Korea, most new members will be 
transferred from other churches with a religious shoppers’ mindset. My study in the U.S. makes 
me realize that it is not what Jesus expected from me.”  
He continued, “Yes, you are correct. The era of conversion growth is practically over in 
South Korea. Transfer growth is hopeless because there is no reproduction of new converts. 
Korean Christians have been looking for a better church and a better pastor for themselves.” 
 I was surprised at his comments because it was the first time that he used the word, 
“reproduction.” Both of us continued to discuss why the Korean church had new converts less 
and less, and how we could be faithful to the Great Commission to “make disciples.” Reflecting 
on this conversation, I was reminded of a question posed by Dawson Trotman: “Where is your 
man?”385 If we answer to Jesus’ question, “Where is my disciple?” with “I don’t know” or “I am 
sorry,” it must disappoint our Master greatly. 
                                                     
385 Dawson Trotman, Born to Reproduce (Lincoln, NE: Back to the Bible Publishers, 1959), 42. 
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Noting that Jesus asked us to make disciples by going, baptizing, and teaching in 
Matthew 28:18-20, Christians highlight it as the Great Commission. If so, what suggestions 
would promote more disciple-making in the Korean immigrant church? 
I have researched promoting and inhibiting factors of disciple-making practices in the 
case study churches in Chapters 5 and 6. By investigating the case study churches, I found out 
how they understood “being the church.” In this chapter, I want to provide recommendations to 
activate the church for practices of transforming discipleship with viral reproduction and 
multiplication of disciple-making. I will make recommendations based on my research of 
ecclesiology, intercultural disciple-making, and the principle of reproduction.   
 
I. Missiology Decides Ecclesiology  
The case study churches continued to do church in the U.S. based on the ecclesiology that 
they practiced in South Korea. As a result, they became a religious and cultural ghetto for the 
first generation of the Korean immigrants. The silent exodus of the second-generation Koreans 
who mainly spoke English was a consequence of the strong mono-cultural approach by the first-
generation Korean Christians. It also demonstrated how the ecclesiology of the first generation 
determined the nature of the second generation’s discipleship. This influenced how the first 
generation rarely had new converts and lost the second generation. The amount of conversion 
growth in the case study churches lagged far behind that of transfer growth (see Table 3.3). As 
the ecclesiology of the case study churches determined its missiology, it influenced its definition, 
practices, and system of discipling practices. Disciple-making practices then became an optional 
program for church maintenance and growth, which was dropped for another program when 
discipling training proved ineffective for its expansion. 
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When missiology decides ecclesiology, disciple-making practice becomes mandatory in 
the way Jesus reproduced new churches and disciples. While an “ecclesiology deciding model” 
limits its discipling practices to internal maturity of local churches and results in regarding 
disciple-making practices as an optional program for itself (see Figure 7.1), a “missiology 
deciding model” enables the Christocentric reproduction of disciples (see Figure 7.2). While the 
former understands discipling practice as one of the church’s activities (missones ecclesiae) with 
a bounded set paradigm, the latter understands disciple-making practices as the raison d'être of 
the church as Jesus’ command (missio Dei) with a centered set paradigm. While the former 
connotes that mission or discipleship becomes a result of the church’s programs, the latter 
connotes that the church exists as a result of Christo-centric reproducing disciple-making. Alan 
Hirsch urges, “When practicing the missional discipline of incarnation, we need to always have 
our eye to the Lordship of Jesus and the exclusive claims consistent with his nature.”386 Instead 
of just having mission programs or activities, we must see “church itself as being missionaries,” 
as Fergusons asserts.387 An ecclesiology deciding model limits God within the church by 
becoming the center of discipling practices. Meanwhile, a missiology deciding model makes him 
the God of the world by making Christ as the center in disciple-making paradigm. 
                                                     
386 Alan Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church, 5th edition. (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos 
Press, 2009), 100. 
387 Dan Kimball, They Like Jesus but Not the Church: Insights from Emerging Generations, 1/26/07 edition. (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2007), 20. 
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Figure 7.1. Ecclesiology Deciding Model388 
Figure 7.2. Missiology Deciding Model389 
Missiological purpose determines both a church’s practices and systems for discipling 
practices. By recovering a proper relationship between Christology, missiology, and ecclesiology 
(see Figure 7.2), the Christian church will come to practice discipleship as a participation of 
disciple-making in the Missio Dei. David Bosch observes,  
Ecclesiology does not precede missiology. Mission is not a fringe activity of a strongly 
established Church. … In the new image, mission is not primarily an activity of the 
church, but an attribute of God. God is a missionary God …. Mission is thereby seen as a 
movement from God to the world; the church is viewed as an instrument for that mission. 
There is church because there is mission, not vice versa.390 
Yes, it is time to shift from the mission of the church to the church of mission, which enables the 
church to understand itself as existing to make disciples.As Darrell Guder and George 
Hunsberger affirm: “Mission is not just a program of the church. It defines the church as God's 
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sent people. Our challenge today is to move from church with mission to a missional church.”391 
Likewise, the Korean church needs to shift disciple-making practices from a program for the 
church to missional activities for the kingdom of God. Craig Van Gelder’s sequence of being, 
doing, and organizing of the church is crucial to whether the church reproduces new disciples or 
maintains itself: 
The interrelationship of the three aspects is clear. The church is. The church does what it 
is. The church organizes what it does. The nature of the church is based on God’s 
presence through the Spirit. The ministry of the church flows out of the church’s nature. 
The organization of the church is designed to support the ministry of the church. Keeping 
theses three aspects in the right sequence is important when considering the development 
of a missiological ecclesiology.392 
So, the church that reproduces disciple-makers understands itself as having a missional 
existence. Mike Breen summaries the above discussion: “We need to understand the church as 
the effect of discipleship and not the cause.”393Disciple-making is not the result of church 
activities. In fact, the opposite is true. 
How one understands the church determines the discipling practices, including 
evangelism and disciple-making. In other words, being the church (missional identity) precedes 
doing the church (practices of the church). As Van Gelder and Bosch describe, the church where 
disciples intentionally reproduce other disciples possesses the identity of a fundamental 
missional community394 because the very nature of the church is missional.395 Instead of 
                                                     
391 Darrell L. Guder and George R. Hunsberger, eds., Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in 
North America, Reprint edition. (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1998), 6. 
392 Van Gelder, The Essence of the Church, 37. 
393 Breen, Building a Discipling Culture, 93–94. 
394 Craig Van Gelder, The Essence of the Church: A Community Created by the Spirit (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
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structure, facilities, and programs of desirable church models, there is a need to focus on the 
fundamental disciple-making practices of Jesus that produces vital churches. Guder and 
Hunsberger reaffirm, “We must establish clearly the church's nature and ministry before we 
proceed to design organizational forms to concretize both in a specific cultural context. Unless 
we do so, we may fall subject to the illusion that managing the organization is equivalent to 
being the church.”396 
When missional discipleship decides the type of local churches, the Korean church can 
expect that there will be shifts of being and doing the church from a bounded set paradigm to a 
centered set paradigm and from attracting ability to sending capacity. 
 
A. Centered Set Rather than Bounded Set 
The dysfunctional “Gospel delivery systems” of the established church as a bounded set 
provided an explanation of the various phenomena discussed in earlier chapters, such as: 
transplantation of the mono-ethnic institutional Korean churches into the U.S.; a narrow 
understanding of discipling practices that saw it as simply knowledge-centric Bible study; the 
clergy-centered, hierarchical authority of institutional churches; and a lack of intention toward 
the reproduction of disciple-making. On the contrary, when the church understands the Gospel as 
                                                                                                                                                                           
395 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 
1991), 372. 
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a centered set, there would be shifts from uniformity to diversity and from maintaining 
boundaries to making disciples centered on the kingdom.  
1. Diversity Rather than Uniformity 
The church that reproduces disciple-makers allows for two aspects of diversity as a 
centered set because “there is a recognition of variation among Christians.”397 First, it allows 
diverse starting points of pilgrimage in faith. While a bounded set church asks people to cross 
over the boundary of the church by leaving where they live, a centered set church encourages 
people to begin their journey where they are. With a bounded set paradigm, the case study 
churches showed the strong uniformity of the first-generation Korean immigrant. Rather, with a 
centered set understanding, people are invited to respond to the Gospel by turning their 
allegiance toward the center, which is Jesus Christ. Second, it necessarily lets people make 
others become disciples from where they live, enabling disciple-making in each context. Without 
losing the centeredness of Jesus Christ, it allows diverse starting and contact points for the 
unchurched as Paul Hiebert describes below: 
… the objects within the (centered) set are not categorically uniform. Some may be near 
the center and others far from it, even though all are moving towards the center. Each 
object must be considered individually. It is not reduced to a single common uniformity 
within the category.398 
 
 
 
                                                     
397 Paul G. Hiebert, “Conversion, Culture and Cognitive Categories: How Much Must Papayya ‘know’ about the 
Gospel to Be Converted?,” Gospel in Context 1, no. 4 (October 1978): 28. 
398 Hiebert, “Conversion, Culture and Cognitive Categories: How Much Must Papayya ‘know’ about the Gospel to 
Be Converted?,” 27. 
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Figure 7.3. Uniformity of Bounded Set and Diversity of Centered Set 
Figure 7.3 describes how the uniformity of a bounded set church (on the left) leads to it 
becoming a religious, social, or ethnic ghetto by raising the walls of a boundary; the diversity of 
a centered set church (on the right) allows flexibility of starting and contacting points for 
disciple-making. Hurh and Kim’s comments show that the Korean immigrant church has a 
bounded set ecclesiology: “The ethnic church enhances the ethnic cohesion and identity of 
immigrants but may slow down their assimilation process; thus, the ethnic church functions as a 
‘mobility trap.’”399 As Greg Ogden explains, the diversity of the church in reproducing disciple-
makers expresses two essentials of discipleship: flexibility and preparation.400 With a centered 
set ecclesiology, it makes disciple-making practices flexible depending on individual contexts 
and how disciplers practice handcrafted disciple-making. 
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2. Focus on Making Disciples Rather than Boundary  
A centered set church focuses on reproducing other disciples, viz. urging them to turn and 
move towards the center rather than simply maintaining the boundary. Paul Hiebert illuminates, 
“There is less need to play boundary games and to institutionally exclude those who are not truly 
Christian. Rather, the focus is on the center and pointing people to that center.”401 Unfortunately, 
the case study churches had played boundary games with the mono-ethnicity of the first-
generation Korean immigrants, recruitment of bringing into the individual church’s boundary, 
the multiple hierarchical boundaries inside of them, program-based discipling practices, and 
hardware-centric discipling practices. Michael Foss points out it as a membership model as 
follows, 
We are long overdue for a paradigm shift in American Protestantism – a shift from a 
membership model of church affiliation to a discipleship model. … All too many folks 
whose names still fill churches’ membership rolls have long since slipped out the back 
door. The two most common reasons given: burnout and boredom.402 
There are many reasons for dropping, including rigid structures of institutional churches, viz. 
uniformity and boredom without diversity. As C1’s experience in previous Korean church, the 
institutionalized Korean churches put an emphasis on obedience to rigid church authority instead 
of flexibility for disciple-making. Due to the stiffness and huge size, the complex system of an 
institutional church cannot efficiently and effectively relate to the kaleidoscope of life. In the 
end, the results are boredom for churchgoers and burnout for church staff.  
                                                     
401 Hiebert, “Conversion, Culture and Cognitive Categories: How Much Must Papayya ‘know’ about the Gospel to 
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Ralph Moore indicates that complicated structures are one reason churches do not 
multiply.403 A church can intentionally reproduce disciples who reproduce other disciples when 
it empowers the people of God. As we discussed earlier, the case study churches that did not 
intentionally reproduce disciple-makers had many layers of concentric boundaries of 
authoritarianism that came with an institutional structure. Discipling practice for them was 
demoted to a tool for moving church members across internal boundaries. Their structure did not 
offer a functional process for reproducing disciple-makers. Neil Cole clarifies the function of 
structure in making disciples by suggesting, "Structures are needed, but they must be simple, 
reproducible, and internal rather than external.”404 
 The church that is reproducing disciple-makers has a tendency to understand itself as a 
centered set that allows a diversity of Christians enabling disciple-making to have flexibility and 
the proper arrangements to fit various contexts. This enables discipling practices to focus on 
reproducing disciples and disciple-makers more than structures and systems.  
 
B. Sending Capacity (Centrifugal) Rather than Seating Capacity (Centripetal)  
 
1. By Clear Intention of Disciple-Making Rather than by Accident 
 As Jesus says, “By their fruit you will recognize them” (Matthew 7:20), so the church 
must bear the fruit that Jesus expects. Bill Hull clearly describes the fruit when he says, “The 
                                                     
403 Ralph Moore, How to Multiply Your Church: The Most Effective Way to Grow God’s Kingdom, ed. Ed Stetzer 
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404 Cole, Organic Church, 124. 
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crisis at the heart of the church is a crisis of product. What kind of person does the church 
produce? The Christ-commanded product is a person called a disciple.”405 The churchgoers of 
the case study churches showed religious passion.Nevertheless, they could not produce disciples 
without a clear intention to do so. Mike Breen’s research on many churches corresponds to this,   
From working with thousands of church leaders from all over the world, we have 
observed one certainty— no one creates a discipling culture, modeled on the life and 
ministry of Jesus, by accident. No one accidentally creates disciples. Discipleship is an 
intentional pursuit.406 
The emphasis on public worship service of the case study churches could not be intentional 
ongoing disciple-making with the unchurched. With the lack of clear intention for the centrifugal 
disciple-making, they showed preference of counting seating in their sanctuary on Sunday 
instead of sending people for disciple-making (see Table 4.9). Jim Putman mentions that Jesus 
intended to produce disciples so the church has to follow His way.407 He asserts that reproducing 
disciple-makers are intentional as follows,   
However, believers must never forget that we are people with a mission. Most of the time 
when discipleship is intentional, spiritual growth happens quickly. If Christians are to be 
effective disciple-makers, churches must not only study Christ’s message pertaining to 
salvation and His purpose, but also look at how He made disciples and then follow His 
example.408 
The church that clearly has an intention of making disciples for reproduction eliminates 
programs and limits additional programs that can distract from its goal. Thom Rainer and Eric 
Geiger categorize one of the four factors for a vibrant church to be a focus that enables the 
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church to maintain the clear intention to make disciples.409 With the lack of the concepts of a 
disciple-maker and a reproduction in the discipling practices, the case study church showed no 
intention of viral disciple-making. Arns add, “Disciple making is most effective when it is an 
intentional response by the local church to the Great Commission.”410 
2. Being Sent Rather than Bringing In 
According to Alan Hirsch, an understanding of centripetal church and mission results in a 
dualistic spirituality like Figure 7.4.411 By locating church between God and the world, it takes 
over Jesus’ position. When a non-reproducing church focuses on the relationship of God and the 
church, its public sphere becomes subservient. Its focus on personal internal growth separates 
God from the world, resulting in a God of the church instead of a God of the world. The case 
study churches showed the focus of public worship service with the emphasis on the 
churchgoer's religious interests in the relationship with God. It developed the clear separation 
between the sacred realm in the institutional church for the saved and the secular realm where 
they lived with the unchurched. As a result, the disciple-making practice of the case study 
churches was practiced only in the private sphere where churchgoers might be brought in. 
                                                     
409 Rainer and Geiger, Simple Church. They are clarity, movement, alignment, and focus to become simple church. 
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Figure 7.4. Dualistic Spirituality412 
 
Figure 7.5. Non-dualistic Spirituality413 
Unlike the dualistic spirituality, Neil Cole champions Alan Hirsch’s non-dualistic 
spirituality by saying, “We believe that church should happen wherever life happens. You 
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shouldn't have to leave life to go to church.”414 A missional church that reproduces disciple-
makers participates in God’s mission in the world and locates itself in the area “a” of Figure 7.5. 
Without a separation of God and the world, the church should practice disciple-making, 
including the concept of being sent to the world. Kimball adds, “Being missional means we see 
the church not as a place we go only on Sunday, but as something we are throughout the 
week.”415 Thus, a vibrant church reproducing disciple-making puts an emphasis on being sent 
out into the world of people as a centrifugal model, rather than bringing people from the world 
into the institutional church as a centripetal model. Neil Cole suggests,  
Instead of bringing people to church so that we can then bring them to Christ, let's bring 
Christ to people where they live. We may find that a new church will grow out of such an 
enterprise, a church that is more centered in life and the workplace, where the Gospel is 
supposed to make a difference.416 
Therefore, the case study churches should not decide their discipling practicesfor maintenance of 
the established churches. Instead, missiology viz. missional discipleship determined by 
Christology should determine their disciple-making practices to send people into the world and 
to draw the unchurched to the Christ. C. S. Lewis exhorts, “The church exists for nothing else 
but to draw men into Christ, to make them little Christs. If they are not doing that, all the 
cathedrals, clergy, missions, sermons, even the Bible itself, are simply a waste of time. God 
became a man for no other purpose.”417 Instead of increasing the numbers of members on a 
church roll, the church must be understood in its faithfulness to the Great Commission by being 
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sent to the world and making disciples. Ed Stetzer and David Putman describe it as a shift from 
seating to sending.418 While the non-reproducing church is interested in how many seats are 
filled within its boundary, a reproducing church focuses on how many disciples are sent out to 
disciple others. 
 
C. Small Group Precedes Congregational Gathering 
The case study churches assigned its members to the monthly small groups to manage 
them and to maintain its boundary. While the Sunday worship service is the main congregational 
event, the monthly small groups are an elective event (dotted line boundary of a small group in 
Figure 7.6 stands for an optional program). The sum of the small group members of this model 
cannot exceed the sum of the congregation. This model focuses on the boundary of an 
institutional church with centripetal concerns. Because of the staunch boundary of the church, a 
new member is disconnected from unchurched friends. Thus, they are rarely centrifugal to make 
others disciples for reproduction. 
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Figure 7.6. Non-Reproducing Church 
Small groups of a reproducing church offer rooms for non-believers by lowering their 
boundary like area “a” in Figure 7.7. A reproducing church’s sum of its small group members 
could exceed the sum of the congregation because small groups include prospective disciples or 
not-yet-believers. It also allows an apprenticeship of prospective disciple-makers by learning 
from other disciple-makers. Because of a small size, it is active, flexible, and easily mobile, 
allowing for the diverse contexts of disciple-making.  
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Figure 7.7. Reproducing Church through Small Groups 
Figure 7.7 shows that small groups of a reproducing church have a missional character without 
losing their Christian identity. Boundaries of small groups of a reproducing church are not 
exclusive but flexible, and so pursue a centrifugal ecclesiology with the clear intention of making 
disciples and a strong sense of “sentness.” In the area of “a” in Figure 7.7, the unchurched can 
visit these small groups without being forced into the uniformity of institutional churches. 
Ongoing disciple-making happens in small groups by apprenticeship, which enables them to deal 
with intimate issues. Then, a prospective visitor can decide to attend a congregational gathering 
when disciple-making does happen.    
 
D. Summary: Missiological Insights from the Relation between Missiology and 
Ecclesiology 
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To apply this missiological insight that missional disciple-making determines the 
priorities of the church, I suggest the Korean church rewrite her mission statement first and re-
establish the purpose of the church with a shift from doing the church to being the church. If the 
church does so, there will be three ecclesiological shifts for reproducing disciple-making. First, 
there will be a shift from a bounded set ecclesiology to a centered set. It will change the Korean 
church from recruiting people to going to the world where the unchurched live. It will allow 
diversity of starting points in faith and of contacts with non-believers by focusing on making 
disciples instead of enforcing boundaries. Second, there will be a shift from seating capacity to 
sending capacity. A centrifugal aspect of missiological priority will be restored with an 
understanding of being sent. It will help the Korean church to intentionally practice disciple-
making for reproduction with diversity and flexibility and without separating the church from the 
world. Third, reproducing small groups will precede congregational gathering for disciple-
making. They will lower ecclesiological barrier for the unchurched. They will practice disciple-
making as scattered churches with full comprehension of sentness. With a paradigm shift from 
an ecclesiology preceding model to a missiology preceding model, it will enable disciple-makers 
to practice dynamic interactions with the unchruched for ongoing disciple-making. Some 
suggestions for this intercultural disciple-making will be followed in the next section. 
 
II. Intercultural Disciple-making 
Intercultural disciple-making can give an answer to the question from Dr. Rynkiewich in 
Chapter 2: “Why had Korean missionaries been aggressive in the mission field?” It connotes that 
Korean missionaries had forced the approaches of church planting and discipling training in 
Korean ways. Also, it corresponds to find solutions for the religious ghetto of the first Korean 
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generation Christians and “the Silent Exodus” of the second generation. This research disclosed 
that a strong ethnocentric discipling practices of the case study churches and the activities of the 
Korean missionaries could not break free of tendencies in Korean traditions toward 
institutionalism, clergy-centric and hierarchical leadership, outreach that was gathering and 
attractional, being internally focused, and seeing the church as organization-based.419 The strong 
ethnocentrism of the Korean church has determined missional approaches for discipling practices 
in the U.S. and the mission field. 
On the contrary, according to Kim’s writing, the Western missionaries for the early 
Korean church accepted John Nevius’ mission strategy so as to practice effective mission 
approaches in Far East Asia.420 By paying attention to Nevius’ principles, the Korean church had 
flourished through such indigenous practices as the day offering, the grain offering, and early 
morning prayer in the early history. Then, the Korean church became to possess great pride in its 
own Christian culture based on the explosive quantitative growth. The excessive pride of the 
explosive church growth in Korea led to both domestic ministry and foreign mission becoming 
                                                     
419 Seung-Ho Kim, “자립전통가진한국교회가물량주의선교 [Self-Support and Materialism of Korean Mission],” 
ChristianToday, last modified February 2, 2017, accessed March 24, 2017, 
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College and Theological Seminary Press, 1997), 192–193. In June 1890, John Nevius visited Korea to teach 
missional strategies and methodologies to young western missionaries in Korea. In shorten version, it is called 
‘Three-Self Principles’: Self-Government, Self-Support, and Self-Propagation. 
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mono-culturally centered.421 As Jay Moon warns, the Korean church got stuck in spiritual ruts 
because of its mono-cultural discipling approach: 
Mono-cultural disciplers are limited since they emphasize one side of discipleship to the 
neglect of the other side. The result is insufficient discipleship. The result of mono-
cultural discipleship is that major cultural aspects are “hidden;” therefore, they are not 
addressed. One giant alone, no matter how big or fast, cannot catch this lizard!422 
Therefore, disciple-makers need to figure out what cultural aspects the Korean immigrant 
churches have faced in the U.S. and apply intercultural approaches with cultural relevance and 
biblical faithfulness. 
 
A. Diverse Cultural Relevance with Biblical Faithfulness 
The church that intentionally reproduces disciple-makers cannot help but face 
intercultural situations for disciple-making. Song states the importance of context in disciple-
making when he says, “Discipleship in context is not an option, but an imperative.”423 Because 
contexts of discipleship are diverse, the disciple-maker must consider intercultural approaches 
for disciple-making process. As Harvey Cox predicts, “The Christianity of the future would be 
culturally, racially, and theologically heterogeneous.”424 With the coming of heterogeneous 
contexts, the church must be ready to make disciple-makers by comprehending those 
multifaceted circumstances. The case study churches were situated in a heterogeneous culture of 
                                                     
421 Seung-Ho Kim, “한국선교의문제점과해결을위한제언 [Survey Problems and Solution of Korean Mission],” 
ChristianToday, last modified December 15, 2016, accessed March 25, 2017, 
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Review of Theology 30, no. 3 (July 2006): 262. 
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the host society with the kaleidoscope of the Korean immigrant life. Donald McGavran 
emphasizes the need of exact knowledge of context: 
It is essential, therefore, not only in the United States but around the world to realize that 
carrying out eternal God’s command can be done only by exact knowledge as to these 
different segments, their responsiveness or resistance to gospel, and other factors related 
to their discipling. Exact knowledge is essential.425 
 
The case study churches need exact information of multifaceted environments for disciple-
making with cultural relevance. Therefore, it is necessary that they comprehend the pluralistic 
situation not as a crisis but as an opportunity to practice intercultural disciple-making. To 
embrace younger people, they can have worship services and church activities with children and 
young adult groups without the adherence of the first Korean generation style. To meet the 
unchurched, they may have disciple-making opportunity at other sites like coffee shops, local 
parks, etc., during weekdays instead of institutional church buildings on Sunday. 
Although a discipler must consider the perspective disciple’s diverse contexts, the Gospel 
that will be shared should not be compromised with it. Kimball warns that the church should not 
conform to the world while it practices intercultural disciple-making.426 Instead of sticking to a 
certain form of disciple-making, the church needs to embrace the dynamic of intercultural 
interactions. The limited ways of disciple-making practices in the case study churches, like 
lecture style or public worship style, should be diversified with other ways like counseling, 
traveling, and dining together as Jesus did with the twelve. As Moon asserts, the practice of 
                                                     
425 Donald A. McGavran, Effective Evangelism: A Theological Mandate, 1st edition. (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian 
& Reformed Pub Co, 1988), 124. 
426 Kimball, They Like Jesus but Not the Church, 20. 
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intercultural disciple-making must be based on biblical faithfulness and cultural relevance427 if 
the Korean churches expect the reproduction of disciple-making. By utilizing diverse cultural 
approaches, the church reproduces disciple-makers practicing disciple-making in the world 
without assimilation into the world.  
 
B. Intercultural Disciple-Making for the Excluded Middle (Intimate Issues)  
 
The knowledge-centric Bible study in the case study churches showed the lack of dealing 
with intimate issues. George Hunter agrees about the need for greater communication saying, 
“The gulf between church people and unchurched people is vast, but if we pay the price to 
understand them, we will usually know what to say and what to do."428 It is necessary because 
our Lord expects the church to use various ways to reach and disciple others. Instead of the 
separation of religious knowledge from Korean immigrants’ lives, including the settlement in the 
U.S., the case study churches must integrate intimate issues into their disciple-making, which 
will enable them to live in the host society as faithful disciples of Jesus Christ. Coleman stresses 
a harmony of the Word and context when he says, “The Master gives us an outline to follow, but 
he expects us to work out the details according to local circumstances and traditions”429 
With non-dualistic spirituality, disciple-making practices should not exclude intimate 
issues just because they are not religious topics. Rather, the case study churches should 
remember that they are a very useful path to reach the unchurched for disciple-making. Also, it 
                                                     
427 Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation, 38. 
428 George G. Hunter, The Celtic Way of Evangelism (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2000), 121. 
429 Robert E. Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Grand Rapids, MI: Revell, 1972), 100. 
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shows what intercultural disciple-making considers for non-dualistic spirituality. Thus, it is 
necessary to understand the “Excluded Middle” as an obstacle to participate in the disciple-
making practices of the case study churches (see Table 4.6). Their discipling programs have been 
knowledge-centric without addressing intimate issues that people have been challenged with in 
their daily lives. They are mainly related to the settlement in the U.S.: social status, education for 
children, job opportunity, social service, friendship with Koreans and non-Koreans, and so on. 
Also, they could not handle those challenges because clergy-centric disciple-making practice was 
not able to embrace the diversity of disciples’ lives. As we see in dualistic spirituality (see Figure 
7.4), disciple-making practice should be cautious to not only develop spirituality between God 
and me in a private sphere. It overlooks public spheres where God’s mission is working and God 
invites us to join. Instead of focusing on internal maturity in faith, a reproducing church has to 
pursue non-dualistic spirituality (see Figure 7.5 and 7.8). As diverse as intimate issues, it is 
necessary to apply intercultural approaches for missional disciple-making. 
 
C. Intercultural Approaches with Cultural Assumptions through Small Groups 
Having cultural assumptions in mind, I suggest small groups as the main unit for 
intercultural disciple-making rather than congregational or one-to-one individual approaches. 
Considering a reproducing church as a centered set has two aspects of diversity, starting points 
and contacts of the unchurched, small groups can practice intercultural disciple-making. First, 
there is centrifugal diversity. A reproducing church understands small groups as the main venue 
for intercultural disciple-making as a versatile post. A small group in a reproducing church is 
versatile because a diversity of its members can be available for diverse contexts of the 
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unchurched. While a non-reproducing church tends to motivate only believers who have the gift 
of evangelism and other members lose any interest in evangelism based on Hong’s research,430 a 
reproducing church activates all of its church members who necessarily belong to small groups 
to be involved in cooperative evangelism and disciple-making, as Chai recommends.431 Second, 
there is centripetal diversity within a small group that comes with various cares and challenges. 
With the minute attention of a small group, there can be proper challenges for disciples and 
disciple-makers. Hong suggests disciple-making in small groups by dealing with intimate issues 
first by saying, “It is more prudent to start up a conversation about specific hardships that they 
might encounter in life [which is something that can be done in a small group] rather than 
approaching them with abstract religious issues.”432 It enables members to band together in 
disciple-making practices with a collective identity without losing an individual focus on diverse 
issues. By providing a diverse modeling of disciple-makers, small groups promote intercultural 
disciple-making. Mike Breen affirms that evangelistic small groups practice relational 
evangelism433 with diversity and flexibility and Arns reaffirms, “disciple-making is most 
effective when it is a team effort.”434 
This centrifugal and centripetal diversity makes small groups an intercultural disciple-
making practice by dealing with intimate issues of members and the unchurched. Instead of 
repeating printed material of manufactured textbooks in the Bible study of the case study 
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churches, an oral-based approach can be appropriate in reproducing disciple-making by small 
groups in the Korean churches. But, an oral approach for intercultural disciple-making should 
not be monopolized by clergy. Without separation of the time for the Bible study and table 
fellowship, all disciples and disciple-makers must be involved in dynamic interactions by being 
biblically faithful and culturally relevant with intimate issues.  
The Korean immigrant church is a melting pot of diverse individual backgrounds. Small 
groups embrace all members, including the second generation, by respecting individual identity. 
It leads to freedom from church building or structure as a collective identity at a congregational 
level and promotes mobility and flexibility to reach out to the unchurched. Instead of pursuing 
mono-ethnocentrism of Korean traditions, small groups for intercultural disciple-making will 
grow and reproduce with individual identity without losing collective identity as a team of 
disciple-makers and disciples. 
Small groups of intercultural disciple-making promote lay leadership. While a non-
reproducing church has limited its authority to a few church leaders, a reproducing church can 
utilize an honor oriented Korean culture to encourage the involvement of the laity as disciple-
makers. An honor-oriented culture makes lay people gain great honor by inviting them to 
directly participate in the mission of God, viz. missional discipleship.  
While a lecture-style class led only by clergy results in being knowledge-centric 
discipling practices, a small group enables participants to have more psychological supports by 
building deeper relationships and the expectation of becoming disciple-makers. More than whole 
congregational gathering, each small group can utilize diverse genres for disciple-making, such 
as watching movies or concerts, going camping or trailing, couples or families dining, pajama 
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parties for children, and so on. Additionally, a small group can support the intimate issues that 
people face in their daily immigrant lives, helping them to overcome social and psychological 
issues. With a true fellowship, an emotive focus approach may open the door of the unchurched 
immigrants who have suffered as the marginalized.  
With the limited material reality of time, budgets, and man power, there is less chance to 
pray together for issues in the excluded middle area during Sunday worship service. On the 
contrary, a small group can focus on praying in detail with fewer limits of time and space. It 
promotes the experience of a small group as a faith community for a spiritual warfare. Thus, a 
small group does not exist only for individual salvation, but for creating faith community in the 
world where members and the unchurched live for the kingdom of God.  
While clergy-centric discipling programs at the congregational level offer an assembly-
line production with uniformity, a small group can practice handcrafted production according to 
a diverse individual situation by promoting lay leadership. For example, when a person goes 
through a funeral process, members of a small group can take care in details, including providing 
biblical meaning of death and eternal life with deeper condolences beyond the official funeral at 
the congregational level. It makes its easier to reproduce leaders who have a better understanding 
of immigrant context than imported clergy from South Korea. Also, it will prevent burnout of 
ministry. With a handcrafted production by a small group disciple-making practice, evangelism 
and disciple-making would be understood as a process which causes conversion growth rather 
than transfer growth. It enables qualitative and quantitative growth both, as Moon dreams: “I am 
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dreaming that this generation will have a qualitative discipleship growth spurt that matches the 
numerical quantitative growth.”435 
Win and Charles Arns state, “Disciple making is most effective when the unique needs 
and individual differences are recognized and celebrated.”436 This happens in a small group with 
intercultural disciple-making because it is more flexible to give care and bring challenges than is 
a congregational discipling practice, and is even more varied than one-on-one disciple-making. 
For example, a younger couple needs care for their young kids’ education while the aged needs 
help for life after retirement. A new incomer wants supports for quick settlement. George and 
Bird champion a small group for intercultural disciple-making: 
Their challenge and ongoing encouragement will come from peers who know one 
another's spiritual gifts and who care enough that they will not allow a friend to settle 
into spectatorism. Because of the intimate, accountability-inviting context of an affinity-
based group, participants will readily accept the call of God that accompanies the 
discovery of their gifts. The immediacy of the evangelism and discipleship that occurs in 
the lives of fellow cell members cannot help but shatter passivity.437 
 Small groups where disciples intentionally reproduce other disciples practices 
intercultural disciple-making, as Jay Moon explains, because it acknowledges that “various 
genres in culture provide fertile ground for discipleship.”438 Rather than a church of small groups 
for managing and maintaining itself, I suggest being a church that has various small groups for 
singles, international marriages, similar hobbies, etc., for the reproduction of disciple-makers 
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with intercultural sensibilities. It enables the gospel to be translated and to fit each cultural 
setting. 
 
III. The Principle of Reproduction 
Carl George and Warren Bird challenge church leaders by saying, “Someone has said that 
church leaders have become keepers of the aquarium rather than fishermen of the deep.”439 As 
we discussed before, it seems that the case study churches had focused on maintaining their 
system rather than winning souls. As Jesus invites disciples saying, “Come, follow me and I will 
make you fishers of men” (Matthew 4:19), Mike Breen dares modern disciples to live like those 
in the New Testament: “Are we just good at getting people together once a week and maybe into 
a small group, or are we actually good at producing the types of people we read about in the New 
Testament?”440 I make seven suggestions of recoveries or shifts for the church where disciples 
intentionally reproduce other disciples to be fishermen of the deep based on the data I found 
from the case study churches. 
 
A. Forgotten Piece of Disciple-Making is Sentness 
Ogden points to one of the reasons for a discipleship malaise when he says, “We have 
made discipleship for super-Christians, not the ordinary believer.”441 The websites, banners and 
bulletins of the case study churches were filled with lists of gatherings and programs. With an 
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understanding of disciple-making practice as an attractive model, churchgoers could choose one 
of them based on their internal interests. According to Bill Hull, some regard disciple-making 
practice as a program for beginners and others consider it as a program for experienced 
churchgoers to be church leaders.442 Both sides understand disciple-making practice as a 
program in which they can choose to participate for their own maturity. This understanding of 
discipling practices that focuses on internal maturity limits our Savior to God of the church 
rather than God of the world. Arns warns the dangers of this understanding of discipleship only 
for own spiritual growth: 
In fact, when personal growth-oriented concerns make up the entire experience of the 
Christian life and the church’s programming, the result is to actually stunt the 
individual’s spiritual growth and development. Why? Because participation in the very 
thing Christ desired most of His disciples – to make the Good News known – is 
completely ignored. “Christ-likeness” can hardly be an achievable goal if there is no 
participation in the basic reason for Christ’s mission.443 
Due to the dualistic spirituality, churchgoers focus on the relation between God and themselves 
with the sacrifice of spreading the Gospel. With the metaphor of a vine and its branches in John 
15:1-2, Neil Cole notes that “fruit is always about reproduction. The true fruit of an apple tree is 
not an apple, but more apple trees.”444 While an apple is the individual’s internal growth, apple 
trees are to make disciples for reproduction by being cut off from an original apple tree. It seems 
that the case study churches expected to become a bigger apple tree rather than reproduce more 
apple trees. Naturally, there will be more apples when an apple tree reproduces more apple trees. 
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Thus, a reproducing church understands discipling practices both for the world and itself. The 
ongoing disciple-making restores the “being sentness” of discipleship. It results in the spiritual 
growth of disciple and the disciple-maker both. 
 
B. Focus on the Transformation of Disciples 
Jesus did not first plant a church. Rather, He called the twelve and expected them to 
reproduce apprentices like them. Robert Coleman reminds us that “men were to be his method of 
winning the world to God.”445 In the case study churches, there was an understanding of an 
institutional church as the utmost tool for the expansion of the kingdom of God. Bill Hull 
concerns discipling practices as programs because discipleship that is just completing a 
curriculum is not God’s intention.446 Instead, a reproducing church that practices disciple-making 
as a way of living does so by focusing on the person. Greg Ogden reaffirms, “If we want to see 
self-initiating, reproducing, fully devoted followers be the mark of our ministry, we must adopt 
Jesus’ method of investing in a few as the foundation upon which to build our ministry.”447 
 All structures and programs of an institutional church must exist to support the 
transformation of disciples. Reggie McNeal claims that a church which expects to reproduce 
disciple-makers must shift its measurements from program development to people development, 
from standardization to customization, from participation to maturation, from delivering to 
debriefing, from being curriculum-centered to being life-centered, from growing into service to 
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growing through service.448 Qualitative development of people takes precedence over 
quantitative growth.449 The church should stop to identify the sacrifice of churchgoers for 
church’s maintenance with being a faithful Christian. A structure of the church cannot take 
priority over being and doing the church. As Mike Breen states, a reproducing church remembers 
that “disciples are the only thing that Jesus cares about, and it’s the only number that Jesus is 
counting.”450 Thus, the church must follow Jesus’ way of making disciples. Chai states critically 
that, “If a church is not making disciples, it is no longer a proper church and should shut 
down.”451 A reproducing church identifies itself not by what the church has and does452 (like 
highly educated clergy), numbers of members on church roll, or various programs, but by 
whether it wins souls and reproduces disciple-making. 
 
C. Not through Institutional Structure but through Organic Structure 
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While non-reproducing discipling practice has institutional structure, reproducing 
discipling practice has organic structure, as Neil Cole depicts (see Figure 7.8). The former 
practices top-down communication, which can be found in the case study churches and the latter, 
which enables viral expansion through the disciple-making organic structure. All church 
activities of the case study churches were only decided by clergies and the committee of elders.  
Figure 7.8. Institutional Structure and Organic Structure453 
Due to the chain of command, the institutional structure works in a top-down style that makes it 
rigid and inflexible; which is a danger when the institutional church structure becomes the center 
of disciple-making practices. As C1 had experienced from the previous church, institutional 
structure forced obedience to the church authority. On the contrary, Neil Cole champions that the 
organic structure of a reproducing church has no limits and makes all members equally important 
for expansion and influence.454 With the Christ-likeness of a disciple-maker, Jesus becomes the 
center of disciple-making with the result that there is less of a chance for human control in an 
organic structure.  
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Reproduction through organic structure of making disciples can be described better with 
Reggie McNeal’s changes in the scorecard for the church: from church-based to kingdom-based 
leadership, from a church job to a kingdom assignment, from institutional representative to viral 
agent, from director to producer, from reliving the past to rearranging the future, from train and 
deploy to deploy and debrief, and from positional to personal.455 Reproduction depends on a 
better disciple-maker rather than on a better institutional structure, including religious experts 
and imported programs. Due to the bounded set paradigm of hierarchical culture, religious 
consumerism, and the busyness of immigrants’ lives, the case study churches relied on the 
structure of the institutional churches. Reggie McNeal convinces:  
It is not better methods, but better men and women, who know their Redeemer from 
personal experience – men and women who see his vision and feel his passion for the 
world – men and women who are willing to be nothing so that he might be everything – 
men and women who want only for Christ to produce his life in and through them 
according to his own good pleasure.456 
With a shift from an institutional structure of a church authority to an organic structure for 
discipling practices, it promotes ongoing disciple-making to be more flexible, mobile, diverse, 
dynamic, and reproducible. 
D. Resource-Consuming Process Rather than Event 
While a non-reproducing church understands disciple-making practice as a program event 
of the institution within a certain period, a reproducing church regards it as a whole process 
embracing evangelism, conversion, making disciples, and reproducing disciple-makers for 
multiplication. Roy Edgemon reaffirms this when he says, “His words are not to be interpreted as 
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a twofold commission of evangelism and discipleship, but rather as a single command to ‘make 
disciples.’”457 
 
Figure 7.9. Church Growth Comparison of Addition by Recruiting and Multiplication by 
Disciple-Making 
 From Figure 7.9, the addition outnumbers the multiplication until the twelfth year. From 
the thirteenth year on, the latter outnumbered the former. The multiplication style of disciple-
making demands an investment of all one’s resources throughout the whole of one’s life. It is for 
all the effectiveness in the initial stages of growth that a non-reproducing church prefers 
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evangelistic addition over multiplication, but in the long-run it is short-sighted. Arns remarks, 
“Disciple making is most effective as a natural and continuing process.”458 
 There are some reasons why disciple-making is so time-consuming. First, it embraces a 
diversity of disciples and disciple-makers. Second, its process includes mistakes. Third, it 
expects to transform whole lives through apprenticeship. As Arns reaffirms the time-consuming 
aspect of the disciple-making process, the church that is reproducing disciple-makers focuses “on 
the principle of building slowly but building solidly.”459 A reproducing church fully understands 
that true disciple-making practice is resource-consuming and needs to be patient with expecting 
exponential multiplication.  
 
E. Empowering the Laity Rather than Being Clergy-Centric 
 To empower the laity, a reproducing church activates delegation to all disciples. 
According to Joon Huh, “The pastor's role is trusting them absolutely to carry out their own 
responsibility.”460 Like the cases of Jesus’ delegation of two-by-two and the mission of 70, a 
reproducing church delegates its mission to small groups. McNeal describes the role of a pastor: 
This pastor doesn't need to be the star of every show; he doesn't even need to show up at 
most episodes. He plays the essential part of empowering leaders to pursue their callings 
and passions. He strengthens others' obedience by creating a culture where they can say 
yes to the Spirit.461 
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460 Chai and Chai, The House Church, 250. 
461 McNeal, Missional Renaissance, 140. 
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Also, a reproducing church practices supervision, which cannot be separated from the principle 
of delegation. Delegation and supervision enable debriefing by disciples and feedback by 
disciple-makers.  
John Drane compares the disciplers of a sterile discipleship program and reproducing 
disciple-makers as being a “banker-teacher” compared to a “midwife-evangelist.”462 While the 
bank-teacher type deposits knowledge into participants, the midwife-evangelist motivates 
apprentices to produce spiritual children. Therefore, a clergy’s time and vision must be organized 
to develop lay leadership “so that greater ministry can be accomplished in ever-widening circles 
of influence.”463   
A clergy in a reproducing church trains people who can train others “instead of one 
person being the teacher of all.”464 In a reproducing church, everyone scores by becoming a 
reproducer. Dawson Trotman assures, “It is for all of God's people. Every one of His children 
ought to be reproducers.”465 Mike Breen summarizes a characteristic of empowering the laity: “If 
you want to free people from the captivity of the client/provider relationship we’ve seen emerge 
in the church and create an ‘empowered/discipling culture,’ it must be viewed as a must-win 
battle.”466 
 
                                                     
462 John Drane, The McDonaldization of the Church: Consumer Culture and the Church’s Future (Macon, GA: 
Smyth & Helwys Publishing, Incorporated, 2012), 204–205. 
463 George and Bird, How to Break Growth Barriers, 106. 
464 Dawson Trotman, Born to Reproduce (Lincoln, NE: Back to the Bible Publishers, 1959), 4. 
465 Ibid., 32. 
466 Breen, Building a Discipling Culture, 210–212. 
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F. Multiplication Rather than Addition 
Although many scholars of discipleship talk about the difference between church growth 
via multiplication and by addition,467 none of the case study church interviewees understood 
those two differing concepts at all. Due to a lack of patience or understanding that multiplication 
takes a longer time than addition, the case study churches had practiced discipling programs as 
an addition with short-sighted expectations and were trapped in a vicious circle of religious 
consumerism and non-reproducing disciple-making. Ralph Moore explains some of the 
limitations of addition: 
The world is multiplying while the Church adds (at best). But addition can never keep 
pace with multiplication. Multiplying starts slow and small, but with time builds 
momentum that addition will never touch. Don’t be content with addition! If we are so 
satisfied with the ‘success’ of addition, we will never venture out into the deeper waters 
of multiplication.468 
A reproducing church intentionally expects disciples to reproduce. The measurement of 
victory of the church is not how many we have but how many we reproduce. Fergusons 
emphasize reproduction by a disciple-maker when they say, “What you really need is not large 
numbers of people but the right person.”469 James Engel and Wilbert Norton urge, 
“Multiplication of new congregations of believers, then, is the normal and expected output of a 
                                                     
467 Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 95; Ogden, Transforming Discipleship, 136–139; Ralph Moore, How 
to Multiply Your Church: The Most Effective Way to Grow God’s Kingdom, ed. Ed Stetzer (Ventura, CA: Regal, 
2009), 62–63; Cole, Church 3.0, 66–91; Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways, 207–212; Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, The 
Shaping of Things to Come: Innovation and Mission for the 21 Century Church (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Pub, 
2003), 65–67; Tommy Barnett, Multiplication: Unlock the Biblical Factors to Multiply Your Effectiveness in 
Leadership & Ministry (Lake Mary, FL: Charisma House, 1997), 20–23. 
468 Moore, How to Multiply Your Church, 63. 
469 Ferguson and Ferguson, Exponential, 24–29. They delineate five reproducing principles: First, reproducing 
requires everyone to have an apprentice by reproducing small groups. Second, reproducing celebration services 
because reproducing is proactive, not reactive. Third, reproducing is not about size; it's about leader readiness by 
reproducing campuses. Fourth, reproducing is not about our kingdom by reproducing churches; it's about God's 
kingdom. Fifth, reproducing happens on the edge and at the center by reproducing networks. 
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healthy body. God's plan for a cell in His body does not call for establishment of a S.M.O.T.S 
group (a Secret Meeting of the Saint).”470 Therefore, according to Arns, a reproducing church 
expects a new convert to commit to reproducing a disciple-making chain from the initial stages 
of discipling practices.471 To be a true disciple, it is not enough to add someone to a 
congregation. Rather, he or she must practice multiplication of disciple-making chain. 
 
G. Active Small Groups with an Empowered Culture 
 
While most members of the case study churches stayed in boring or chaplaincy quadrants 
with the high invitation and low challenge, a few of church leaders and staff experienced 
discouraged culture by being imposed most responsibility (see Figure 7.11 below). Mike Breen 
criticizes, “So while many churches say, ‘We do discipleship in our small groups,’ the fact of the 
matter is that their small groups are missing one of the main ingredients of a discipling culture: 
Challenge.”472 The challenge is not acceptable for religious shoppers. A church reproducing 
disciple-makers belongs to a discipling quadrant with an empowered culture of high invitation 
and high challenge (see Figure 7.11 below).  
 
 
                                                     
470 James F. Engel and Wilbert Norton, What’s Gone Wrong With the Harvest? A Communication Strategy for the 
Church and World Evangelism (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1975), 144. 
 
471 Arn and Arn, The Master’s Plan for Making Disciples, 25. 
472 Breen, Building a Discipling Culture, 194–195. 
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Low 
Challenge 
High Invitation 
High 
Challenge 
Chaplaincy Quadrant 
“Cozy Culture” 
Discipling Quadrant 
“Empowered Culture” 
Boring Quadrant 
“Apathetic Culture” 
Stressful Quadrant 
“Discouraged Culture” 
Low Invitation 
Figure 7.10. Matrix of Invitation and Challenge of Types of Small Group473 
According to Mike Breen, Figure 7.10 describes types of small groups based on an intensity of 
invitation and challenge in a small group. 
A small group is the best unit to reach the unchurched and to reproduce. Due to the size 
of a small group, it is flexible to approach with mobility to a precarious context of the 
unchurched. With high invitation and challenge, a church where disciples intentionally reproduce 
other disciples makes small groups active with an empowered culture. Bill Hull agrees on it by 
saying,  
Without outreach, Bible study becomes academic, prayer turns stale, and fellowship 
becomes superficial. Outreach provides a catalyst for spiritual development. …. Through 
a carefully managed apprenticeship system, groups can expand quickly and with 
integrity. Healthy Christians reproduce, healthy churches and ministries reproduce, and 
                                                     
473 Mike Breen, Building a Discipling Culture (Pawleys Island, SC: 3DM Publishing, 2011), 182. 
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healthy small groups reproduce. This principle of reproduction can permeate an entire 
small-group network.474 
 In summary of suggestions for reproduction, Neil Cole’s comparison of church 2.0 and 
church 3.0 clearly shows what shift the Korean church needs to pursue (see Table 7.1 below).  
Table 7.1 The Comparison of Church 2.0 and Church 3.0475 
 Church 2.0 Church 3.0 
Seating when gathered Rows Circle 
Environment Anonymous Intimate 
Leadership source Institutions of higher learning Harvest fields 
Growth Addition Multiplication 
Results An audience is attracted A spiritual army is mobilized 
Ministry practitioners The ordained The ordinary 
Resources Imported to the harvest Discovered in the harvest 
Primary leadership role Pastoral teacher APEST team 
Learning lab Classroom-based education Trench-based education 
Cost Expensive Inexpensive 
Ministry setting The meeting place The marketplace 
Success Full seating capacity Full sending capacity 
                                                     
474 Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship, 235–236. 
475 Neil Cole, Church 3.0: Upgrades for the Future of the Church, 1 edition. (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 
2010), 9. 
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Church posture Passive: “Y’all come!” Active: “We all go!” 
Attraction Felt need programming Obvious life transformation 
Model of church life Academic Family 
  
From the data of Table 7.1, the church 2.0 model matches with the case study churches and the 
church 3.0 model represents my suggestions for intentionally reproducing disciple-making. The 
former may expect addition and the latter surely results in reproduction with multiplication. 
  
IV. Conclusion 
When I first encountered Robert Coleman’s book, “The Master’s Plan for Evangelism,” I 
thought the Korean church seemed to have practiced discipling practices at first glance. But the 
principle of reproduction made me realize that the Korean church practices of disciple-making 
practice have gone wrong somehow with reproduction of disciple-making. Growing up in 
church, I have witnessed the decline in the number of converts before the public recognition of a 
decline in the Korean church growth. This occurred in the mid-1990s because of the wane of 
children’s Sunday school, which started in the 1980s, as Choi’s research shows.476 The Korean 
church has become obsessed with importing well-functioning programs for discipling practices 
such as the seeker-sensitive worship, purpose-driven models, small group, cell church, G12, 
Alpha, and user-friendly church approaches. Instead of searching doing the church, it needs to 
                                                     
476 Yoon-Sik Choi, 2020-2040 한국교회미래지도 [2020-2040 Future Map of Korean Church] (Seoul, Korea: 
Words of Life publication, 2013), 57. 
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examine its fundamental concepts about the nature of being the church, and so restore biblical 
discipleship, including a reproduction of disciple-making. To do so, Craig Van Gelder declares: 
“It is my conviction that we need to move beyond trying to find the 'next' church that will help us 
be successful one more time. We need to rediscover something more basic about what it means 
to be the church.”477 Mike Breen reiterates the need for discipleship to be the starting point for 
being the true church: “The problem is that we don’t have a ‘missional’ problem or a leadership 
problem in the Western church. We have a discipleship problem. If you know how to disciple 
people well, you will always get mission.”478 
Although the case study churches’ practices did not focus on ongoing engagement of 
disciple-making, at least the interviewees strongly agreed that being a Christian and being a 
disciple must be same. With their unawareness of the concepts of reproduction, disciple-maker, 
and multiplication, the case study churches can expect to reproduce disciple-making if there are 
teaching and practices for those concepts. This could lead to a shift of discipling practices from 
harvesting to sowing for the future of the Korean church. Also, another factor that may promote 
reproduction is a small group system, which has already existed in the Korean church. It needs a 
shift from a tool for management of church members and for fellowship only among members to 
an outpost for reaching the unchurched and apprenticeship. 
To conclude this research, I need to return to a question from my childhood. When I 
encountered John 14:12, “I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do what I have 
                                                     
477 Craig Van Gelder, The Essence of the Church: A Community Created by the Spirit (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Books, 2000), 24. 
478 Mike Breen, Building a Discipling Culture (Pawleys Island, SC: 3DM Publishing, 2011), 97–98. 
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been doing. He will do even greater things than these, because I am going to the Father,” I was 
frustrated because no one can walk on water, feed more than 5,000 people with five loaves and 
two fishes, and raise the dead. Even world famous charismatic church leaders cannot do what 
Jesus did in the Bible. So, how is what Jesus said possible? After encountering the principle of 
reproduction expecting multiplication through disciple-making, I realized that a Christian does 
not have to perform miracles to fulfill the promise of Jesus in John 14:12. We might not be super 
heroes. But Jesus chooses normal Christians, just like the twelve, for His kingdom. The biblical 
way to measure the success of the church is how many disciple-makers we reproduce by 
intentionally making them disciples first. One thing that we need now, more than ever, is 
obedience to the Great Commission directive to “make disciples.” Robert Coleman’s comment 
well describes my conclusion:  
The criteria on which a church should measure its success is not how many new names 
are added to the role nor how much the budget is increased, but rather how many 
Christians are actively winning souls and training them to win the multitudes.479 
 
 
 
  
                                                     
479 Robert E. Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Grand Rapids, MI: Revell, 1972), 95. 
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Appendix A 
Interview for Pastors of the Case Study Churches 
Date of Interview: 
Place of Interview:  
Hour of Interview: 
 
1. General Information of Interviewee 
1.1. Name of the Church 
1.2. Name of Interviewee 
1.3. Telephone/E-mail 
1.4. Gender 
1.5. Age 
 
2. Questions 
2.1. What are the main characteristics and business of your church? 
2.2. What are definition, practices, and role of discipling practices of your church? 
2.3. Discuss the types of attempts of discipling practices you make to adapt to the 
cultural uniqueness of Korean immigrant community? 
2.4. What role did discipling practices play in decision of the unchurched and the 
dechurched to come to or stay at your church? 
2.5. What are the main reasons for the dechurched dropping out of your church? 
2.6. What is good and bad discipleship? How do you measure goals of discipleship? 
2.7. Which words do you use for disciple and disciple-maker? 
2.8. Do you distinguish disciple and disciple-maker in your ministry? 
2.9. Which themes of the gospel do you think are relevant to discipling people? 
2.10. What do you think the most important thing in choosing a church by the 
unchurched or returning to a church by the dechurched? 
2.11. What are the strengths of your church in discipling practices? What factors do 
promote discipling practices in your church? 
2.12. What are the weaknesses of your church in discipling practices? What factors do 
inhibit discipling practices in your church? 
2.13. What would be better discipling practices you wish if you have chances? 
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Appendix B 
Interview for the Laity of the Case Study Churches 
Date of Interview: 
Place of Interview:  
Hour of Interview: 
 
1. General Information of Interviewee 
1.1. Name of the Church 
1.2. Name of Interviewee 
1.3. Telephone/E-mail 
1.4. Gender 
1.5. Age 
 
2. Questions 
2.1. Why do you attend this church?  
2.2. What are personal goals to attend this church? Tell me the story of how you 
became involved with Christ and this church. 
2.3. Did you join any discipling training in this church? 
2.4. If not, tell me why you didn’t have experience of discipling practices.  
2.5. If yes, tell mediscipling practices of your church that you have experienced.  
2.6. Why did you join discipling practices of this church? What are your personal 
goals of participating discipling practices? 
2.7. Do you think that Christian and a disciple are different or same from your church 
activities?  
2.8. Have you heard a term of disciple-maker? Which word in Korean for disciple-
maker will be proper? What does it connote in your faith? 
2.9. How did discipling practices influence on your life? What has been changed with 
discipling practices? 
2.10. What makes it difficult for you to participate in discipling practices?  
2.11. What promotes you to participate in discipling practices? 
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2.12. Do you have distinctive reasons as a Korean immigrant to join discipling practices 
or not? 
2.13. What aspects of discipling practices have you experienced were good or bad?  
2.14. If you have a chance, what do you suggest for better discipling practices? 
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Appendix C 
목회자용설문지 
인터뷰날짜: 
인터뷰장소: 
인터뷰시간: 
 
1. General Information of Interviewee 
1.1. 교회이름: 
1.2. 목회자이름: 
1.3. 전화번호및이메일: 
1.4. 성별: 
1.5. 연령: 
 
2. Questions 
2.1. 귀교회가가장중요시여기는신앙적요소는무엇입니까?  (교회의 Mission 
Statement가있으시면, 첨부해주십시오.) 
2.2. 귀교회에서 ‘제자도’에대한의미, 역할, 
그리고실제로어떻게행하고있으십니까? 
2.3. 한인이민교회로서 
‘제자도’를적용하려는시도에서한인의독특성이무엇이라고생각하십니까? 
(한국인의문화적, 민족적, 종교적특성등등자유롭게말씀해주십시오.) 
2.4. 불신자혹은태신자(장기결석자)가귀교회에방문하고정착하는데에있어서, 
제자도는어떤역할을하고있습니까? 
2.5. 귀교회의사례에서태신자들이점차출석하지않는주된이유는무엇이라보십니
까? 
2.6. 좋은제자도와나쁜제자도를어떻게구분하십니까? 
제자도가잘실천되는지를어떻게측정할수있다고보십니까? 
2.7. Disciple과 Disciple-maker를한국어로무엇이라고쓰시겠습니까? 
2.8. Disciple과 Disciple-maker를목사님의사역에서구분하고있습니까? 
2.9. 복음서의어떤부분이제자도와연관이있다고보십니까? 
(1개~3개까지자유롭게써주십시오.) 
2.10. 불신자혹은태신자가교회를일반적으로선택함에있어서가장중요한것은무엇
이라생각한다고보십니까? 
2.11. 귀교회의제자도의장점은무엇입니까? 
어떤요소가제자도를추구하는데긍정적인영향을끼칩니까? 
2.12. 귀교회의제자도의취약점은무엇입니까? 
어떤요소가제자도를추구하는데방해적인영향을끼칩니까? 
2.13. 만약목사님께서여건만허락된다면더나은제자도를위하여바라시는것은무엇
입니까? 
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Appendix D 
성도용인터뷰질문지 
인터뷰날짜: 
인터뷰장소: 
인터뷰시간: 
 
1. General Information of Interviewee 
1.1. 교회이름: 
1.2. 목회자이름: 
1.3. 전화번호및이메일: 
1.4. 성별: 
1.5. 연령: 
 
2. Questions 
2.1. 이교회에출석을결심하게된동기는무엇입니까? 
2.2. 이교회에출석하는목적은무엇입니까? 
개인적인신앙의이야기를들려주십시오. 
2.3. 이교회에서제자도에대한훈련에참가해보신적이있습니까? 
2.4. 제자도훈련에참가해본경험이없다면그이유는무엇입니까? 
2.5. 제자도훈련에참가해본경험이있다면, 그경험을말씀해주십시오. 
2.6. 당신은왜그제자도훈련에참가하셨습니까? 
개인적으로어떤목적을가지고훈련에참가하셨습니까? 
2.7. 당신의이교회에서의경험을통해크리스천과제자가같은의미입니까구별되는
의미입니까? 
2.8. Disciple-maker라는용어를들어보신적이있습니까? 
한국어로는어떻게번역이되어야적절하겠습니까? 
이단어가어떤의미를가지는것으로보이는지설명해보십시오. 
2.9. 제자도훈련이당신의삶에어떤영향을끼쳤습니까? 
어떤부분이변화되었습니까? (신앙활동, 
신앙에대한이해와목표등등변화된부분을말씀해주십시오.) 
2.10. 제자도훈련에참가하는데어려움을주는것은무엇입니까?  
2.11. 제자도훈련에참가하도록도움을주는것은무엇입니까? 
2.12. 한국인이민자로서제자도훈련에참가하거나그렇지않게되는한국인고유의이
유들이있습니까? 설명해주십시오. 
2.13. 제자도훈련(자신의경험이나주변에서간접적으로들었던경험)에대한좋거나
나쁘거나한측면을말씀해주십시오. 
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2.14. 더나은제자도훈련을위하여개인적으로제안하고싶은부분을말씀해주십시오
.  
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